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CLOSE OF A TRAGIC CAREER

LEGION POST LOSES HOME

Fine For Traffic Violations
May Be Reduced To
First Of a Series Of Articles Telling How the
Building On Limerock Street Destroyed By Death Of Rev. Frank W. Sanford, One Time
Fifty Cents
The City Council paved the way
Fisherman’s Dollar Is Spent
Fire—Narrow Escape Of Eight Firemen
Rockland Ball Play er
last night for reduction of the as
Members of the 1947 Legislature
were definitely fisheries minded and
they did, something about it. For
the first time since it was created
the department of Sea and. Shore
Fisheries was provided with sub
stantial funds and given the green
light to go ahead and' develop a
progressive program of conserva
tion. protection and development of
a great natural resource.
Prior to, this awakening of the
government's responsibility to the
fishing industry the department
had limped along without the
money, manpower or equipment to
do the Job for which it was in
tended. Previous Commissioners,
aware of the need for action to
meet changing conditions, had ad
vocated sound programs, but found
themselves hamstrung by lack of
funds and public support.
$60,000,000 Created

Although the fisheries have al
ways been the economic backbone
of the Maine coast, the general
public had not fully appreciated
their Importance to the total econ
omy of the State. Gradually busi
ness and civic leaders began to
realize that reports from the coast
of great fishing fleets, busy factor
ies and plants and $50,COO,000 to
$60,000,000 of created wealth a year
were too significent to overlook.
Legislature reflected this new
trend of public opinion and care
fully looked into the problems of
the fisheries department, reviewing
its purposes, shortcomings, respon
sibilities and potentialities. As a
result, when the sessions ended in
late Spring we had been given all
of the support and co-operation
that we asked for and a lot more.
The lawmakers had said by action,
"You men have a big job to do—
we are giving you some tools, now

RUMMAGESALE
Methodist Church Vestry

go ahead) and function properly."
License Fees

Another Important development
that prompted Legislature to re
move the department from the
category of a pauper organizaztion
was willingness of the industry to
make
substantial
contributions
throughout new and increased li
cense fees. This amount is ex
pected to run from $60,000 to $70.000 annually as against a total of
about $800 in previous years. Solid
support of the fisheries through
speeches and actions by Governor
orace Hildreth was another con
tributing factor.
Before attempting to outline the
program which we have set up for
the department it might be well tc
deal briefly with each of the ma
jor legislative actions which in
clude: Revision of laws, civil serv
ice for wardens, Advisory Council,
license fees, Shellfish Restoration,
Appropriations. Maine Development
Commission, Clam Cleansing Re
search and Research and Develop
ment. These facts are presented
for the information of fishermen,
processors and dealers who may not
be thoroughly familiar with the
overall picture.
Chapter 34 of the Revised Statues
which covered all salt water fishing
laws was completely repealed and
replaced by a new chapter of the
same number. This legislation was
presented in the form of a 152
page bill by Senator George Morrill
of Portland, chairman of the Sea
and Shore Fisheries Committee
The revision was written by
Chief Warden Dan Molloy who
worked on it for several months
with the assistance of the Com
missioner, Fishermen and Dealers,
tire Attorney General and wardens
(Continued on Page Five)

AURORA LODGE
A. F. & A. M.—NO. 50

PAST MASTERS’ NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
Degree Work at 5.00 P. M.

THURSDAY, APRIL 29

Supper at 6.30 P. M.
Work Resumed at 7.30 P. M.

AT

MASTER MASON DEGREE

9.30 A. M.

All Master Masons Cordially
Invited

LAST CHANCE
To Buy Your Tickets To

“YEARS AGO”
The Charles Carey Theatre Co, production

to be seen at Community Building
FRIDAY, APRIL 30

Faster Cooking-

RI

___

SOCONY-VACUUM’S NEW

BOTTLED GAS

31-34

accordion

(POTTED BEEF)

34-tf

Announcing
O’Sullivan’s Taxi

SMALL STORE

Instant Hot Water

or any member of the Lions Club
SPECIAL NOTICE!
Only dollar tickets will be sold at the
door. A few student tickets
are still available

By The Roving Reporter

sessment fee for minor traffic vio
lations in the 'city. An ordinance
Fire, which is reported to have roof and a 50-foot ladder against
(By F. A. Winslow)
Mont Simmons, a good friend of
was passed in first reading which started in the first 'floor millinery the building. Within a minute aft
Frank W. Sandford, founder of mine who had played baseball
will permit the assessment of 50 shop of Mrs. Clara Johnson des er the last man “was off the lad the Holy Ghost and Us Society with the Holy Ghost leader.
cents for each violation instead of troyed the American Legion build der and the roof, the top story and j
put out to the Kingdom in
roof of the three-story building 1 has been frequently reported dead a We
the present $1 and one additional
small 'boat, and I waited on
dollar for each successive viola ing on Limerock street this morn crashed Into the street, smashing in recent years, always lacking con board while Mr. Simmons went up
tion of the same ordinance up to ing Total losses nave not been the ladder and blocking the street , firmation until last Saturday when the Kingdom’s gangplank to be ’
McIntosh's presence it was officially announced by Wil cordially greeted by Mr. Sandford. !
three times after which court ac computed. City records set the completely.
| replacement value of the building cf mind undoubtedly saved the : lard N. Gleason of Boston, secre
tion could be taken.
After what seemed to me to be
Members of the Council and the at $14,260. while the establishments lives of several of the firemen as tary of the religious organization. a very long time had elapsed i
city attorney, upon being queried on the ground floor occupied by only a moment or two elapsed Mr. Sandford was in his 86th year Mont Simmons came to the '
as to increases with each addition William S. Hemenway’s candy from the time he discovered the His whereabouts has been shrouded rail, and beckoned for me to come
al violation stated that the charge store, Mrs. Johnsons Millinery danger and the time it crashed in secrecy ever since his release aboard. His influence had brought
Would be 50 cents for each offense Shop. Ford Cleaners, Inc., and to the street.
from the Federal Prison in Atlan about the opportunity for gaining
Firemen and city street depart ta, Oa.. whither he was commit an interview which every other
with no increase for successive vio Chase Shoe Repair Shop, have a
recorded value on the city records, ment crews are cleaning up the ted after his conviction in Portland newspaper man in Maine would
lations.
debris “in the street this morning on the charge of having caused have given his last dollar to obtain.
They did. however, point out several thousand dollars.
“The Lewiston Journal is daily
that the fee could be charged for
Winslow -Holbrook -Merritt Post while Chief Russell plans to pull the death of eight of his followers
I was in the Kingdom’s cabin
each hour the car was parked over American Legion, which occup:ed down a portion of the west wall on while on a world evangelical with Mr. Sandford more than two publishing the portrait of a mem
ber of the police force, accompanied
lime in the case of parking with the second and third floors of the the third floor and a chimney to cruise on the yacht Coronet.
hours and came away one of the
a thumbnail sketch. Thus far
out inserting a coin in the meter building, which the Post owned, is prevent a possible collapse and in
Remaining in my possession are happiest reporters in the world, | by
(he sketches have largely related
In other words—it s five cents an ! known to have had $10,COO insur- jury to the public.
10 or 12 letters which Mr. Sand with the material in my notebook ] to Veteran members of the force.
The Legion bought the property ford wrote to me whUe on that ill- which was developed into a three
hour for parking by using the me- ance on the property and at least
ter and 50 cents for the same per- two policies covering furnishings and converted the two upper stor fated cruise and I heave a sigh of column article in the Maine dally evidently well along in years. The
iod if one gets tagged and meets j and additional coverage on the ies into Post rooms during the real regret as I peruse them, for newspapers the following morning. State Chat editor should slide over
the police in person.
building. There are little, if any enmmandership of the late Carl I believe I am thc only living per It has been my lot to write many to Rockland and have a look at the
The slip which each violator has ' salvagable furnishings in the Le Snow and only in recent years re son outside of the Holy Ghost interviews in the long years which good looking and peppy youngsters
tired the last of the bonds on the colony in whom he confided to any have followed, but none which who now compose the local force.
been required to sign, stating that ' gion quarters,
theirs was a voluntary contrlbu- | The salvage squads of the fic building and cleared it of debt. extent. He told me In 1919 that gave me so much satisfaction as Come over, anyhow;’
The above Ls from The Couriertion, goes out of the window, too partment covered the machinery in During the war, the rooms were the late Holman F. Day, Lewiston that which Mr. Sandford gave me.
at the suggesting of the Chief of the Chase shop and removed the completely refurnished and redoc- newpaper man and author, was without reservation, that morning Gazette’s Black Cat column. Of
course well be over—if you can
Police. In the future, the person clothing in the Ford Cleaners and orated. The Post has at this time the only other member of the press °r!_'dle barkentine Kingdom.
j promise i that your “good-looking
pa/inig will merely receive a re- protected the greater part of the nearly 500 paid-up members.
to whom he had ever given an in
The surprise which it provided and peppy youngsters” aren’t too
The Legion building was for many terview. I could offer no better en
ceipt for his or her money
j Hemenway stock: preventing sevfor Mr. Jefferds may well be imag- peppy and clip Us for parking our
Second and public hearing on ! eral thousand dollars loss from years the home of the Rockland dorsement of my statement.
ined
Thc interview was followed light plane overtime. And “well
v M C A. and was condemned not
the ordinance is scheduled for , water.
Before Mr. Sandford became af
due season with three other ex- along in years” . . . just wait till
May 10. Should It pass then, it I The first alarm came at 2 25 a. long after the suspension of that flicted with his religious mania— in
interviews with Mr. Sand- j they catch you in some sort of a
will become law in 20 days, or I h„ when Michael Arido. on his Organization. Intensive repairs were I can address it by no other term tended
jam over here —State Chat Editor
about June 1. In the meantime, way home, happened to notice blade during the American Legion —he was a resident one Summer ford
The second came when I spent a ' of the Lewiston Journal,
the police are in a neat little flames near the back window of occupancy, and the building has in the late 80's whUe playing on whole
day aboard the Yacht Coro—o—
problem ever the enforcement of an the Johnson shop at the walk lev- b< u the sceneof many notable
the college baseball team which net at South Freeport, as Mr. | A New York Associated Press deordinance they know will be el. He ran to the fire station and gatherings.
represented Rockland. He had SAndford’s guest. A recall that it j spatch says that the fermer actress
changed for the more liberal one in ' called the firemen, with the help
The Post will immediately lay been a Bates College star, and It was a perfect Summer day and Barbara Paul Sears, who was mara few weeks. At the moment there of the desk officer In the police plans for a new
home,
was from that institution that he aboard the trim yacht all was ried Feb. 14, is expecting a baby ln
is no ordinance which allows them i station Immediately upon arrival
came to Rockland.
pleace and serenity And I have November. Well, that’s a reasonto charge only 50 cents, as the new at the scene, the department orSandford was a backstop and never forgotten that dinner, in i able early announcement,
Wallston’s Scare
ordinance allows—but there is one dered a 'second alarm rung in and
other oldtimers who saw him play which we ate delicacies which had '
in force which requires them to later called for help from the
The Marion Gray Clark home and will join me in declaring that he come from the far corners of the Charles Steeves, Rankin street,
still charge $1 until It Is repealed Thomaston department together the Tavfor ’farm'’irT'thZ " Wallstnn was a fine figure of a man, and one world.
reports having seen
numbers
Rather looks as if there will be with emergency squads of the Le- District ol
George waY sareS of the finest sportsmen who ever
In order to expedite the Inter 6-8-0-8 in the sky about 12 26 p. m.
more than a little good common jgion disaster group to aid.
frPlr destruction bv firP Sundav bv graced the old Broadway baseball view Mr. Sanford sent for two of Friday. They appeared over the
sense used in assessments in the Charles IL McIntosh Ls credited TZnteVrs whTfought back a fire ground. I did not know him per
his feminine followers who took | horizon to the Eastward and dimrffectiv^fOle the "eW
beC°meS Iolth hdVi"K r n°?’^d
UDPer which had been start«d ‘n Wueberry- sonally in those days, because I down my dictation. While one of ished toward the South.
effectlve'
__________
!
and ro0J °f tbe bul,dm;' ,on land and got out of control. Racing was still a mere kid working on the stenographers was typing a
The R NClub will meet at '
Iji'nelocl5 street side bulging into woodlands, the fire threatened the diamond between games to page of her notes, the other would
A great many years ago the late
the Bok Nurses Home at 8 tonight. ^kedMertert R ’ Mullen’’ who' w”s thc two pIaces fcr scme time as 11 earn the right of admission to the be taking notes for another. When Asa Coombs of South Thomaston
games,
memory
of
which
filled
the
work
was
completed
I
gave
Walter Morse
will demonstrate standing nlar the Pos? Pfflre if ra3ed °'er several acres ln area
cut down a large pine tree in front
witn the thrills which come to a
floral arrangements. All non-reg- the buHdine usually bulged «lit as ' Ref identK of ,he district turned out •boy who is daily beholding the each of the girls a tip, and what of the Lindsey House, now owned
Istered nurses are also invited
t wa? ri‘en Me„ SediaW ” force tc fi”ht \he flameR and held
was my surprise when Mr. Sand by the Camden & Rockland Water
----------------- „ ,.a,
immeaiat-iy R unrier ccntrol landing watch feats of his hero. He wore no ford, who had heard of my act,
(Continued on Page Five)
Crushed rock for driveways, also rn‘,PC. lhat lt 1'r •rot. an5, n0‘ even after the greatest danger was beard In those days, and was as came to tne and returned the tips.
sand and gravel Clarence R Dor- 4 , d t. ha.d mo'ed considerably.
. past wetting down patches which handsome a man as one would “I do not allow my followers to
McIntosh called the -fact to i kept springing up over the area.
care to see.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
accept money,” he said.
man.. Phone 656-W or 1027-W, city
2gtf Chief Van Russell's attention and
My acquaintance with the erst
At the close of a delightful and If I had my life to live again I
---- men were hurriedly called off the
would
have made a rule to read some
while
baseball
star,
since
become
a
The new officers will preside at
highly interesting day. I was
and listen to some music at
tonight's meeting of the Elks preacher of the word of God, came rowed ashore As a stepped onto poetry
least once a week. The loss of these
lodge. Promised—a lot of good about 1909, and was indirectly the landing platform the Sandford tastess Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
fellowship, sociability, and abun brought about because of his hav followers, eight in number, raised Darwin
MASONIC
ing played baseball in Rockland. their oars and the strains of their
CANADIAN BOAT SONG
dance of refreshments.
A
I was then the local correspon parting song Tang over the placid Faintly as tolls the evening chime
ASSEMBLY
dent of the Associated Press, and waters of Casco Bay. Methinks I Our voices keep tune and our oars keep
time.
had notified the Portland office can still hear it.
SPRUCE HEAD
as the woods on shore lookdlm.
that the barkentine Kingdom had
Rockland Masonic Temple
ORIENT LODGE
I was even more thrilled when Soon
sing at St. Ann's our parting
arrived in Rockland harbor, under I received Mr. Sandford’s Invita We'll hymn,
DANCES
A. F. & A. M. NO. 15
Sandford's command.
THURSDAY, APRIL 29
tion to visit 'Shiloh on the sand Row brothers, row, the stream runs
THOMASTON. ME.
fast.
going aboard tomorrow and hills of Durham, whose towering
EVERY SATURDAY NITE get“I'm
8.30 P. M.
are near and the daylight’s
an interview with him;’ I de structures I had often seen from The rapids
SPRUCE HEAD
WORK TONIGHT
All Masons and Friends Are
clared with the enthusiasm and the car windows while traveling Whypast.
should we yet our sail unfurl?
Cordially Invited
confidence of youth.
COMMUNITY HALL
to and from 'Lewiston. I was met There is not a breath the blue wave
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
to curl;
“You'll never even see him,” re at the Lisbon Falls station by a
AU who are not solicited, please
This
Saturday
(May
1)
shore
plied Warren C. Jefferds, who was conveyance from Shiloh.
in the
bring sandwiches
But. when the wind blows off the
Benefit South Thomaston Star
then 'Maine agent for the AssociaWe dined that day at Mt. divert O. sweetly we’ll rest our weary oar.
Masonic Club
j ted Press. “He never talks to re cottage. Mr. Sandford’s attitude Blow, breezes, blow, the stream runs
Master Mason Degree
fast.
Regular Summer Orchestra
porters.”
I throughout the meal was that of The Rapids
are near and the daylight’s
featuring
Oliver
Niemi
and
his
(Continued on Page Eight)
But I had in mind the late '
Supper at 6.30 o’clock
past.

Sponsored by the Rockland Lions Club

Get your tickets from Leon White, phone 629-R

THE BLACK CAT

ANNOUNCING

FOR RENT

SIX WEEKS’ BUSINESS COURSE

Retailer Only

Owned and Operated by

IN ROCKLAND

INQUIRE AT

JOHN O’SULLIVAN, JR.

Bicknell’s Hardware

TEL. 1482-W

509-513 MACS' ST., ROCKLAND
33-tf

Anywhere, .Anytime

(24-Hour Service)

SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING
Beginner and Refresher Courses to be Offered
SCHOOL WILL OPEN JULY 1

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service 1

Formerly proprietor

of

Koekland

Business College,

Portland,

Maine, School of Commerce, and teacher in public school
commercial departments

34-35

82-T-tf

SAFEGUARD YOUR OIL SUPPLY!

HSH PACKERS, ATTENTION PLEASE

Install An Extra Tank While They Are Available
WE HAVE A CARLOAD!

Fish packers who are interested in working at Green

Island Packing Co., please sign up at your earliest con
venience.
Packers from Tenant’s Harbor or St. Oeorge, please
sign up with Anne Monaghan.

Transportation will be provided for local packers and
packers from Tenant's Harbor and vicinity.

GREEN ISLAND PACKING CO.
TELEPHONE 776 AND 777

Wc Also Have
Coolcrator Refrigerators and Deep Freeze Units
L. & H. Electric Ranges
Apex Washers
Gas, Oil and Electric Water Heaters
Bathroom Supplies
Range and Furnace Burners

“PERC” BOARDMAN
1 PLEASANT STREET,
ROCKLAND. ME. '
Phone—Days, 709; Nights, Thomaston 248-4
33-34

SALE

34-35

TWO CENTS A CARD
Williams-Brazier Post No. 37
Thomaston National Bank Bldg.
32-tf

Thursday at 2.00P.M.

Guaranteed Work
•PAINTING
•PAPER HANGING
•CEILINGS WHITENED

AT OWL’S HEAD LIBRARY
Benefit Owl's Head Farm Bureau

DO YOU BURN OIL?

Minimum Prize $2.50

SPECIAL GAMES

HOME COOKED FOOD AND CANDY

MRS. LENA K. SARGENT

A NEW BEANO

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
34* lt

For Details and Reservations, Phone 45-X, Rockland

COMPTON’S

Utawas’ ide! thLs tremblnig mon
Shall see us float over thy surges soon.
Saint of this green isle! hear our
prayers;
O. grant us cool heavens and favor
ing airs!
j Blow, breezes blow, the stream runs
fast,
past.
' The Rapids are near and the daylight’s
—By Thomas Moore.

WITHAMROUTE
S LOBSTER
POUND
1.ROCKPORT
OPENS SATURDAY, MAY 1

Expert Workmanship
Reasonable Prices

Frank Buzynski
TEL. 178-4. THOMASTON

24-tf

- SERVING

Seafood, Chicken and Ham Dinners
HEATED DINING ROOM
TEL. 256-5
34-35

POSITION WITH A FUTURE
An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life Insurance
company Ls Interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and if you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, yon may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course In training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to kho person
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dtetrict Supervisor, IM NOBWAY BOAb, BANGOB, MAINE. 13-tf

UPHOLSTERING
Quality Economy Service
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Sendee
Make Yoar Furniture Uke New
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME.
BUDGET TERMS
U

&

393 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND
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Waldoboro Sports

Will Be Advanced By New
Association Headed By
Earle Spear
Twenty public spirited Waldoboro
citizens have voted to organize the
Waldoboro Athletic Association—to
be incorporated on a non-profit
basis under the laws o f the State of
Maine.
The directors elected Earle
Spear as president of the Associa
tion. Other officers are: Lawrence
Weston, vice president; William
Brooks. Jr., secretary and treas
urer; Carroll Cooney, clerk.
Vice president Weston Carroll
Cooney and Maynard Genthner
will draw up bylaws.
Other appointments: Finance
Committee, Percy Moody. Victor
Bumheimer, and Boland Gen
thner; solicitation of funds, Roy
Winchenbach, to select other
members.
Andrew Peterson heads the mem
bership committee.
Charter members include Roland
Genthner,
Maynard Genthner,
Earle Spear. Carroll Cooney, Law
rence and Kenneth Weston, Carl
Campbell. Wayne Heald, Lomis
Young. Walter Kaier, Jr., Henry
Powell, Percy Moody, Roy Winchenbach, James Harkins, Andrew
Peterson, Lloyd Winchenbach. Glen
Creamer, and Victor Burnheimer.
Clyde Sukeforth. a coach of the
Brooklyn National League team
was named as one of the directors.

Bruno Was Second
Lost Bangor-Brewer Road
Race To Shepherd Of
West Gorham
Ed Shepard of West Gorham,
who set a new record of 25 min
utes, 48 4 seconds for the Portland
Boys’ Club Patriots' Day Five-Mile
Road Race. Saturday established a
new Maine “baby marathon” mark
in winning the Second Annual
Brewer-Bangoi Five-Mile Road
Race in ‘25 minutes and 38 sec
onds.
Bruno Mazzeo. of South Port
land, formerly of Rockland, and
one of New England's better known
plodders, was second to Shepard,
Just as he was in Portland Mon
day. Mazzeo’s time was 27.10, also
under Berry’s 1947 record. For the
second time this week. Mazzeo was
unable to keep up the blistering
pace set by Shepard and finished
a good distance behind the sweet
striding Gorhamite. His time was
27.10.
Two Rockland High School stu
dents competed—Rovce Lunt, who
finished sixth in 28.15; and Milton
Proctor, who finished 13th in 32.18
After being awarded the trophy
for placing second. Bruno Mazzeo
presented it to Howard Landry. 16year-old Brewer High School stu
dent who finished in fifth place.
Pleased with the showing made by

FREE OFFER fcr
Deafened Persons
For people who are troubled by
hartJ-of-hearing. this may be the
means for starting a new, full life
—with all the enjoyment of ser
mons, muhic, friendly companion
ship. It is a fascinating brochure
called “Full-tone Hearing’’ and is
now available without charge. Deaf
ened: persons acclaim it as a prac
tical guide with advice and encour
agement of great value.
If you
-would like a free copy, send your
name and address on a penny post| card and ask for "Full-tone Hear
ing.” Write BHLTONE. Dept. 18.
j 1450 W. 19th Street, Chicago. Ill
Also show this important news to
a friend who may be hard-of-hear
ing.

[EDITORIAL]
LOOKS LIKE STAMPEDE

GAINS SOME CONVERTS
Daylight saving, or Summer time, went into effect Sun
day morning, and found everybody well prepared for it. The
system has made some new converts this year, according to the
Associated Press, but the scoreboard shows 85.030,030 against
to 60,000,000.000 in favor. Daylight saving still arouses deepseated hostility in some sections, but so far as can be learned
no casualties have occurred on account of it, and millions have
been made happier because an ex,tra hour Is given for the en
joyment of recreation and the opportunity to lollow indus
trial pursuits.

DEMOCRATIC PESSIMISM
L. A. Lemieux, political writer for the Lewiston Journal,
summarizes the primary situation, county by county, and
reaches the conclusion that “every single Maine Democrat
who has filed nomination papers and who possibly can be
nominated next June were to be elected in September, that
party still would not command a majority of the Legislature
come January!” Lamleux adds:
Overall, the very best that the Democrats could com
mand for the 94th Legislature would be 77 of the 184 seats
in the House and Senate. That ls assuming that every single
Democratic nominee were to win election in the Fall. Not
even the most rabid Democrats consider that a possibility .
In the Senate, the Democrats actually could command a
majority—with one vote to spare—if all of their nominees
were to win. They have candidates in the field for 18 possible
nominations. In the House, however, tire situation would
be tough. The party only has candidates for a possible 50
seats, out of 151. That means little better than one-third.

AUGUSTA’S DEFERRED HOPE
Residents of Augusta are in a state of suspense, awaiting
the verdict as to whether the steel will be available for the
two million dollar Kennebec toll oridge this Spring Open
ing of bids for the 6.000,000 pounds of structural steel is in
definitely postponed. But the bridge is going to be built, and
just an even quarter century ago residents of the Bath-Rock
land area were wondering if their Kennebec bridge would
ever be built.

ATOMIC EXPLORATIONS
It seems that the development of atomic energy is only
in the infancy stage despite the fact that two of the bombs
were so effective in ending the war with Japan. Now the
scientists are seeking the construction of a nine-million dollar
atomic gun, which will probe into the secrets cf atomsmashing by hurling atomic bullets at energies ranging up to
ten billion election volts. The present world’s largest cycloron, now’ in operation here, gene.ates only 350,000,000 elec
tron volts.
point contest is being shown as the
closing date nears. First prize is
a week’s stay at Senior camp. Two
other prizes are pieces of equip
ment.
• • • •
Work is progressing satisfactor
ily on the ship’s boats. Now that
Daylight Time is official, even
more time can be spent fitting
them out.

A pledge of assistance has again
been given the Community Yacht
Club by the Ship. Labor will be
drawn voluntarily form the ranks
• • • •
The theme of Wednesday's meet
ing will be “Navigation in All
Phases.”
Program leader will be
Robert Chatto. Uniform of the
Day will be Official Fatigues.
The world’s largest anti-friction
Greater interest in the current bearing, about the size of a night
club dance floor, is used to turn
the youngster, Mazzeo decided he the four-deck. 16-inch gun turrets
had earned it for his efforts in giv on big U. S. battleships.
ing four experienced runners a
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
hard race all the way.

Thoroughbred Pups. 9 Weeks Old
Females $50; Males $75
DONALD D. WILLIS
125 Central St., Gardiner, Maine
Tel. 334-M
33*36

TYPEWRITERS

Why Live With Your
Mother-In-Law

VETO’S
Service Station

Or Pay Rent—Buy a

MAIN ST.. COR. RANKIN

NEW AND USED

(Central Maine’s Largest Dealers)

Here Is a complete list of the Re
publican candidates in Knox and
Lincoln Counties who will seek
nominations in the primary election
June 21:
Knox County
State Senator: Cleveland Sleeper,
Rockland.
Representative to Legislature:
Rockland (elects two) Frederic H.
Bird, Rockiand, and Stuart C. Bur
gess; Cushing, Friendship. Owl’s
Head. South Thomaston and Thom
aston: Elbridge D. Graston. Thom
aston; Roy R. Bell, Thomaston; ■
Ralph E. Winchenpaw, Friendship;
Rockport, Union, Warren and Wash
ington: Curtis M. Payson, Union.
Appleton. Camden and Hope:
Raymond E Ludwig. Hope; Isle au
Haut, North Haven, St. George.
Vinaihaven. Matinicus Isle Pl.. and
unorganized township of Criehaven,
i no eandidtes listed by either
party >.
Judge of probate: Harry E. Wil
bur, Rockland.
Clerk of Courts: Milton M. Griffin
Rockland.
County Treasurer: A. Everett Libby
Vinaihaven.
Sheriff: C. Earle Ludwick. Rock
land. and P Willard Pease, Rock
land.
County Attorney: Frank F. Hard
ing, Rockland.
County Commissioner: Alfred C
Ho king, St George, and Stephen
A Lavender, Thomaston.
Lincoln County
State Senator: Edward B. Denny,
Jr., Damariscotta.
Representative to Legislature:
Aina Jefferson. Newcastle, Waldo
boro. : Whitefield and Somerville
Donald O. Johnson. Jefferson, and
Stanley G. Waltz, Waldoboro;
Boothbay. Bootbbay Harbor. Bristol.
Southport. Monhegan Pl., and unor
ganized township of Muscongus
Island. Ralph B Boyd, Boothbay
Harbor, Frank C. Hughes. Southport. and J. Arthur Stevens, Jr ,
Boothbay, Bremen, Damariscotta,
Dresden,
Edgceomb, Nobleboro,
Westport and Wiscasset; Linwood
E. Palmer, Jr.. Nobleboro.
Judge of Probate: John W
Brackett, Boothbay Harbor.
Clerk cf Courts: Madge S Camp
bell. Edgecomb: Clarence A. Rich
ards, Damariscotta; Jason C
Thompson, Boothbay.
Sheriff: Herbert L. Pinkham.
Boothbay.
County Attorney: J Elliott Carle
ton. Wiscasset; Reginald H. Harris.
Boothbay Harbor; and Eben H.
Lewis. Boothbay Harbor.
County Commissioner: J. Carle
ton Adams, Boothbay; Wallace D
Kenrick. Boothbay; and E. Ashley
Walter. Jr., Waldoboro.

MOBILGAS AND OILS
GREASING. WASHING
POLISHING

\|TC «/

I

J.'l.BMDS

l/\\

LAKE

BUYERS WAITING
I

have buyers waiting, eager to
sorts of businesses—

Neighborhood Store, Beer Parlor,

Hardware Store and others.
List with me for quirk sale.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

H. N.PROCTOR

HOSMER POND ROAD

TEL. 846

PHONE 8 537. CAMDEN

AVENUE,

E. B. Crockett’s 5c-10c-$1 Store

Three Days

Values
Grey Covert

April

WORK SHIRTS
99c each
SAVE 20c
Large Size

ROCKLAND

34-tf

•

“Ameritex Fabric”

48c yard
SAVE 11c

COTTAGE CURTAINS
. $1.66 set

RAYON PRINTED CREPES

LARGE SIZE TABLECLOTHS
$1.77 each

Suitable for Blouses, etc.

April

R. & G. Typewriter
Distributors
283 WATER ST., AUGUSTA, ME.
32-tf

PHONE 1574
and we will cheerfully deliver your purchases
or bring merchandise on approval

ED BARNARD
Electrical Contractor
Experienced Workmanship

Bicl'ndh

Entrances, Wall Plugs
Switches, House Wiring
Commercial Work
Of All Kinds

HARDWARE

ROCKLAND

LISTED TELEPHONE

MAINE

33-34

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

Do You Want To Buy a Car? I Sell for Cash or Terms
With or Without Trade

OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

A. F. MACFARLAND

Do You Want To Sell a Car? I Buy With Cash

99 RANKIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 741-M
.7'

LONG’S AUTO SALES
ROCKLAND, ME.

113 CAMDEN STREET.

33*36

33-34

*

C-y

. .

-i.

. «■

SAVE 15c

PERCALES

SAVE 21c

Children’s

46c yard
SAVE 13c

Approved by Parents' Magazine

PERCALES

$2.98 pair

Finest Quality; worth 79c yard

SAVE 16c

55c yard

Forest City

SAVE 24c

PILLOW CASES
55c each

PRINTED OUTING FLANNEL
Buy now for next Fall’s needs

SAVE 14c

44c yard

BED SHEETS

______________ SAVE 5c_______________

Full Size—Excellent Quality

MISSES’ POLO SHIRTS
$1.39 each

$2.44 each
SAVE 54c

SAVE 20c

Blue Graniteware

SLACKS

DOUBLE BOILERS
88c each

Crush resistance material

$5.55 pair

SAVE 51c

SAVE 45c

Ten Quart

GALVANIZED PAILS
43c each

GREY

ENAMEL

DISH PANS

27‘

EACH

SAVE 6c

SAVE 60c

46 INCH

Oval Shape

OIL CLOTH

BRAIDED RUGS
84c each

3?

YARD

SAVE 24c

Extra large; double extra large
and triple extra large

69c pair
SAVE 30c

SHEER NYLON HOSE
93c pair

RAYON SLIPS
$1.44 each
SAVE 25c

ANKLETS

10c pair
SAVE 9c

COTTON NIGHT GOWNS
$1.66 each

Grey Enamel

WASH BASINS
19c each

CHAIR PAD CUSHIONS
69c each

RAYON PANTIES

SAVE 6 c

ALL STEEL STEP STOOLS
$1.99

SAVE 23c

SAVE 11c

DEPENDABLE USED CARS FOR SALE

84c yard

Fast Color and Nice Patterns

SAVE 50c

Your Hardware Store is as near as your telephone.
Whether it’s a 10c Package of Seeds or a
Kelvinator

27c each

SAVE 11c

TEA KETTLES
99c each

REMEMBER, FOLKS

This Price Will Be Higher
Next Week!

Regular Price 39c

DRESS SUITINGS

BANDANNA ’KERCHIEFS
14c each

Grey Enamel

BUY NOW!!

BATH TOWELS

SAVE 12c

LEATHER SANDALS

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

For Sale By

TIRES, BATTERIES AND
ACCESSORIES
Used Cars Bought and Sold
34-tf

Customer Goodwill Sale

SAVE 23c

MOBILE SPORTSMAN
CAMP TRAILER

Adding Machines

Sold, Repaired, Rented

List Of Knox and Lincoln
County Republicans Who
Have Filed

buy, all

Open 7.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. M.
Daily

BOXERS

Primary Candidates

The recent primary elections, resulting in overwhelming
victories for candidate Stassen have brought about some
thing of a stampede for the young Minnesotan. It has not
only thrown a scare into Senator Taft’s camp, so lai as his
own State of Ohio is concerned, but has put Gov. Dewey in the
spot for the Oregon delegction. More impressive still is the
turn-about shown by the Gallup Poll which shows that Stassen
has displaced Dewey in the top berth, so far as the straw
vote is concerned. It may be that these things are merely
happenstances, but they savor stiongly of a stampede. Penn
sylvania and Massachusetts are choosing National Convention
delegates this week, but for a ballot oi two they will un
doubtedly vote for favorite sons. Whither tlie tide will turn
after that is a matter of pure conjecture.

The Sea Scouts

Tuesday-Friday

FACE CLOTHS

INFANTS’
Night Gowns, Slips, Kimonos
48c each

SAVE 20c

______________ SAJ2J1C______________

PIN-UP LAMPS AND
VANITY LAMPS
$2.29

HOUSE DRESSES
Finest Quality Percales

$2.88 each
SAVE 41c

Tuesday-Friday

Rookland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 27, 1948

TALK OF THE TOWN

In Memoriam

t.

BROADWAY FAVORED

in a poll taken of the 77 paid-up
Legion—Emergency!
members of the Rockland Munici
Commander Sidney Segal an
pal League on the proposed subur
nounces that there will be a
ban highway. 60 votes are already 1 meeting of Winslow-Holbrookin, showing the following results;
Merritt Post, American Legion,
Broadway, 43; West of Broadway, j at the Thomaston American Le
14; no choice. 3.
gion Hall at 8 o’clock Thursday
night. All members are urged to
Conrad Brown Is convalescing attend
April 27-Oarden Club Luncheon at the
as plans will be discussed
Copper Kettle at 12 30
from a severe cut on his knee sus for obtaining
a temporary meet
li>pril 28 (6 p m.) —Yacht Club Qettained in the woods at South J ing place for the
Post.
leady Meeting.
Thomaston several days ago. The
April 30—Warren: "Kalendar Kapers"
wound, made by a machete was
by elementary grades at Town Hall.
April 30—Comedy 'Years Ago.” at the
treated at Knox Hospital where
The "Red Jacket" crewmen plan
Community Building
J several stitches were taken.
An a banner Bridge of Honor for early
May 8-9—Convention of Maine State
other week will elapse before he May to honor two applicants for
Chiropractors' Association at the
will return to school.
Sea Shouting's highest award, the
Thorndike. Hotel.
May 9 Mothers' Day
Quartermaster rank
The crew
May 12—Rockland High School Pro
Rockland and Camden Encamp men. Bosns Chatto and George,
gram and Dance, Community Build
ments, I.O.O.F., will hold a social are working hard finishing up their
Ing, Benefit of Steinway Fund.
evening May 7 at Odd' Fellows Hall, tests in preparation for the final
May 12-10—At Rockland, Maine An
ndal Conference of the Methodist
School street. Ail branches are in exam before the Commodore of
Church.
Senior Scouting. A dance for all
vited.
May 14—Camden: Annual meeting
the crewmen, their ladies, parents
Lincoln Baptist Association.
May 14—Cabaret at Watts hall, Thom
Warden Francis J. McCabe of and friends will follow the Bridge.
aston.
the Maine State Prison reports
I /May 15—Knox County Colby Club
The last circle supper of the sea
that an inmate of the prison, Vin
4 mee's at Copper Kettle. President
cent Glidden, 21, of Portland, son will be served Wednesday
Bixler speaker
May 18—Rockland Teacher Association
In loving memory of Ronald M serving time for larceny, was in night, in the Congregational ves
banquet meeting
Lindsey, who passed away. April 29. jured in a baseball game inside the try, with Mrs Harold L. Karl as
May 21 Annual Meeting ot Womans 1947.
prison walls Sunday. He states chairman. She will be assisted by
Educational Club at Congregational
Mummy. Daddy, and Sister.
vestry. 3 p. m. to 8 30 p m
Warren.
that he and another player were Mrs. Adriel Fales, Mrs. Barbara
May 30—Memorial Day
racing for a fly when they collided, Perkins. Mrs. Joseph Lamb. Mrs
June 21—Primary Election.
BORN
breaking Glldden’s collar bone, James Weeks. Mrs. Russell Bart
July 4—Independence Day
Bryant—At Knox Hospital. April 26.
July 20-Benefit Pair for Qrand Army to Mr. and Mrs. Henry L Bryant of which punctured a lung. He was lett, Jr.. Mrs. Stafford Congdon,
Alois Kunesh, Mrs. Guy
Hall.
Tenant’s Harbor, a son Jeffery Waldo. treated at Knox Hospital where he Mrs.
is now a patient under the care of Nicholas. Mrs. William Cummings.
Newman
—
At
Portsmouth.
N.
H
.
April
Clarence E. Hyde, owner Hotel 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Newman Dr. Frederick C. Dennison of Mrs William Karl, Mrs. Lawrence
Touraine has announced that tele (formerly Cleora Condon of Rockland), Thomaston.
Blood, and Mrs. Nulland Mahar.
vision is now being installed at the a son.
famous hostelry for the entertainLampinen—At Syracuse. N. Y., April
At Thursday's meeting of the
To prevent overpayments cf sub
Jtient and convenience of its guests. 22, to Mr. and Mrs Wilho Lamplnen sistence allowances, Veterans Ad Rockland Hearing Society, an
(formerly
Lucille
Underhill
of
Camden
>’ The “Chess Room” and "Touraine and Wilho Lamplnen of Thomaston), a ministration urges ex-Gl students nouncement was made of the Port
Lounge” will feature 15-inch direct daughter—Sandra Ellen.
and their schools to notify VA as land Hearing Center which will
Sulin—At Knox Hospital. April 21,
vision screen and will be so mount
soon be opened. Sponsored by the
Mr. and Mrs. Aimo Sulin. a son— soon as a veteran breaks off or com Portland Hearing Society It is an
ed that broadcasts may be viewed to
pletes his program. A veteran stu
Aimo.
clearly from any part of these David
Blethen—At Eastern Maine General dent in training under the GI Bill Innovation in Maine and will be
rooms. Television Broadcasts are Hospital. Bangor. April 24. to Mr and is not entited to a subsistence allow the only center offering collective
Mrs. John Blethen, a daughter Johnna
scheduled to begin in May.
ances after the date he interrupts hearing aid guidance in the State.
Ruth.
or completes his training, accord A further report concerning the
The ferry Governor Brann is exMARRIED
ing to M. L. Stoddard. Manager of proposed center is deferred to Fri
peced to return to her run between
Howell* Wood—At Rockland. April 17. the Veterans Administration Cen day’s issue. Mrs Gladys Thomas
Islesboro and Lincolnville Beach Maynard
William Howell of Nobleboro
was warmly welcomed after her
Wednesday after a Spring over and Barbara Elizabeth Wood of Rock ter. Togus. Maine. In some cases. Winter's absence and delightfully
Stoddard said, veterans stop their
hauling at Camden Shipbuilding & land.—by Rev. Charles R Monteith.
Peaslee-Henggi—At Augusta. April 18. training,
and receive additional told of her visits in Akron and
Marine Railways.
her little grand
Edward W Eeaslee. Jr of Augusta and payments before VA Is notified of Boston, wdth
Eileen Moretta Henggl of Pittsburg,
, Saturday night's dance at Spruce Pa.—by Rev. Douglas H. Robbins.
their change in status. All such daughter in Akron and the Boston
Flower
Show
having
special em
Head Community Club will benefit
Russell-Duff—At Rockland. April 24. overpayments mast be refunded to
the 1 South Thomaston Star-Ma Donald L. Russell of Mechanic Falls, tlie government. Advance notice is phasis. The next meeting of the
Miss Mary Louise Duff of Rock
sonic Club. Oliver Niemi and his and
preferable whenever a decision is Rockland society will be held May
land.—by Rev. Fr. Archie D. Gillis.
made to discontinue training. 6. at 2.30 in (he vestry of the First
accordion are featured in the or
chestra.
However, prompt notice immedi Baptist Church.
DIED
I.ermond—At Barre, Vt.. April 15, ately after such a break in train
News was received here this
Hector G. Staples. Past Depart Myra, widow of Fred Lermond. native ing will prevent most overpayments.
morning of the death of Arthur J
ment Commander of the American of Vinalhaven, age 87 years. Interment
ln
John
Carver
Cemetery.
Vinalhaven
Titus, former Rockland cigar-mak
Legion, leaves tomorrow for Indian
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent is to open er, in Brooklyn. The deceased was
Ripley—At Rockland. April 26 Char
apolis, where he will attend a meet lotte
M.. wife of Osborne E. Ripley, age a six-weeks business preparatory
ing of the National Public Relations 59 years. 8 months. 2 days. Funeral private school in Rockland starting a son of the late John W. Titus,
and during his residence in Rock
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at the
Commission.
Russell Funeral Home. Interment In July 1. Courses will be offered in land served as one of the Represen
shorthand,
typewriting
.accounting,
Cemetery.
tatives to Legislature. He was
More Talk of the Town on Page 8. Achorn
Bowden—At West Rockport. April with beginner and refresher sec
27. Annie Griggs Bowden, wife of Geo. tions. Mrs. Sargent is remembered about 73 years of age.
Crushed rock for driveways; also C. Bowden, age 62 years. 12 days. Fu as former p rorietor of the Rock
For speed and convenience use
Gand and gravel. Clarence R. Dor neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from Gil land
Business College, the Portland Rubber Stamps—custom made tc
bert C. Laite Funeral Home
Inter
man. Phone 656-W or 1027, City. ment
in Mountain View Cemetery.
Maine
School
of
Commerce
and
as
29-tf
Coose—At Camden, April 26. Aubrey a teacher in the Rockland High vour requirements, on order at The
Courier-Gazette.
34*lt
D. Coose, age 76 years Funeral Wed
Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons, nesday at 2 o’clock from Gilbert C. School commercial department, a
Interment ln position she holds at present Her
ANNl'AI, MEETING
secona noor, 18 School street. Odd Laite Funeral Home
telephone number Is 45-X.
The Annual Meeting of the Corpora
Fellows Block. City, for Purs. Pur Mountain View Cemetery.
Titus—At Brooklyn, April 26. Arthur

Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate J. Titus, formerly of Rockland, aged
Officers of Huntley-Hill Post
prices
lOtf about 73 years.
: Veterans of Foreign Wars were in
IN MEMORIAM
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Of our mother and grandmother.
Whereas the Divine Father has re
Cora
O
Roberts
moved from our Order by death
Ellen Hammond. Alice Rich. Barbara
Brother Lindley Merrifield, be it re
34* lt
solved that by his death South Hope Coffin.
Grange has los. a valued Member and
CARD
OF
THANKS
South Hope Grange extends sympathy
We wish to express our sincere
✓to the sorrowing family
Resolved that a copy of these resolu I thanks and appreciation to our friends
tions be printed in The Courier Ga and neighbors for their kindness, sym
zette; a copy spread on the Grange pathy and floral tributes during our
records; al o copies sent to relatives. recent be.eavement
Mrs. Leland C. Blackington, Leland
Resolved that our Grange Charter be
R Blackington. Mr and Mrs. Elmer
draped In mourning.
Teel.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baxter and
Laura Hastings.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn.
Eunice H. Gllchrest,
Nina F. Taylor.
Committee on Resolutions
CARD OF THANKS
South Hope. April 7.
I wish to thank my relatives, neigh
bors and girls of the Qeneral Seafood*,
dorp., who were so generous with gifts,
cards, cake, and flowers, on my birth
day, which was a most happy one.
•
Mrs. Rowland Seavey.

WANTED
Netters for Hand-Made Boat
Nets

stalled Sunday afternoon by Ed' ward J. Morrisette of Bath. Post
i commander for the coming year is
Clifford I^Bonte with the follow
ing staff of officers: Senior vice
commander, Alvin Gates; junior
1 vice commander, Harold Achorn;
adjutant Alfred Teele; quarter
master. Ephlram Gordon; advo
cate, Mark Reid; trustee, Roland
Sukeforth; chaplain. Elmer Lord,
and Michael Roman, guard.

Patrons of former years, and
probably many new ones, will wel
come the announcement that Wltham's Lobster Pound is to reopen
next Saturday. This is much
earlier than usual, but will meet
the wants of many persons.

Rummage sale in vestry of UnlRummage sale at the Methodist
Church vestry, Thursday, at 9.30 versalist Church May 1 at 9 a. m
MRS. RITA P. BROGAN
34*35
34-lt.
3 SYLVIA RD.. PORTLAND 5, ME. a. m.
32*34

LENA’S ITALIAN SANDWICHES

GREYHOUND
resumes

DAILY
SERVICE
to

Lv. Rockland
7.58 A. M.
Ar. Boston
1.35 A.M.
One Way
...... $3.75
....... $6.75
Round Trip
Plus U. S. Tax
GREYHOUND
AGENT

Are On the Market

DAVIS

They Can Be Purchased At

State News Co.
TEL. 563-R

LENA’S GROCERY STORE

Linscott & Smith

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

212 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.. TEL. 1257-1

LANDSCAPE

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

General Seafoods Shipyard an
nounced this morning that eight
steel trawlers of the company’s
Boston fleet are expected here at
intervals during the Summer for
general overhaul and repair. Arri
val of the first will depend upon
market and fishing conditions.
Should either slack off, one traw
ler will be sent here at a time for
needed Work.
The company tug Yardbird is
towing two former Coast Guard
83 foot rescue boats here from
Portland for rebuilding as sardine
carriers for Quality House Special
ties Company of South Portland.
New General Motors diesel en
gines will replace the Sterling
Viking gas motors used by the
Coast Guard while the boats will
be generally altered to meet the
requirements of the new owners.

home port Wednesday as she comes
in by Curtis Island to take her place
as one of Captain Frank Swift's
Vagabond Cruise ships.
Famed the world around for her
gobe-girdling cruises, the 92-foot
craft will provide accommodations
for 20 passengers on cruises along
the coast of Maine.
She was built in Holland in 1897
and was designed for duty as a
North Sea pilot boat. Owned for
many years by Captain Irving
Johnson of Gloucester. Mass., she
was sold t cthe Admiral Billard
Academy at New London, Conn, and
used as a student training ship un
til bought by Captain Swift re
cently. She sailed from New Lon
don last Friday.

FORD CLEANERS
To the Many Customers Who Had Garments In
Our Store:

STUt NO. 191$

NEW SCOTCHLITE JACKET
Boys’ sizes 8 to 12

Your garments are all safe and were removed to
Lamb’s Cleaning during the fire of last night. They
will all be cleaned and refinished and be ready for
you in a very short time. Not a garment was dam
aged or lost.

Baseball Model—Catchian Cloth

The Scotchlite strips on front of garment a great protection on
highway at night
Colors Navy and Green

$8.50

Take advantage of our Free Pick-up and De
livery Service. Call us at 69 f°r ^e finest de
pendable cleaning and care of your clothes obtain
able. Our temporary office will be at LAMB’S
CLEANING, 301 Main Street.

We appreciate and hope for your continued
patronage.

ROCKLAND
M AIDE

FORD CLEANERS, INC.

GREYHOUND

Licensed Lady Emb&lmer

FUNERAL HOMES

TIGERS DROP RRST GAME

Eight Trawlers
* Buys The Yankee
The Famous World-Girdling
General Seafoods Will Send
Schooner Added To the
Here For Repairs This
But Rockland High Promises Well As the
Vagabond Fleet
Summer
Camden harbor will welcome the
Season Advances
Branch manager Carl Jensen of
famed schooner Yankee to her new

The Rockland Tigers traveled to Deshon took his place at short for
Bath Saturday for their opening the only substitutions by Coach
game of the season and came home MacDougal. Coach Bill Johnson
the losers of a fairly tight ball of Bath put Cornish in Centerfield
game.. Bath’s Trafton, who rolled in the sixth and Irish at second in
up 13 strike-outs against the Tig the some frame. Tile game was
ers, showed his last year’s form on umpired by Brewer behind the plate
the mound, allowing only five hits. and Barry on the base paths. The
It is to be said for the Roekland summary: Morse 7 hits, 7 runs, 2
pitchers, though, that Bath got errors. Rockand 5 hits, 2 runs, 3
only seven high, though they made errors.
Rockland—French If, Kaler 3b,
most of them count.
The Tigers showed a promising Marsh lb, Murgita ss. Pease c, Gus
team and when it gets some prac tin 2b, Wes Martin cf, Foote rf,
tice should give Rockland's fandom Weymouth p.
Morse—Reed cf, Johnson ss. Fur
some good baseball this season.
Bath scored three runs on three row c. Ford lb, Trafton p, Wilson
hits and three errors in the first If. Philbrick rf, Parker 2b.
Batteries: Rockland, Weymouth,
Some have greatness thrust up inning when Reed rolled one down
on them and that's how it was last the third base line and Kaler lost Murgia in the 6th and Pease,
night when versatile Sam Sovitt his footing trying to hurry his Weymouth losing pitcher Morse:
In common with a great mafound himself unexpectedly draft- , throw. Johnson came up and on Trafton and Furrow. Trafton win
i jority of daily and weekly newsed as master of ceremonies at the the first pitch to him Reed was ner.
I papers. The Courier-Gazette opprogram of the big P.T.A ball at i thrown out trying to steal second.
• a pay in advance basis,
Community Building. As usual the , Johnson smacked cne back through Talk of The Town: May Ball Sa' *”
capable Mr. Savitt handled the the box and after Weymouth slowed urday. May 1. Camden Opt ra House please it w-,twribe at once when
situation with ease and kept it down a little Gustin fumbled it Wayne Drinkwater’s music. Knox your notice arrives and avoid miss18-tf.
events happening at a lively pace. Just long enough for Johnson to & Waldo Hairdressers’ Assn. 34-lt ing copies.
pound down to first. After Furrow —---------------------------- v------------------------------------------------ --------- ——
A complete report of last night’s filled out to Wes Martin, Ford got t--------------------------------------------------------- r-------------------------P T.A ball is necessarily deferred on with a hot grounder through
to the Friday issue. An excellent the third baseman’s glove, advanc
crowd, a top flight entertainment ing Johnson to second. Trafton
and dancing to Wayne Drinkwater’s singled and Wilson walked in the
music were highlights. The deco first run. Then Philbrick doubled
rations and the refreshment service to left driving in two more and Wil
came in for much praise.
son was thrown out at the plate by
The annual meeting of the Knox a perfect heave from French to
County Fish and Game Association end the frame.
In the third Johnson drew a walk,
will be held tonight, following a
6.30 supper at Masonic Temple in Furrow singled to right. Ford
Union. The speaker will be Gerry popped one to Catcher Pease and
L. Wade of the Inland Pish and Trafton reached when Kaler tried
Game Department. The slate of to set up a double play by throwing
officers for the year w.ill be pre to second. All were safe and John
sented by Edgar Barker, Clarence son came home on a wild pitch.
Leonard, Iaiwrence Morton. Donald Wilson and Philbrick both filed out
Hilt and James Moody. The com to end that frame.
In the fifth. Morse came up with
mittee from the Star sewing circle,
i in charge of the supper will com three more when Johnson singled
prise Mrs. Gertrude Hurme, Mrs. to left; Furrow walked. Ford
Linnibel Sprowl, Mrs. Eva Birggs. grounded to Weymouth, advancing
Mrs. Lillian Niskala, Mrs. Marie both runners. With first base open
i Buttler. and Mrs. Christine Barker. Trafton was given a free ticket to
lead the bases. This was excellent
Newbert’s Restaurant opens May strategy, but Wilson put the kibosh
2 with these hours: Week-days, 5 : on it by tripling to left, cleaning
a. m. to 8 p. m„ and Sundays, 12 (the bases. Philbrick filed to third
noon to 8. A special dinner will and Dumais grounded to short to
be served every Sunday.—adv.
end the rally.
In the sixth Rockland got one cf
Yes. another taxi is now in Rock its runs as Weymouth got all the
land. owned and operated by John way to second, when Philbrick
O'Sullivan. Jr., a veteran of World threw the ball into right field;
War 2; 24-hour service. Tel. 1482-W. French singled and Weymouth went
34»lt to third. Marsh was hit by a pitch
and Murgita grounded to second,
CARD OF THANKS
tors of the Roekland Savings Bank will
Armour's Swift’s. Cummings Bros' but drove in a run. Pease struck
be held at their Banking Rooms. Wed
nesday. May 12, 1948 .at 10 o'clock a. m . Market. Friendly Market. Eddie's Self- out to end the frame for Rockland.
for the choice of officers for the ensuing Service Market. Willow Street Market,
In the eighth French singled;
year and the transaction of such other Treneers Market. Olendennlng's Mar Kaler reached on a fielder's choice,
business as may properly come before ket. Naum & Adams. Stevens Fruit
Store. Lena's Groceries. O S. Dun stole second and came home when
the meeting.
can's Market, Fuller's Market, P. G. Marsh singled. Murgita wound it
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
Priest
Groceries, Bobtll Market, Perry’s
By Sidney H Pierce, Clerk.
Markets. House-Sherman, radio door up by grounding to the mound
Rockland. Maine,
The entire game was played in
prize;
other donations from: Edwards
April 27. 1948
34-lt
At Co.. St. Clair & Allen.
one hour and 40 minutes and
May the Junior and Senior High showed the fans a pretty good
P.T.A extend their thanks and appreMurgita took over
cl.it.iwn to the above donators through pitchers’ duel.
the mound duties in the sixth and I
The Courier-Gazette columns
•
—

BOSTON
ONCE AGAIN

Page Three

We,

GARDENING

Ambulance Service

Meredith Dondis and Howard Crockett

and

MONUMENTS OF DIGNITY
RUSSELL

LIGHT
TRUCKING

of THE MEREDITH FURNITURE COMPANY,

Funeral Home

Tel. 1299-W

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANC1
SERVICE

ROCKLAND, ME.

rHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MR.
64-tf

Rockland Marble & Granite Works

20 LINDSEY ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 600

(Under New Ownership)

We are at the service of old and new friends and
patrons

Guaranteed Barre Monuments, Foreign and Local

Granite, Vermont Marble.
We are Specialists in Foundation Work
and Cemetery Lettering
PROMPT SERVICE GUARANTEED

INSPECTION
Your Car Must Have a
New
Spring Inspection Sticker
by May First

MILLER’S
GARAGE

GEORGE R. PERRY & SON, Proprietors

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

PHONE 600—RESIDENCE PHONE 682-B

26-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

Quotations Submitted—No Obligation To Buy

29&32&J4

Wish to thank the thousands of persons who visited our new store and who were so warmly generous in the
praise, in their wishes for our future success.
Our deepest personal appreciation goes to the thoughtful firms and individuals who sent floral contributions
and messages of good will.
We are prepared to render a most complete Furniture Service featuring Good Furniture at Reasonable Prices.

Meredith Furniture Company
MEREDITH DONDIS, Prop.

313-315 MAIN STREET,

HOWAED CROCKETT, Mgr.

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TELEPHONE 1425

Tuesday-Friday
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MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
XS, XX
Telephone 78

« ft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel 49

Mrs. Dewitt Brewster of Belfast,
Mrs. Mabel Gray of Augusta is
interior decorator, spoke interest
guest of Mrs. Lura Winslow.
Mr and Mrs. Malcolm Little. ingly Thursday at Town Hall, at a
Mrs. Edna Achorn and Cedric meeting open to the public, ar
Achorn were recent visitors in ranged by the Woman s Club. She
pointed out that the flsrt fabrics
Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. O E Ludwig re were used in churches, and ex
turned Saturday from Moro Plan hibited old and new combinations
of wall paper, drapes, upholstery
tation.
Mr and Mrs. 'Lawrence Plummer 1 material, slip cover fabrics, and
of Rockland were in town Sunday. floor coverings. Each was accom
They have sold their home on panied by a suitable (lower ar
Marble avenue to Herbert Christ rangement She placed emphasis
of New Rochelle, N. Y. The sale on the difference between fashion
was completed through A. D. Gray, and style, and told her listeners to
avoid fads. “If the style is good.”
real estate broker
Mr and Mrs. Richard Spring of she said, “the material is in good
taste until worn out. This applies,
Rockland were in town Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Redlon also to furniture. In both one can
have been passing a few days in have the new look.’ but still not
be faddy? Visiting members were
Boston
Malcolm Tilton, teacher of agri present from the Community Club
culture in High School, and Percy of Union and the Monday Club of
Moody accompanied 14 pupils Wed Boothba'' Harbor: among those
nesday, to Malden, Mass, where from the latter. Mrs. Grace Car
they were 'entertained by a grain lisle. past district director of Dis
companv and were shown through trict 9. Woman's Clubs. The visit
the mills A local representative ing members were entertained at
of the company made the trip tea by Mrs Grace Simmons
Charles Atkins and family of
with them
Degrees will be conferred tonight Camden. Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown
on three candidates in Wiwurna of Rockland. Mrs. Edith Robinson,
Chapter. O. E. S.
and Robert Wyllie of Warren W’ere
An' Athletic Association has callers Sunday at the home of Mrs.
been organized with 20 charter Anne A Spear.
members. Supt. Earle Spear is
Mrs. Wilbur Gary of Easton is
president; Lawrence Weston, vice visiting at the home of her daugh
president: William Brooks, Jr., ter. Mrs. Albert Carver.
secretarv- re' -er; and Carroll
Mrs. Carrie Fifleld has returned
Coony. clerk. Vice president Wes to her home here, after passing
ton. in the absence of Supt. Spear, the Winter in Camden at the
appointed this ccmmittee to draw home of Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Mills
up the by-laws • Lawrence Weston •nri recently visiting Mrs. Charlotte
Carroll Corgiey and Maynard Gen Fifleld in Ludlow. Mass., and Miss
thner. Other appointments are: Carrie Pendleton in Boston.
Finance committee Percy Moody,
Mrs. Lodie Hassen was hostess
Victor Burnheimer. Rcland Gen
thner; solicitations Ray Winchen last Tuesday to the Antique Club at
bach; 'membership. Andrew Peter •The Robin's Nest." The birthday
son. Other charter members are: of Mrs Flossie Williams was ob
Kenneth Weston, Carl Campbell, served with a special dinner and a
Wayne Heald Loom's Young. Wal delicious and handsomely decorated
ter Kaler. Jr.. Henry Powell, birthdav cake made by Mrs. HasJames Harkins. Lloyd Winchen sen. Mrs. Williams received nice
bach. and Glen Creamer Clyde gifts from the club members and a
, Sukeforth. roach of the Brooklyn pleasant social afternoon was en
National League, was named as one joyed.
Miss Fannie Ames and Miss
of the directors and Henry Powell
was appointed manager of the ball Gwendolyn Greene, teachers at
! North Haven, are spending the va
team.
Annual Mavbasket Dav will be cation week at their homes here.
Observing the birthday of her
May 1 at Lincoln Home for the
Aged Members of the Womans daughter Mrs. Ivan Calderwood.
Club will leave donations by April Mrs. Barbara Fraser entertained at
supper last Tuesday, Mr. and Mrs.
20 at Mank's Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Franc Ladner of Calderwood and Mrs. F. V Mullen.
Guests the past week at the Teele
Boston were recent guests of Mr.
House were. 9 Mr.
and
Mrs.
and Mrs. Maynard Genthner.
Paul
Worthen. Mr. and Mrs. George
A New Industry
Vigneau of Newburyport Mass..
Daniel and Grace McMullen, Ed lovejoy of Bangor, and Fben
partners in a wholesale and retail Randlett of Camden
Dimer
rug-making business, which was guests Sunday were Misses Ruth
formerly located in Portland, have Carver and Jane Lundsford Joseph
bought the Sail Loft and estab and John Walsh of Boston, and
lished there a new industry to be Albert Carver.
known as Colonialcraft.
j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins. Jr.,
Mrs McMullen designs the rugs and daughter, Carolyn, returned to
and they will be made by outside this town. Saturday, after passing
individuals. Material will be dyed a vacation with his parents. Mr
in their own shop. In addition, and Mrs. Fred Perkins, Sr.. In
they will have three or four sew Searsport
ing tables and will employ 12 per
The physical examination for
sons in the shop.
pupils of grade six and eight will
The rugs will be displayed in a be conducted this afternoon start
show room on the first floor and ing at 1 o’clock at the new school
will be sold at both wholesale and building with Dr Fred Campbell,
retail.
and Mrs Ada McConnell. State
The
McMullen's
have also Field Nnrse in attendance.
bought the former Reed manion.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Wolf re
facing Jefferson street.
turned home Saturday from a visit
in Quincy, Mass., ‘with her cousin
Mrs. Paavo Koski.
The annual meeting of the
' Health Councils of District 3. Will
be held Saturday at the Belfast
Business Women's Club.
Miss Virginia Boggs returned
Sunday to Concord. N. H„ after
passing a few days with her par
ents. Mr and Mrs ' Edwin K.
Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs Wendell Boggs
and son. Wendall, returned today
to Cochituate.
Mass.
having
passed the week-end with his parI ents. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs.
Albert Hanson returned home Sat-

SPRING IS HERE
It's Time For Your Rool To Have the NEW LOOK
EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT BUTT

BIRD

Asphalt Shingles
All Types and Colors
Applied By Experts—(Jean and Courteous Service

SAVE MONEY - - - CALL US NOW
Give Your House the MODERN LOOK

Insulation—Painted For Life—Fireproofed
BIRD Insulated Brick %” Thick and Asphalt
WEATHERTEX Sidewalls
Johns Manville Asbestos Sidewalls—Color or White
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
No Money Down
Phone or Write For Our
36 Months To Pay
Representative To Call

KENNEBEC ROOFING & SIDING CO.
Write P. 0. Box 542, Rockland, or Phone 1368-W
33-34—36-T-tf

JUNK, SCRAP IRON AND METALS
BATTERIES AND RAGS

MORRIS GORDON & SON
6 T STREET

ROCKLAND. ME. '

urday from Providence, where he
had been guest of his brother,
Fred Hanson.
Miss Doris Hyler was re-elected
most excellent chief of Crescent
Temple P. S., at the annual meet
ing Friday. Other officers are:
Mrs. Doris Jenkins, excellent sen
ior; Mrs Mary Creamer, excellent
junior; Mrs. Shirley Bowley, man
ager; Mrs. Adelle Stanford, mis
tress of records and correspon
dence; Mrs. Mildred Starrett. mis
tress of finance; Miss Cora Robin
son, protector; Mrs. Clara Leach,
guard
Mrs. Gertrude Weaver,
past ' chief. Installation will be
May 14 with Mrs Edith Wyllie,
and aides from Mayflower Temple
of Thomaston, to do the work.
Each member of Crescent Temple
is privileged to invite one guest.
Refreshments will be served.
A Juvenile Musicale
'Kalendar Kapers, ’ the Spring
musical entertainment, by children
of the grades, directed by Mrs.
Doris Emerson, will be given Fri
day at 8 at Town Hall.
Costuming, arrangement, and
presentation have been carefully
planned to make a colorful pro
gram. Accompanist will be Mrs.
Pauline Pellicani,
One-half of the proceeds will go
to the new school building project,
while the remaining half will be
divided among the four schools
participating for incidental ex
penses bf many articles needed in
each school.
Principal parts have been as
signed. to Norman Ahlholm, the
king; Philip Pease, Uncle Sam;
Ernestine Hartford. Miss Colum
bia: Janet Bean and Carolyn Payson. pages; Philip Robinson, flag
bearer;
Malcolm Smith, color
guard; Ekiwm Howard, interroga
tor; Albert Overlook, the drummer.
Months will be represented by:
Ronald Carter. July, following a
patriotic speech bv the pages;
Joan Mathews. August, and toy
band of grades ‘one and two; Ken
neth Starrett, September, with
School Days with audience; Gail
Chicoine. October, a safety playlet,
and Hallowe'en skit by grades one
and two: Gilbert Martin. Novem
ber. a tableau, with the Pilgrims
and Massasoit; Julie Poole, De
cember, tableau, of Madonna and
child: singing of Christmas carols;
Arnold Hill
January, musical
playlet, by grades five and six;
Sandra ' Mank. February, two
rhythm songs by grades one and
two; Melvin Waters. March, special
• own meeting by grades seven and
eight; Louise Harding. April; with
song by the four upper grades;
Donn Wren. May. a mother's day
playlet. May pole dance and folk
dance: Violet Mitchell, June, song
bv the upper grades; and conclu
sion, group singing by the audience
with the children.
Twelve girls from grades seven
and eight will be in costume, while
j selling candy among the audience.

Standard Weights
1 Bushel—Lbs
Apples .....................................

44

Apples, dried ......
25
Barley . ...................... ..... . ......
4b
Beans .............
go
Beans, Lima...._.......................... 5S
Beans, snell .............................. 28
Beans, Soy ............................
58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole .......
50
Beans, string ............................... 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Beets ........................................... 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel................. 60
Beets, sugar............
80
Beets, turnip........................
60
Beet Greens..............................
12
Blackberries . ........................ ...... vC
Blueberries .........................
42
Bran and Shorts -..................... ~ 20
Carrots ................ .....-............... 50
Corn, cracked .......................... — 50
Com. Indian ............................... 56
Cranberries ................................ 32
Currants ...................................... 40
Dandelions ........................
12
Feed ........
- 50
Hair . ..........
11
KaJe .................... ..................... - 12
Lime ............................. —------- — 70
Meal (except oatmeal) ............— 50
Meal, corn ................... —........... 50
Meal, rye ..... _............. ..—----- 50
Millet, Japanese ................... -.... 35
Oats .................... ...................... - 32
Onions .............. -....................... - ®2
Parsley
....................................
8
Parsnips ................-................ — *5
Peaches, dried .................. . ........ 33
Pears -............. -.......... 58
Peas, smooth................ ..............
Peas, wrinkled .....
56
Peas, unshelled, green ............... 28
Potatoes ...................................... 60
Potatoes, sweet........................... 54
Quinces ........ —.—.............------ - 48
Raspberries . ............................ - 40
Rice, rough.................................. «
Rye ...................
56
Salt, coarse ....................... -—.... 70
Salt, fine ....
80
Salt, Liverpool ......................... - 60
Seed, alfalfa................................ 60
Seed, clover ................................. 60
Seed, herdsgrass -.......................- *5
Seed, Hungarian grass-----.......... 48
Seed, Timothy ----— <5
Seed, millet ......

................

50

This And That

MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
XV A,

Telephone 2-21

By K. 8. F

To play at hopscotch
or tag.
to roll green marbles in the sun
on circled dust,
to point a gun
made of a stick, and hold a fortressed bench
against an enemy that comes and
comes, and folds away—
that Is enough.
Peyton Houston.
• a • •
The Mouse, the Bird, and the Sea

Where the bird flies a man takes
flight in fancy,
Dances over the sky following blind
The course of his mind.
Knows secrets about the nature of
stone and tree.
Watches the waves break on the
sea,
And learns how rocks are rubbed
down to sand.
These are things he can understand
A man goes for a walk and sees
Sand on the shove, leaves on the
trees,
A mouse scurrying in the com,
A poppy stalk, a silver moon.
He writes his poetry and knows
The meaning of this, the nature of
those.
But man walks alone, concerned
with himself.
He does not understand the work
ings of his brain:
Sees tree, rock, stone and water,
And recognizes a certain truth ln
these:
But what is he to thlnx of one who
walks alone
Looking at birds and mice, and
wondering?
—Nicholas Moore.
• • • •
Sea Gulls
Their white wings soar so grace
fully in flight,
I watch them, entranced, then
suddenly
They in tireless majesty
Restless sea is their resting place.
K S. F.
We knew there would be rain.
We waited for the welter
Of the wind against the pane
Anri the trees bowed helter skelter
And the daylight drawn and gray.
We did not mind the rain.
There were books within the play
room
For those too old to play;
The books would give us shelter.
Charles Malam.
• • • •
Facts are hard. But so are dia
monds. They cut through lesser
presentations as diamonds cut
glass. But facts can be imitated
and simulated as diamonds, may be
copied in paste. So media facts
should be proven, not merely as
sumed. The diamond. to be most
beautiful must have skilled presen
tation. cutting, polish. Facts like
wise should have skillful presenta
tion in word, chart, picture. Final
ly. just as an undiscovered diamond
has only potential value, so has an
unrecognized fact. We nius* be
continuously
and
industriously
searching for them, learning their
meaning, and applying them ftl
American advertising economy.
• • • •
When

When times of dreary drought hold
sway
In wood and field as order of the
day;
When the parching , winds make
brooks run dry
And even deep down when rivulets
pry
Seeking soundless waters in urgent
try;
There, an unknown spring gives
life to ease
The drooping forest, with brilliant
leaves
Anri blossoms rare, mid leaves and
brush;
To nurture grapes on vines for
. vintage flush.
And thus in Arid days when hopes
grow faint
For showers of favor, when needed
plaint
Arise in .prayers, divine hand holds
The hidden springs for release of
treasure.
We draw our sustenance clear and
sweetFrom fountains eternal laid at our
feet.
Do we open our eyes to all these
gifts
Do we feel this power in life's up
lifts?
Do we thank the giver for all his
gifts ?
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
• • • •
Good aav ert ising copy should be
factual, of course, and persuasive,
but is should also carry the empha
sis which proper pause, paraghaphing, reasonably short sentences and
like techniques can give it. Like
wise media data should be present
ed in such lorms that there is
small possibility of blurring facts
through confusion in statement.

PIN-WORMS
/i/Vl
Vy •

TEL. 388-W

Rear of Miller’s Garage

32-tf

SAVINGS BONDS

The cast of ‘the Junior Class play
“For Petes Sake,” a three-act
comedy to be given next month un
der the direction of Miss Ann Nor
wood. includes Robert Day, Gerald
Clark, Walter Calderwood, Herman
Esancy, Lincoln Rhodes. Everett
Whitney. Barbara Calderwood, May
Hunt, Vera Wentworth, Arabelle
Bums, Marilyn Payson and Patric
ia Grotten.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Gibson
have returned from Watertown,
Mass., where they were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cary. Lee
Saucier visited her grandmother,
Mrs Germaine Farris.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Payson of
Worcester, Mass., are parents of a
daughter, born April 22.
Mrs. Bertha Bryant entertained a
party of relatives and friends last
Tuesday afternoon in honor of Jus
tin Ames' 8Oth birthday. He was
pleased to receive many cards and
giftsi
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hudson
i Elvie Riutta) are parents of a
daughter, born April 23 at the New
ton-Wellesley. Mass., Hospital.
Miss Norma Howard of Mt Ida
College, 'Newton Center spent the
week-end with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. John Howard. Bill Holden of
Rockland' was their guest Sunday.
Virgil Simmons, who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia, was
taken to Knox Hospital Monday for
medical treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonso Hanson of
Augusta visited Sunday Mrs Han
son's mother. Mrs. Carrie Esancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
East Gardner, Mass., and Mrs. Wal
do Hoyt of Portland, who. were
called here by the illness of their
brother. Virgil Simmons, have re
turned1 heme.
Mrs. Joyce Pettigrove and son
Bradley of Rockland were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Athlene Blake.
Ralph Luce, who has been visit
ing his son Roland in Damariscotta
for the past week, has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Niskila were
over-night guests Saturday of Mr.
and Mrs. Miles Leach in Orono.
Mrs. Samuel Norwood and grand
daughters Faitli and' Sally of War
ren were guests Friday of Mrs. Al
fred Hawes.
G. C. Brackett and son £llen of
Medford. Mass., called Friday on
Mrs. William Gleason and Wilbur
Thurston.
Mr. and; Mrs Henry Herrick,
daughters Joy and Mary Lee and
son Peter of Bucksport were week
end guests of Supt. and Mrs. Fred
erick Mossier.
Miss Barbara Creighton of Lin
coln, Mass., is spending a week with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Creightcn. She returns Wednesdav to Lincoln.
Mrs. Phoebe Robbins of South
west Harbor is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Edmund Harding.
John Howard was a member of
the Conference nomination com
mittee which met Friday in Bruns
wick.
Mrs Lizzie Hawes went to Ches
terville Sunday to care for her
daughter. Mrs. Edith Tlbbott, who
is returning homc from the hos
pital.
The Couples party will .meet Fri
day night at 6.30 in the Methodist
vestry.
The Auxiliary will meet Tuesday
night at the home eof Mrs. Rbbert
Russell.
Dinner guests Saturday of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Knight were Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Morine, Mr. and Mrs.

WASHER REPAIRS
AND SERVICE
All makes of
Washing
Machines
Repaired.
Roller Service.
Prompt.
Guaranteed
Work

FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply
TEL. 677
470 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME
22-tf

BIKE

REPAIRING

Get9 Real Results

Don't let your child enffer the torment of
Pin-Worm, 1 Today, thanks to a special,
medically recognized drug, a highly effec
tive treatment has been made possible.
So watch for the warning eigne, eepeeiaUy the embarrassing rectal itch. Get
JAYNE'S P-W right away and follow the
directions. These email, easy-to-take tablets
were developed after years of patient re
search in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne
A Son to act in a special way to remove
Pin-Worm,.

ItV way to remember: P-W for Pis-WonM I

Uncle Sam Says

USE

ADS

OUR

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services
HERE'S WHAT IT COSTS

Advertisements in this colnmn not to exceed three Unee in
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 eenU. Additional
Unes 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called L e. advertisement*
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasetto
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

•£vti{(hta

LOSTAND FOUND

FOR SALE

WILL the person who exchanged the
greyish brown Gabardine Top Coat
with label “The Colchester" for my
tan Gabardine with “Coffin” label at
Watts Hall Dance Saturday night, please
get in touch with me. KEITH WALK
ER. 5 Gay St., Thomaston. Me
34-lt

FORD Sedan (1935) for sale. 7 High
stieet TEL 125 J
33»34

WOMANS Gloves found.

America’s security begins right in
your home. Make you future se
cure and you are helping make your
country's future secure, too. That’s
what the Security Loan means to
vou. Your part In this bond drive
is to sign up for automatic bond
buying through the Payroll Savings
Plan where you work, or the Bond%-Month Plan at your bank If you
are self-employed. U. S. Savings
bonds are truly security bonds,
which require the allotment of only
a littel spare cash each week, and
yet return a whopping big nestegg
in 10 years. Fir example: as little
as 83.75 invested regularly every
week will bring vou $2163.45 by 1258.
AMERICA'S SECURITY IS YOUR
SECURITY!
V

V

Tvtasutv Department

TEL. 1432
34*lt

WHITE Dory Skiff lost Grapnel and
ways on board. Los_ somewhere around
Gay’s Island. Please notify EARLE
ST ARRE IT or HYLAND DAVIS, Pleas
ant Point. Reward.
34-35
BLACK and white wool crocheted Bag
containing crocheted piece lost be
tween Senter Crane and First Bap
tist Church.
Finder please TEL.
1236-J
32*33-34

FOR SALE
ONE-HORSE Rake, one-horse Wagon
and Hay Rack for sale; good reliable
horse. JAMES L. GRIFFIN. Union.

34 35
THREE ROOOM House for sale, out
buildings. Inquire 100 WALDO AVE
NUE_______________________________ 34‘36
HOLSTEIN Bull for sale,, 18 months
old
T R WINSTON. JR . Route 2.
Waldoboro
34*lt

CATSKILL Strawberry Plants for
sale. $2 per 100; also Chief-Red Rasp
berry’ Plants. $10 per 100 T R. WIN
TON. JR . Route 2. Waldoboro
34*39

TO LET
ROOM to let, references required; 15
Robinson St. TEL. 353 R
33 34
PEATED 1Rooms~^to~let at HARBOR
VIEW HOUSE 250 Main St., cor Pleas
ant St., $5 and $6 week
A. DAVTS
Prop
32-37
ROOM to let, adjoining bath, cen
trally located. Private family. Adults
only. References TEL 1106-M. 20*tf
FURNISHED Heated
Rooms and
Apartments are available at the FOSS
HOUSE Tel_ 8060__________________ 1-tf
WEBBER'S TNZN- Board and Room by
day or week. Under new management.
CALL THOMASTON. 340 3
104*lt-ltf

CHROME Folding Baby Stroller for
sale.
MRS
WALTER WILLIS, 8
Brewster St
Tel 1182 J_________ 34*lt
ANYONE wishing dependable Ice
Service, should TEL ROCKLAND 1391 W
or 375-13__________________________ 34*35

METAL Ice Refrigerator, small, for
sale; also Play Pen and Curtain
Stretcher. TEL. 1432
34*lt
McLELLAN
Riding
Saddle
and
Bridle ior sale, also dory. Call at 31
GREEN ST Thomaston__________34*35
STRAW Stroller with drop back for
sale
Good condition. $700. Apply at
25 Cedar St TEL 759 JK________ 34*lt

WANTED

PINK Nylon Evening Gowm for sale,
size 11. worn only once. TEL. THOMASTON 252 11._____________________33-34

■

HOUSE. 5 rooms, for sale, on West
ft*1
TEL 609-M
33*35

WILLYSfi Sedan (1939) for sale.
LEWIS FILLING STATION. Union St,
33*34
POTATOES for sale, Green Mounj tains, $2 bu. at farm. HOWARD GER
33*X
ALD. Union. Tel. 14-5.
21 FT. round-bottom runabout Hull.
'Cedar
planked,
copper
fastened.
' Chrome hardware, windshield, etc.
Complete, ready for motor, $600. AL
BERT B

ELLIOT, Thomaston. Tel. 5

l or 27
33tf
FIVE Tires. Tubes and Wheels, size
525x21 for sale. Good condition. DON
ALD CHASE. West Meadow Road
1___________________________________ 33*34
NEW milch Guernsey Cow for sale.
OTTO MICHELSON. Cushing.
33-34
MITER Box. complete set of Adzes,
14-shingle
bracket, electric grinder
head, for sale L. A MADDOCKS. Uppc- Camden St Tel. 1247-W
33 34
WHITE Chester Pigs, four weeks old
for sale MAURICE P LUFKIN. Route
1, Little River, Belfast, Northport.
___________________________________ 33*4fl
OUTBOARD Motorboat and motor
for sale. A STANDISH, Friendship
____________________ 33*34
HOOVER Vacuum Cleaner with all at
tachments for sale, perfect condition;
34tf
I 1 year old TEL 400 or 1335
1941 PLYMOUTH 4-door Sedan. Call
U WALTZ Tel 838 R
1 FREDERICK
___________ _________________________32 tf
MATTRESSES
made over, like new.
’
Call ROCKLAND 1260 M or write 305
Main St., Rockland, Me.
33tf
OAK Dining Table and four chairs
for sale, price reasonable
Call at 8
Pu.-chas* St., or TEL 353-M.
33*34
DROP Head Sewing Machines, A-l
Condition, Phonographs, Radios Knee
Hole Deskp. Chairs. Rockers, Tables,
stands Mantle Clocks, Baby Carriage
' Deluxe,” Dishes,. Bowls. Kitchen Ar
ticles. O 1 Stoves, other Items for sale.
WEAVER. 15 Hyler St., Thomaston.

FOR SALE
Small Business and home Combina ___________________________ __________ 33 34
tion ln neighboring village; good setup ; THOROUGHBRED Scottie Puppies for
CEILINGS to wash.
Satisfaction for a sideline Income.
Reasonably sale. 3 mos. old. AKC. TEL. 309-11
guaranteed
P ompt sen Ice. Prices priced
after 5 p m._____________________ 33*35
right. TONY. THE GREEK at 1319 W
Small Farm and 4-rooin attractive !
or Owl s Club
34-35 cottage, blueberry land and woodlot. A ' NASH Sedan (1939) for sale. TEL
1013-MK_________ _______
33*34
WISH to board Child 5 years old. 31 good Summer Home with Income from I
LAWRENCE ST. Rockland.
34-lt blueberries to pay expenses. House can ' FORD Model A (1931) motor, com
be Winterized.
plete for boat, for sale R. S JORDAN,
WOULD like to board 2 children
100-ACRE Farm
near Rockland; i 6 Kelley Lane. City.
33*34
with private family TEL 1340 34*It 7-room Cape Cod House and attached j
WHITE China Dinner set with gold
RELIABLE party
with references barn. Good poultry setup or for mixed ' band for sale; 100 pieces, practically
Quick sale desired.
would like a Child over two to care for farming
new TEL 1106-M after 6 p. m.
33*ft
F H WOOD.
by_ dfLy _ TEL 763 w
34*lt
Court House.
Rockland
RASPERRY Plants for sale.
TEL.
SMALL Cottage wanted for season ___________________________________ 34-35 CAMDEN 2597__________________
33-34
near ocean
Write GOLEMBESKE.
stitefep and thrree-months-old Lambs
Cooperstown Academy. Cooperstown.
“FOR SALE"
N Y______________________________ 34 35
No. 1—Drive by No 43 Park street. ! for sale. TEL. 27-3. R. BALD. Tenant’s
Harbor.
33*34
EXECUTIVE on leave of absence look the advantages over, then If Inter- I
FURNITURE FOR SALE, In good con
from New York, desirous of returning esred see me about the price It to of
to na ive Maine, wants job. Harvard sound construction and has many pos- I dition. Reasonable prices. Please call
after 5pm
MRS. BERT ANGEL,
Business School Graduate. 36. former slbilities. It won't last long.
No. 2.—Do you want a very nice 38 Grace St _____________________ 33*34
production superintendent, accounting
6room
House
ln
Rockland
that,
is
In
,
expert, experience ln traffic and foreign
SOFA-BED (good condition) for sale,
trade
Write “On LEAVE' care The very neat condition, then you may i also Oak Dining Table and six chairs.
Courier-Gazette.
34*35 drive by 29 State Street and If Inter MRS LEON WHITE. 247 Maverick St.
ested. arrange for an Inspection and
32tf
POSITION wanted, general house price. Perhaps you will be the fortu- , Phone 629 R. City.
work. small family, no children; will nate one.
FOR SALE
care for sick. Call in person; 655 Old
Thanks a lot for reading the descrip
8TOVE LENGTH SLAB WOOD
County Road or TEL. 1175 .
33*34 tion of these nice properties.
Mostly green Pine and Spruce
FREEMAN S YOUNG.
Approximate 3 foot load-$4.00 ln City
CARPENTER Work of all kinds
Tel 730
A small extra charge out of town
wanted: 40 years' experience, inside or 163 Main St. Rockland. Me
34-lt
OENERAL SEAFOODS DIVISION
out: repair of buildings. L A MAD
Tel. 1276.
Rockland, Maine
DOCKS. Upper Camden street. Tel.
PIGS for sale. $12 GLEASON HILL
32-34
1247-W____________________________33-34
FARM Tel. Union 4 5.
34-36
SAILBOAT, centerboard, for sale,
TWO or three room Apartment or
first-class
condition.
DANIEL
MacIN*
NOTICE
TO
FARMERS
small house wanted. Unfurnished pre
32*34
IT takes a hand milker 5 hours to TO6H Tel West Appleton 3-4
ferred. Tel. 1368 before 2 30 p m.
___________________________________ 33*34 milk twenty cows twice a day. By the
HARDY Shrubs for sale. Welgela,
fast milking method, using a modem Syrlnga.
Brldalwreath, Honeysuckle,
SPRING Plowing as usual. Call be- DeLaval milking machine and warm
tween 7 9 p m
EARL H BARTER water from a DeLaval water heater, the Bittersweet, 60c each, Privet 30c. Weep
Tel, 896-W.
32 39 same Job can be done ln 2 hours. We ing Willow, $1.00; also Perennials 25c.
Glad Corms ,75c per doz THE DEANS,
UNLIMITED Master Mariner. 35. can supply you with new or used milk, 325 Old County Rd
Tel. 346-J.
Yachting. Sailing Experience, intimate ers on easy terms. W S. PILLSBURY
______________________ 32*34
knowledge entire East coast, offers full -V SON. Wa ten-tile_______________ 34 35
PACKARD 6 Sedan (1939) for sale,
or part time services
Write “SKIP
SAW tables $53.00. Cord wood saws good condition; tires, battery new.
PER ' care The Courier Gazette.
TEL. CAM
___________________________________ 33*34 $16.50. Concrete mixers. Tractor tire radio, heater, $695 cash
Pumps $8 50. Grease Guns $5.95. Ma DEN 46©
3135
SHIP Carpenter wanted for repair nure Forks $2.10, 100 kinds of Plow
SOFT
Firewood,
sawed
stove
lengths
ing . wooden vessels.
TEL. CAMDEN Points
King Cornfield Planter Parts. I
694________________________________ 33 34 Electric Water Heaters $16 50
W S. 1 $10 per truckload (over one cord), bet
ter fuel than slabs. Also nearly dry
WANTED- Housekeeper.
References. PILLSBURY <fc SON. Waterville
___________________________________ 34-35 hard Wood. Free delivery. HILLCRHBT.
One lp family MRS M M HUNTING
Warren Tel. 35-41_______________ 33*34
SIX Milk Goats for sale. Toggen- j
TON.
Bristol
road.
Damariscotta.
Phone Damariscotta 240-3._____ 33-35 burgs reasonable prices. JACK Mac- ' COKE for sale. $15; also Hard Coal.
Egg.
Stove and Nut. $C0 42
J. B
34*35 i
CARPENTRY of all kinds wanted, also NEIL. Tenant's Harbor.
PAULSEN Tel Thomaston 82
odd Jobs, storm windows removed,
ICE delivered anywhere In city. TEH. I ______________________________ 31*32-tf
screens repaired
Three men avail 295________________________________ 34* lt
HOWARD 17 (Premier) Strawberry
able. TEL 886 R
32tf
LARGE Alr-flow Oil Circulator for !
Plants for sale State Inspected; C.OJ5.
WASTE Removal and Light Trucking sale; 58 Rawson Ave., Camden. TEL. ; orders filled; $2 per 100 LEROY LUCE,
wanted. Prices reasonable. HYMAN 2269
34*35 address, Washington, Maine; residence
LUNT Tel 1552 M_______________ 29*37
29*34
HEAVY. White Sweater. 100% Vir Union.
CEELTNOS Whitened, Painting and gin Wool, crew neck, size 36, for sale.
MY Residence. Also partly construct
Paper Hanging
Expert workmanship Price $8 TEL 793-W
34*35 ed House
DR REUTER
30tf
Rates reasonable FRANK BUZYN6KI.
FOR SALE
Thomastoi Tel 178-4 .
26tf
D160 Tenant’s Harbor. 12-room House,
BIKE Repairing, large stock of parts, small bam. elec, and cistern, nearly
accessories. New and used Bikes. Use an acre, including 2 harbor-view lots;
our E3 pay plan
BITLER CAR 4c 2 fireplaces. $5500
HOME SUPPLY. 470 Main Bt. Tel 677.
B420. Hope. Garage. Equipment and
Rockland
22tf Lot. a going concern, only $4000.
S’ T. LAVENDER. Broker
PIANOS and House Organs tuned.
Thomaston,
Tel. 369
$3 00 Pine Organs tuned. $50. JOHN 151 Main St.,
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
HUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel 199-MK 35*41 ___________________________________ 34 It
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
TCE
Refrigerator
for
sale.
Perfect
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL SIM
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
condition: also Slate Shelves. For In
MONS Tel 1240, Rockland. Me.
REPAIRS
89tf formation call LUCIEN GREEN. Tel 541
or Tel. 1412
34-36
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
WE pay top prices for ftcrap Iron,
LATEST Columbia Records ln stock
metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR
DON & SON. 6 T St.. Rockland. Tel. for you to hear on our Zenith Cobra
38R.W
t1_t* Arm record demonstrator. Call us for
that special piece. We may have it or
178 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
can get lt for you HOUSE SHERMAN.
TNC 442 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
TEL 202-W
26-tf
BIRDHOUSES. Trellises, and Novelty
Fencing for sale, also Toys. JIAYE'S
GRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St., City.
30*T 36
VENETIAN BUNDS
ANTIQUES. Old Glase, and China,
Custom built tor your vtaffowa,
gone with the wind Lamps. Hanging alumloum slats, oolors white. eaBShall,
Lamp. Other Styles and many other or ivory. Tape oolors; mingle, duck.
Items. WEAVER. 15 Hyler St., Thom Ivory, brown, mulberry, apple
aston.
33-34 radio blue or black. Call UNITED
SUPPLY CO.. S7P-MS Main Bt .
SQUARE Dining Room Table with land Tel. 939
7»tf
six chairs and side board for sale. TEL.
OUTBOARD Motors, sales and service.
325
33*34
New and used motors In stock. BTT-

BODY and FENDER
Work

Rowling’s Garage

WANTED

Your Old Drop-Head
Treadle

Heartburn

Seed, orchard grass...................— 14 Relieved in 5 minutes er double yout money back
Seed, redtop ....................... ■■......- 14 When excessstomach acid causes painful, suffocat
ing ga.4, sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
Spinach .......................
12 prescribe the fastest-acting medicines known for
symptomatic relief—medicines like those In Bcll-ans
Strawberries _...............................™. 40 Tablets. No laxative. Bcll-ans brings comfort ln a
Jiffy or return bottle to us for double money back. 25c
Tomatoes _____ ____ ................... 56
Turnips, English ................
50 BELL ANS for Acid Indigestion 25*
Turnips, rutabaga___________ _ 60
Wheat ............... ........................ 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour Is............. 196 lbs.
The standard weight of a
New Treatment
barrel of Potatoes is ------ 165 lbs.

INVEST IN

UNION

Edgar Barker. Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Knight and Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Gould.
Word was received Saturday that
Walter Burgess would be released
Monday from the Thayer Hospital,
Waterville.
Arthur Burgess, who is a patient
at the Beverley Hospitstl, is much
improved. Mrs. Burgess expects to
be released soon. She was hospital
ized at the same time.

SINGER

SEWING MACHINE

ROirND BOBBIN
REOARDLESS OF AGE
No Obligation To Buy Anythin*

. Large stock of Parts and
Accessories; New and Used
Bikes for sale.
Use Oar E. Z. Payment Plan.

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply
<70 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 677
22-tf

J25.00
CASH

WE CALL FOR MACHINE
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
WE GO ANYWHERE

Tel. 576-J

‘TALE”
P. 0 Box 329, Rockland
33*34

EGGS & CHICKS

LERS CAR A HOME SUPPLY. 470
Main St. Tel. 877, Rockland.
S2tf

SLABS for sale
Approximately one
cord to load. 82.50 delivered. PIONEER
LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. Tel.
324 M
Wtf
OAS House Coke la now available.
815 ton delivered for any heating or
cooking need. M B. 8c O. O. I■SltY.
Tel 407
aotf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Oranlte walks (any width), fireplaces,
poets (any else) boat moorings, atega.
digging chips, and duet for driveways
(no more mud) rtp rap for ail kinds
of fills and dock work, pier stone, walla,
BURIED Treasure, lost waterpipes foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
and other metal objects hidden in the ashlar and monumental stone poets foe
ground located, scientlficailly.
Write property markers and building sup
BOX 62. Post Office, Rockland or phone ports. We will deliver anywhere. Ask
1435 4 to 6 p. m.
34tf us about granite flu loaded on yous
trjiefiL^ Estimates gladly submitted. BS
BABY SHOES
Preserve your baby's first Shoes ln a
JOHN MERHAN 81 BON,
shiny copper coat. One shoe plated Clark Island. Me.
Tai. Rockland
or two plated
Call CAMDEN 502. or
A. C. ROCKINQ,
write "ELECTRA-CRATT.” Box 238.
Tsl. Tenant's Karbar, r

WE arc booking orders for sex-linked
(Black) Pullets for April and May de
livery. All chicks sired by males with
dam records of 200 to 300 eggs. Maine
pullorum clean, U. S. Approved; also
have cockerel chlx available at six
cents each
L B ROKBS & SON.
Camden
Tel. 2261
30 35

MISCELLANEOUS

B-U

Rockport. Me-

v-t—az
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Oakes. Mrs. Isabel Osgood, " Mrs.
,Lucy Skoog, Mrs. Clyde Poole, and
VINALHAVEN
GRANGE CORNER
Mias Joaft Gupllh visited FViday ln
Rockland.
EMMA WTNBLOW
Mrs. Louise Wareham who passed
News items from all of the Pa
the Winter with her daughter.
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Correspondent
Miss Ellen Wareham in Exeter.
here.
N. H., arrived Thursday at the
tCBL> 13-4
home of her sister, Mrs. Minnie
State Master Beane paid a visit
! Smith for several days.
At thc meeting of thc Lions
Dr. Walter Conley of Rockland Monday to Mt. Pleasant Grange.
Club, Thursday, lt was voted to was teuest Wednesday and Thurs Refreshments were served.
raise money to plant shubbery on day at ‘The Millers.”
....
the sides of the road, leading from
Penobscot View Grange of Glen
Miss
Priscilla
Carlson
and
the boat wharf to the American brother Jackie visited in Rockland jCove meets Thursday at 7.30 p. m
Legion Hall. Ivan Calderwood was the past week. '
; Following the meeting, there will
agjpolnted chairman of the com
Mrs. C. S. Mitchell is guest of ! be a beano party, each member to
mittee. The members of the Club her daughter. Mrs. James Wilson take a 10-cent prize.
• • * »
plan to make a house-to-house in Criehaven.
North Haven Grange celebrated
canvass In the interests of the
A group of friends was enter its 39th anniversary Thursday,
project.
tained Friday night with lunch
MTs. Josie Calderwood who was and cards at the 'home of Mrs An with 75 attending the supper, and
a surgical patient at Knox Hos nie Carver, with Miss Mary Maker : over 100 at the open meeting
followed. Eldwin Wixson of
pital, has returned home.
as hostess. First honors at cards which
Winslow was thc guest speaker. He
Miss Elsie Chaples who was guest went to Miss Phyllis Black, sec | was in charge of the first ship
of her cousin, Mrs. John Morton, ond. to Mrs Walter Lyford.
of 700 head of cattle and
Miss Lois Wabster, who has been ment
returned Saturday to Owls Head
horses to Greece after the war. He
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hatch who enjoying a vacation from her du- remained in Greece lor two years
recently moved here from Portland tlese at the telephone office, reone cf the Administrators of
"were pleasantly surprised Tuesday 1 turned Saturday from a visit with as
UJ4.R.A. Since his return, he has
night when a group of friends and her cousin, Miss Alice Peppard in been re-establishing his father’s
relatives gathered for a house Belmont. Mass.
in Winslow and building up
To celebrate hLs third birthday. j farm
wanning party. Lunch was served
a herd of registered Jersey cows.
and a Jolly soical evening enjoyed. Clyde c'Bicky") Bickford. Jr., en Hp is aLso working with the Vet
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Robert tertained a group of friends and erans Farm Training Program. He
Oeorgeson, MT, and Mrs Ernest their mothers Thursday afternoon ' spoke about conditions in Greece,
Conway, Mr. and Mrs. John at the home of hLs parents Mr. and
the most part. Mis. Carl
Chilles, Mrs. Elsie Calderwood, and Mrs. Clyde Bickford. The table for
gave a humorous monolog;
was made attractive with circus Bunker
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hatch.
Bernard Mills, selections on the
Mr. and Mrs Harland Dearborn, decorations and favors decorated accordion;
Zenas Burgess, a fine
daughters Betty and Ruth of Meri in pink, wdth candles the gift of example of oldtime fiddling; Rev.
den. Conn., are passing a week at ! his aunt. Mrs. Maurice Bickford; George R Merriam gave a brief
. the other, tarrying out the circus
their Summer home here.
Florence Brown, a history
The Night Hawks were enter I motif, with a miniature merry- address;
the Grange; Lloyd Crockett, a
tained Wednesday night by Mrs. i go-around and animals and made of
history of the purchase of the
Edwin Maddox at her home on by Mrs. Mary Brown, were served
Hall ln 1937 and the sub
Main street. Lunch was served i with Ice cream and fruit punch. Grange
methods of paying off the
and the evening devoted to sew , “Blcky" received manv nice gifts, sequent
mortgage.
ing.
i Present were Mrs. Pauline Hop
The feature of the evening was
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Holbrook kins. son Larry, Mrs. Dorothy Ly the
burning of the mortgage papers
and son Kenneth were recent ford. daughter Paulette. Mrs. Ellen by two
of the charter members,
guests of Mr. Holbrook's sister, Conway, daughter Bobbie Lou. Mrs. Hanson Crockett
and Frank Water
Mrs. Esther Robinson at Isle au Mary Davis, son Ronnie, Mrs. man.
Charter members
Haut.
Helen Poole, son John. Mrs. Ernes present Other
as
special
guests, were
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Martin en tine Johnson, son ‘ Rickie." Bar
Crockett. Jennie Beverage,
tertained several friends at lunch bara Ann White was accompanied Meribah
Brown, Lucy Hopkins^
and cards Wednesday; first honors by her aunt. Mrs. IouL'e Ander Florence
Alice Sampson. Nora Waterman
going to Colin Winslow, second to son. as her mother was unable to and Hiram Beverage. The four
Mrs. Dorothy Lyford.
be present.
members who were unable
Mrs. Dorothy Hansen was hos Charter
The Atlantic Street "Bridge Club
to be present were Perley Carver,
met Friday night at the home of tess Thursday to the ‘Nitwits'' at Ernest
Whitmore Earl Marden and
Mrs. Scott Littlefield, with three the home of Mrs Keith Carver, Etta Beverage.
All Past Masters
tables at play. Lunch was served. l unch was served and the evening and their wives and
those contribFirst prize at cards was won by passed with sewing and knitting. i uting personal notes to
the Grange
Miss Muriel Chilles, second by Mrs. Richard Johnson of Marble toward the hall, were also
special
Mrs. Evie Hennigar.
head. Mass., and Mrs. Laura Mon
Mrs. Mary Candage. who spent roe of Lincolnville Beach were
born in this town, daughter of Ru
the Winter with her daughter. Mrs. honor guests.
Maynard Smith, has returned to
O E. Huse of Kents Hill was fus and Louise Are/, and lived
her home here.
overnight guest Thursday at "The here when young, going to Barre
with her husband nearly 50 yenrs
Mrs. Franklin Adams and daugh Millers."
ter Nancy returned Saturday from
Mrs. Myra Lermond widow of ago. She is survived by two sons,
a visit with relatives in Belfast.
Fred Lermond. who died in Barre. Ralph H. Vinal, son cf a former
Lamont Oakes. Miss Muriel Vt.. ‘April 15. aged 87 years, was marriage; Leroy Lermond. and a
stepson, Maurice Lermond Funeral
services were held in Barre. The
body was accompanied here by
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Vinal and
Mr. and Mrs Leroy l ermond. Bur
ial was in the family lot in John
j Carver cemetery. April 19 with
| committal service by Dr. C. S
Mitchell.
Guests registered last week at
The Islander were: Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Vinal. Springfield, Mass.;
Charles Maclean, Reading, Mass.;
Forrest MacLean, Wolfboro, N. H :
| Mr and Mrs Leroy Lermond.
Basse. Vt.; Charles Duff. James
Baum, Charles Weed. Richard
Ames. Kenneth Past. Rockland;
Edward Auspland Rockport; HarI ry Woodard Jr., Auburn; A. L.
Eastman. Portland: Roy Hartshorn
Norwood, Mass.; Herman D. Wood,
Dana Smith. Jr., Mrs. Ivan Have
ner Belfast.

Only BOILING Water
Gives Full Flavor

SALADA
TEA
FORDCARE
by Ford-trained Mechanics—with Genuine Ford Parts

Job Is to Out-wit Weather When It
Comes to Making Hay Without Sun

Page Five
Com’r Reed’s Plans

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

(Continued from Page One)
In thc field. The purpose of the
act was to clarify and simplify ex
By Margaret Chase Smith
isting laws and not to make a lot
Rt IRA MILLER
of sweeping changes. It passed
Farm Electrification Bureau
Washington, April 21—Occasion 000,000 a year for three years, ap
both houses of the legislature with
ally I receive a request for in proved by the Public Works Com
Weather never remains neutral on the farm. It ls either "for or ag in" out a dissenting vote and was
formation, concerning the School mittee, has also been passed by the
you. Rain can be of the welcome "million dollar" variety or the frustrating signed into law by the Governor.
House Tiie only change in the
Since the new chapter went into Lunch Program from some town.
sort which starts just as you are bringing in the hay and continues for two or
The President signed thc National new bill will be the inclusion of
three days. Such a prolonged downpour has ruined many a valuable hay effect on August 13, 1947, we have
School
Lunch
Act
on
June
4,
1946.
township roads alcny with country
crop. For years farmers accepted such conditions as being beyond their seen that it can still be unproved
and this will be attempted at the In the act it is declared that the roads in tha Farm-to-market pro
policy
of
Congress
is
to
safeguard
MOW VENTILATION
gram.
1949 sessions. The old set of laws
Under the new biff. States will
was a confused Jumble of contra the health and well-being of the
Nation's
children
and
to
encourage
have until July 1. 1955. to qualify
dictions and unnecessary wordnge.
the
domestic
consumption
of
nu

SLATTED
fcr funds under the program;
Many of the measures which were
FLOOR
passed from 30 to 50 years ago were tritious agricultural commodities $225,000,000 a year is earmarked for
and
other
food,
by
assisting
the
Federal highways, $160.00.000 for
not applicable to present day con
ditions. The book still appears to Slates, through grants-in-aid and farm-to-market roads, and $125.be too big and too complicated but other means, in providing an ade 000.000 for city highways.
lt will take considerable time to quate supply of foods and other fa
thoroughly modernize and steam cilities for the establishment, main
SOUTH HOPE
line it. Incidentally copies of the tenance, operation and expansion
Joan BroWn is enjoying a trip to
1948 handbook can be obtained from of non-profit school-lunch pro Washington with the Senior Class
any warden or by writing to the de grams. The United States Depart of Camden H:gh School.
ment of Agriculture is responsible
partment offices in Augusta.
Lucy Watmough is in New York
for carrying out the provisions of
Civil Service Code
City with Unicn High seniors
the act.
A special civil service code was
Federal funds are apportioned
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown of Ap
set up for the warden force to pro among the States according to the pleton were recent callers on Mr.
vide more security of employment number of school-age children and and Mrs. R. E. Robbins.
and better working conditions. Un the per capita income of the State.
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned
der the new set-up a warden can The
that
. law
, , requires
.
x j . until . 1951,
,
■ from a few days visit with Mr. and
be discharged only when charges _
Federa. funds accepted be matched Mrs. Arthur Sprewl in Appleton
(Conrteip—Virgin!* Agricultural Extension Servlet)
are preferred against him and these from sources within the State. After
Arthur Thorndike i: a surgical
must be proven at a trial before that year the Sate contribution paUpnt at Knox H, pi
Sketch of slatted floor system In barn mow.
the Civil Service Board, if he re will be increased.
■ Mrs. Lucreti Pushaw has cmcontrol. They made or lost on their the hay which is piled in layers on quests such action New officers can
School lunches are a community I pioymcnt «n Can
i
nay crops according to the whims of the slatted floor or laterals. If laterals be hired or promotions given only j affair Any group that is interested !
Mr and Mr, RaIph Rohbins rtslt.
Old Man Weather
are used, air is released through through competitive examinations. such as a parent-teacher assccia- | ed gunday at Mrs Gladvs CunningFortunately, the nations agricul openings located in the top or bottom This Ls proving to be an excellent
tion. service club or other civic ham's in South f ifcertv
tural experts became interested in of each section.
morale builder and gives the de group, can co-operate with school J Mr and Mrs. c E Trylor were
the problem. They believed that some
Tests show that deeper layers of partment a chance to employ bet
The , in Camden. Sunday, where they
thing could be done to outsmart the hay can be cured with a slatted floor ter qualified men for the important j officials in initiating one.
sponsor must be a school board or cai;c(j on Mrs Ida Bowley. who has
weather and, at the same time, help system. Curing time, however, is
work in the field.
school official and is responsible t,ecn confined in bed several
farmers to produce a better quality about the same for all types, averag
for operating the lunch program m months
Advisory Council
of hay. Their research led to the de ing from a week to ten days per
velopment of several different types layer. Hay can be cut in the morning
Following a plan which has the school, providing facilities. | Mrs. Annie Esancv returned home
of hay curing systems. Of these, slat and, under average conditions, put been successful in the department equipment, supervision, labor, and ! Wednesday. pf;rr pa; i,_> the Winted floor and lateral duct systems in the barn in the afternoon. Long, a number of years the lawmakers ' additional funds needed for the ter in R,ockland
Expenditures for such
predominate Curing is accomplished baled or chopped hay can be cured
Mrs. Esther M Farland and son,
of Inland Fisheries and Game for program.
may count toward the match- i Roscoe, of Camden spent Thursday
by charging air through the hay. in the mow. It is safe to store if its
created an AdvLsory Council to con items
Usually, this is done by means of moisture content is 20 percent or less.
ing
of
Federal
funds.
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. R.
fer with the Commissioner and to
blowers or 36-inch fans, operated by
Public and non-profit private E Robbins.
The use of a time switch provides assist him in handling department
5 horsepower motors.
schools
of
high
school
level
or
j
for automatic operation of the hay
The Red Cro' was entertained
Essentially, most, mow curing sys curing equipment Barn cured hay is al plans and policies. Meetings are under may apply for Federal aid. | Thursdax
bv Mrs Edith Gould.
tems start with a main duct which greener, leafier and has more food scheduled for twice a year with The program must be operated on - Prrsent w, re m*
Mildred Tliornothers to be called when conditions
extends from the fan chamber through
a
nonprofit
basis.
Tlie
lunch
must
dlke
Mr
,
f,v
Edith
value than field-dried hay
warrant it. Members of the Coun
thc center or along the side of the
The cost of a typical system aver cil who serve without salary, were be available to all children, regard- Ludwig. Mr
Dosuhi ClTTas. Mrs
barn. Large barns may use two fans
ages from 25 to 35 cents per square selcted from within the fishing in less of their ability to pay and Geraldine Reynold: Mr
Margaret
and two central ducts. In each case,
discrimination. Applica- u^wley. Mrs. Susie Hemenway. Mrs.
air is blown into the central duct, and foot of barn floor area. This includes dustry and they arc Elroy Johnson, without
released through side openings under lumber, blower, labor, motor and Bailey Island; Augustus Heanssler, tion should be made by a school of- Editl1 willis. Mrs. Kate Taylor. Mrs.
the slatted (false) floor m one system automatic controls. Electricity costs Deer Isle: Clifford Look. Addison: ficial to the State Department of . Tinzel Hart and Mrs. Hay Guyette.
I South Hope schorl has a p'ano
and into lateral ducts in the other vary from 75 cents to $1.50 per ton Robert Kinney. Bar Harbor; and Education at Augusta.
Assistance ls in the form of re- ; through the generosity of Miss
system. Air passes upward through for the complete curing period.
Eugene C. C. Rich of Camden pub
lisher of the Maine Coast Fisher imbursement after food purchases , Muriel Child1 Basil Brown, Dick
have been made. The total amount gpt.ncer and warren Reynolds as'her from head to foot. Things men.
that a school may receive depends sjs(d Lloyd Moody, who supplied
The Black Cat
Clam Plant
i moved rapidly thereafter.
on the type of lunch served, the ,j.e truck. jn moving the instruI
Tire sum of $25,000 was made amound spent for fcod. the need for ’ ment
(Continued from Patte One
j One
year
ago
Mr.
and
for establishing a plant to aid. and the number of lunches . 'pyle hr.-t salmon reported taken
Company. Tiie treee stood on tiie Mrs. Laforest Teel. West Meadow available
reclaim clams from polluted areas
site of tlie present. Chisholm block road, celebrated their golden wed through the process of a washing served to children. There is no re- from Alford Lake this season were
The tree was conveitcd into a ves ding—Rev. Henry Beukelman of system which has been used for imbursements for meals for teachers t caught April 14. by Daniel Bowley
other adults. Tlie sponsor enters USing a home-made ily The larger
sel's mast.
j Camden was to attend Southern some time in Massachusetts. No ac or
weighed 4
—o—
1 California University—Rev Roy H tion has been taken on this project into an agreement with the State
|
5 oz and ylc other one, 1 lb.
In benighted Bangor they have Burgess was appointed pastor of to date due to the fact that ade agency.
• • • •
4 oz.
have had to give the new rubbish the Unicn Methodist Church—John quate research and investigation of
There is much interest in ex
can,, a different coat of paint so R. Sullivan became the new busi the pollution problem has not been
the residents will not mistake them ness agent of the local Amalgamat completed. The department desires periments in artificial rain. The 1 Factories for the manufacture of
method of inducing artificial rain fertilizer are springing up all the
fcr mail boxes.
ed Clothing Workers — Deaths: to make sure that such a plant is by showering of certain types cf wav from Illinois to California. Un
Rockland, Daniel J. Dorgan, 74; feasible before expending such a clouds with dry ice pellets from an til comparatively rec nt years the
Sanford residents are solving the Thomaston. John E. Upham, Sr large sum of money.
airplane was recently explained to big bulk of commercial fertilizer in
mysteries of the new parking met 82; Rockland, Edwin H. Crie. 77;
the House Commerce Committee this country has been used on the
Advertising
ers, enabled to dt> so by the newly Rockland, Mrs. Rosamond Sulli
For the past 10 years, one eighth which is considering H R. 4582—au- farms cf the East and South. Durinstalled street lighting system van, 47; Warren, Mrs. Lyman Ran
Maine’s largest town is looking up dall, 74; Union, Elmer E. Light, 82; of the appropriations for the Maine thorizing $500 000 for such experi- ing the prewar period our annual
averaged about 7.350Development Commission has been ments by the Weather Bureau—but production
as well as down.
, Rockland. Mrs. Cora Roberts.
C00 tons, f ast year the figure rose
earmarked for the promotion, de therc must be clouds to start with.
• • • •
to 16.509.000 tons and indications
velopment and advertising of prod
A Buffalo judge has decided that
Read The Courier-Gazette
The bill for Federal aid for high- are that this year it mav reach 18 ucts of the sea. The Commissioner
you cannot force a wife to live with
is automatically a member of the way construction, authorizing $500 - OOO.OCO tons.
her mcther-in-law. But has the
development group and helps to
iudge explained how to prevent a
supervise the expenditure of this
mother-in-law from living with the
th good job for you
fund. Nearly all Sea and Shore
wife?
—o—
advertising and publicity, shows
ANNOUNCING
April showers are unpredictable.
and exhibits and other promotions
The Rockland woman who was
, are financed and executed by the
walking along Main street Friday
Commission. From the present
WALHUE SELF SEAL FLAT FINISH
afternoon certainly didn't look for
biennium approximately $28,000 a
•
/.Ti
t***
1
*
•
fT
'
S
year is available for these activities.
one. with the sun shining brightly
A Sealer-Undercoater and Finish All In One
overhead, but out of thc sky it came,
A similar arrangement is in opera
tion for Agriculture and Industry.
a whole pitcherful which drenched
This Self Sealing Flat Saves Time, Money and Labor!
Boothbay Research
It eliminates one or two coats, in that it is a
* A* '
' 4 , tf
/
guests. There were also 16 guests
Senator Malcolm Noyes of Han
. CHOOSf THIS >. ,
from Vinalhaven Grange, includ
cock County sponsored and fought
SEALER, UNDERCOATER, AND FINISH COAT, ALL
ing Mrs. Nellie Robinson, a form
through a bill which provided that
FINE PROFESSION NOW
er Master of North Haven Grange.
the one cent per gallon of gasoline
IN ONE.
• • • •
tax on boats that is not refunded
Pleasant Valley Grange will not
to fishermen, be turned over to the
NO SPECIAL SEALER IS NEEDED.
hold its usual supper tonight
Department, for research and prop
NO SPECIAL UNDERCOATER IS NEEDED.
agation. Previously this money
which amounts to from $12,000 to
$14,000 a year had gone into the
It is the ideal FLAT to use because it goes on
general Highway Fund.
easily,
flows out smoothly, dries to a velvet flat,
The money is definitely ear
marked and is being used to oper
leaves no brush marks, and over most painted sur
ate a research laboratory at Boothfaces, also wallpaper where the color change is not
bay Harbor, to employ two full
time biologists and for numerous
too great, it covers in ONE COAT.
other projects which will be des
Can be used over new plaster, kalsomine, casein
cribed in more detail later in this
Magic Name In Sleeping Comfort!
series. Incidentally as a result of
paint, brick and concrete, wall board, new wood,
this legislation the department has
new metal, in fact on any kind of surface. Made in
been able to employ some scientific
brains
for the first time in its his
We have these famous Mattresses
white and 12 beautiful pastel shades.
tory.

u. s.
ARMY

BEAUTYREST

Out mechanics ore Ford experts. They know

Our Genuine Ford Parts ore exact duplicates
of Ihe parts built into your car. They're made
right to fit right and last longer. Naturally you
save!

your Ford's characteristics best, get the job

done sooner at a savings.

SAVESMONEY

in your home. See them in our win

WALLPAPER

dows. Test their superb comfort.

HIGHEST QUALITY

Know for yourself the ultimate in

FINE ASSORTMENT

restful, fatigue-banishing, sleeping

Bicknell’s Hardware

comfort.

>09-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER

with Factory-approved Methods—

with Special Ford Equipment
It’s equipment specially designed to check Fords
fast and right. That too, adds up to a better job.
Drive in soon for some real Ford savings.

We invite you to visit our store, and learn more
about this wonderful paint. Priced right at only

once more for vour home. See them

98c per quart; $3.29 per gallon

your ear. It's surer service thot saves you

time and trouble, too.

shape, sagproof, the Bcautyrest is

FORD

FORDS

BESTI

Your Ford Dealer invitee you to listen to the Fred Allen Show, Sunday Evenings—NBC network,

listen to the Ford Theater. Sundav Aftemnnnt— NBC network. See your newspaper tor time and tlation.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
32 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

BURN

DEALERS

KNOW

44i MAIN ST.

KEEP WARM

truly the ultimate in sleeping com

prices.
WE

"FORMERLY VEAZ/O’S^-:

•

66-tf

Box springs of the latest type and
finest construction are once more
available and at very reasonable

ice planned by the engineers who plonned

.t „ PAINTS -STOVES • KITCHENWARE

Long lived, perpetually holding

fort.
You're bound to get extra savings on serv

MRIN ST HflRDWRREo.

BURPEE’S
"The Home of Better Furniture"
Established Over 100 Years

361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

COAL
WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

Plenty In Stock, With No Restrictions

MILLER'S
GARAGE

PROMPT DELIVERY

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
BB-B1 RANKIN BT,
BOCKLAMD
•7-T-tf

ANY SIZE

. B. & C. O. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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THOMASTON
GLADYS O CONDON
Correspondent

A /\ -A .

Tel. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Starr have
returned to Stoneham.’Mass., after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Spear for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs Alonzo Spaulding
have returned to their home on
Hyler street alter residing with
their son Robert several weeks.
Mrs Robert Spaulding, who was
a patient at Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital, Boston, has returned
home.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Niskala who
were guests of Mr. and Mrs An
selm Lampinen fcr a few days, have
returned to Lowell. Mass.
The Ladies’ Circle met Wednes
day in the vestry Donald Taienei,
representative for the Maine. New
Hampshire, and Vermont areas of
the Infantile Paralysis Foundation,
gave a talk on Infantile Paralysis
and showed pictures Clyde Pierpont
operated the picture machine.
Miss Edith Wilson lias returned
to Malden. Ma.ss., after spending a
week at her home on Knox street.
Her sister. Miss Hortense Wilson,
will remain longer.
Mrs. Arthur Walls who spent
two weeks with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs William Stanley has re
turned to her home in Northeast
Harbor.
Dr and Mrs. Douglas Walker
and children Barbara and Eliza
beth who were at their cottage at
Martins Point for a week, have re
turned to Laconia, N. H.
Word has been received that a
daughter. Sandra Ellen was born
to Mi and Mrs. Wilho lampinen,
April 22, in Syracuse. N Y Mr.
and Mrs. lampinen now reside in
Elbridge. N. Y He was formerly
of Thomaston, and Mrs. Lampinen
was formerly Lucille Underhill of
Camden.
Miss There--':) Pepin of Lowell,
Mass., and Miss Maria Lage of
Boston, were week-end guests of
Miss Maxine Mitchell at her
home on Water street.
Pythian Circle meets at the
home of Mrs. Ora Woodcock Fri
day nlelit preceded by supper at
6.30 Each will take own dishes.
Sewing will be done on costumes
for the cabaret
Miss Marv Townsend has re
turned to Westover. Mass., after

COMMERCIAL

spending several weeks with her
sister, Mrs. Charles W. Spear on
Gleason street.
Mrs. Vina Hanson, R N.. and
Mrs. paisy Truba who visited Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Quinn and Mrs.
Lilia Williams, have returned to
their home in Barre Vt.
Mrs. Anselm Lampinen Ls visit
ing her son, Wilho Lampinen in
Elbridge. N. Y.
The Contract Club met Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Fred Overlock. Two tables were
in play. Mrs. William Flint won
highest score and Miss Adelle
Morse won second. Mrs. Overlock
will entertain the club next Fri
day.
Robert Strong of Winchester,
Mass., was a recent caller on his
aunt, Mrs Maude Webber.
The Friendly Circle will hold a
supper tonight at 6 in the Federat
ed Church vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Konelick
have returned home from a visit
in Boston. Mr. Konelick has been
having a vacation from his duties
as cook at Maine State Prison.
Woman’s Auxiliary of St. John's
Episcopal Church will hold a
cooked food sale Saturday at 2
o'clock at the Parish hall
Miss Elizabeth Henry has re
turned to Willimantic. Conn., and
her sister. MLss Janet Henry has
returned to Braintree. Mass., aft
er spending a vacation with
their mother. Mrs Arthur Henry.
The town is offering free vacci
nation to all residents this week.
One may contact Dr Frederick
Dennison or Dr. E. R. Moss.
Grace Chapter, OHS will ob
serve ' affiliation night Wednesday
followed by a program; refresh
ments will be served
Orient Lodge. F A M., will work
the Master Mason degree tonight
at Masonic Temple. Supper will
be served at 6.30
Mr. and Mis. Elno Partanen and
children. William and Eileen and I
also William Partanen of Monson.
Edwina Hatch of Portland and
MLss Eleanor Nelson of Gorham
State Teachers College, were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Nelson, St. George road
Kenneth Clark of Marlboro
Mass., was week-end guest of Mr.
and Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks.

Reed The Courier-Gazette
The school slate is making a
strtong comeback in Germany to
help overcome a chronic shortage
of writing paper.

In common with a great ma
jority of daly and weekly news
papers. The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a pay in advance basis.
Please re-subscribe at once when
your notice arrives and avoid miss
ing copies.
19-tf.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

PHOTOGRAPHY
All T'/pes of Commercial
Rhotooraphy: Groups,
Weddings. Industrial.
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

CHAMBER Maid wanted at
the
Smith House. Apply IN PERSON
35tf
GRAVEL. Black Loam and Sand lor
sale. KORHONEN 160 Cedar street
Phone 695 W. City.
34 35
HOOVER Vacuum Cleaner with all
attachments for sale, perfect condl
tion. 1 year old MRS WILBUR CROSS
82 Llmeroek strpet
Tel. 400 or 1335
____________________________________ 34 35
L-OAM by the truckload
H. N
PROCTOR. Lake avenue, city. Tel. 846
____________________________________ 43 II
SLIGHTLY used Co-z-air Electrl ■
Radiator
MRS LENA WALL. Rock
port. Tel. Camden 660
34*35
GOOD Work Horse for sale, safe for
old man or child. Wo: k anywhere
TEL 255 W after 7 p m
34-35

India Missionary

Miss Tencate, 39 Years In
Service. To Speak In
Camden May 14

Brownie Troop 6 met in the
Scout room Saturday morning
with Mrs. Marie Studley, leader,
and Mrs. Leona Phillips, assistant
leader They rehear'ed for their
Mother’s Day party. The second
and third grade Brownies made
May baskets and the fourth grade
ones worked on their fly-up re
quirements. The remainder of the
time was spent playing games.
•

ih

*

vS:

present.

TODAY ONLY, APRIL 27
Joan Bennett, Robert Ryan

‘The Woman on the Beach’
WED.-THURS., APRIL 28-29
Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo

1AUDETTE C0LBER1
ROBERT CUMMINGS
DON AMECHE

CAMDEN

E A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
A

MISS HEFIaRN M RICH

Frances Tencate

•

•

e

Elmer E. Matthews is in Philadel
phia attending the annual conferen e of the Hospital Association of
Pennsylvania at the BellevueSiratford Hotel. Mr. Matthews is
one of the founders of the associa
tion and a past president
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Blanche Carver.
Mrs. Georgia Walker is visiting
her sister in East Weymouth, Mass.,
for a week.
Wesleyan Guild will meet tonight
with Mrs. Dorothy McPheters.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Lillian
Clough.

Brownie Troop 8 met Friday
with 15 Brownies, three guests,
Mrs. Kathleen Harriman, leader
and Mrs. Dorothy Child , assistant
leader present. They worked on
their Mother’s Day gifts to be pre
sented at their party. May 7.
Plans were discussed for their
visit to Troop 44 in Bangor on represented at the Third State
Science Fair and Congress held at
May 22.
Waterville. May 1. by the following
six students:
Wesley
Martin,
TALK OF THE TOWN Sheepskins; Warren Martin, Fish
meal and Codliver Oil; Merton Saw
To members or officers of any yer. Blueberries; Lois Tootill, Polioservice club, church, civic organiza myelites; Grace Thompson. Sar
tion or any group interested in pio- dines; and Richard Jones, Algin.
moting the welfare of Rockland are ff any of these students place first
hereby most cordially invited to at or second they will represent Rock
tend the initial meeting of the Rock land in the finals to be held in Au
land Film Council at 7.30 p. m. gusta, May 8. They get plenty of
Thursday in the High School build competition in the first round for
ing. The council Ls being formed by they compete against Augusta and
four teachers, Mrs. Diana Pitts, Miss Waterville as well as many of the
Ida Hughes, Mrs. Helen Young and surrounding towns. Evelyn Perry
Mrs. Martha Viik under direction of will take two exhibits to Augusta,
Prof. Joseph Hall of the University subjects, shells and rocks.
of Maine, for the .purpose of as
A raid by Coastal wardens on
sembling information on specific
films available to use in clubs, i poachers working in the Georges
churches, etc., and especially films ; River at Warren at 3 a. m. today
designed lo educate people to a bet 1 landed Clifton Weaver and Herbert
ter world citizenship The teachers Sanbcrn of Thomaston in Municipal
arc trying to reach a.-, many peo | Court this morning on charges of
ple as possible by phone, however, dipping smelts in the closed season
whether you were personally invit and for fishing within 100 yards of
the alewife fishways at Warren vil
ed or not please come.
lage. Both were fined $10 and costs
A petition of George C. Hall to of court cn each count. The fish
obtain a right of way over City the vhad taken, 102 pounds of
Farm land to reach property owned smelts and 500 pounds of alewives,
by him on Dodges Mountain was were ordered forfeited to the State
received and placed on file by the by the court.
City Council Monday night. The
Charles R. Conforth cf Skowhe
City Attorney was instructed by the
Council to draw up the necessary gan paid a fine of $10 and costs on
papers with tlie approval of the City State Police charges of operating
Manager to permit Hall a right of : an improperly registered motor
vehicle.
way.

A modem, well-equipped plant
with large and small presses to

GILBERT C. LAITE
FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN

TEL. 8225

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Commercial Printing Department

DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director

TEL. 770. ROCKLAND

ROBERT E. LAITE

Please ask for Mr. Andersen

EARLE E.AMES

Correspondent
Tel

The Lincoln Baptist Association,
meeting at the Chestnut Street Bap
tist Church, Camden, May 14, will
have the privilege of listening to
Miss Frances Tencate. returned
missionary from India.
For 39 years. Miss Frances Tenate has been in missionary service
at Nellore in South India. She
opened there in the early years of
this century the Girls’ High School.
Tills institution began with three
;imid girl pupils, and is now a school
of recognized standing in South
India, meeting the Government
standards and having a long list of
graduates who have become Chris
tian teachers, nurses and doctors
In 1898 a majority of the Mission
School teachers were Hindu men.
while today at Nellore there is one
Hindu man on the staff, one Chris
tian man and the remaining 10
members of the faculty are Chrls’ian women. There were fifty-one
young women in the Normal de
partment last year. All are Chris
tians and have high ideals.
•
Miss Tencate at 12 announced
publicly her intention to serve
Christ; at 16 was graduated from
High School, from normal school
when 19 After eight years of teach
ing in public schools. Miss Tencate
A potentially large source of pe
decided tc enter missionary work
Parking meter hcurs are schedand received her appointment from led to run from 9 a m. to 6 p. m. troleum, largely still untapped, is
the Woman's American Baptist from Monday through Friday and 1 the Chinese island of Formosa.
Foreign Mission Society.
from 9 a. m. to 9 p. tn. on Satur
days, if an ordinance introduced in
the City Council last night survives
Dr.KennethM.Green
its public hearing scheduled for
May 10. Should it pass, it will be
OPTOMETRIST
come effective about June 1. The
action was taken after a poll of the
Announces that after May 1, 1948
members of he Junior and Senior
his office will be located at his
Chambers of Commerce in which a
majority favored the new hours.
residence
Tlie present hours are frem 8 a. m.
until 6 p. m. and 8 a. m to 10 p. m.
65 ELM STREET,
on Saturdays. The new hours will
necessitate the changing of signs
CAMDEN. ME.
on the sreets covered by the meters
TEL. 750
and on the meter casings as well.
32*36
Rockland High School will be

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

CAMDEN THEATRE

ROCKPORT

Tel. 2229

meet every printing requirement.

97’tf

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

Now Is The Time!

Don’t Wait Until Winter!
WATER PIPES, SEWER WORK,
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

2214

Mrs. Thordis Cole is guest of
Capt. and Mrs. John E. Husby.
Mrs. Minerva Piper is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Mervin Bird.
Belfast.
Winners at
last
Saturday’s
whist party at the Grange Hail
were Marston Beverage, first prize;
Mrs. Emily 'Jagels and Mrs. Lillian
Lincoln, second; and Percy Young
of Lincolnville .the consolation.
Another party wilb be held next
Saturday.
The Camden and Rockport
W.C.T.U. will meet May 4 with
Mrs. Charles Burgess, Mechanic
street.
A meeting pertaining to the
State Y.M.C A Camp will be held
at the local ”Y’’ Wednesday at
7.30 Moving pictures of camp ac
tivities during past years will be
shown. All boys who are interested
in attending camp this Summer
and all parents are invited to at
tend.
The Dandylions will entertain
the Lionettes of Belfast at a din
ner tonight at 6 30. at Simonton
Corner’s Hall. Mrs. Freda Dema
rest of Lincolnville, lately returned
from England, will speak to the
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Rothwell MacRae
of Concord. Mass., are visiting Mr
and Mrs. William Kelley.
The Good Cheer Class will meet
Wednesday night in the Congrega
tional Parish House. Mrs. Winfield
Witham and MLss Helen Rich will
be the hostesses.
The marriage of Miss Lea Mannix of Springfield, Mass., and
Walter Broadhead of Camden will
take place Wednesday in Springfield.
Parent - Teachers
Association
meets Thursday, at the High
School, at 8 o'clock. Daniel Noon
an, director of guidance at Rockland High, will speak on "Voca'tional Guidance in School ProI grams.’’
Mr and Mrs. Virgil Gardner of
Houlton were in town last week to
attend the funeral of Mr Gard
ner’s brother. Chester Oardner,
who died suddenly in Gardiner,
April 18 A sister. Mrs Flovd
Ploss of Hartford, Conn also at
tended and a cousin. Mrs Ella
Fitzpatrick of Bristol Conn.
Aubrey D. Coose
Aubrey D Coose, 76. died yester
day at the Mae Murray Nursing
Home. He was born in Lincoln
ville. son of Sylvanus and Ruth
Tibbetts Coose, but had been a
resident of this town for 60 years.
For 45 years, he was engaged in the
jewelry and locksmith business on
Main street.
Mr Coose was a member of the
Townsend Club.
His wife. Lean < Start t Coose
survives, also a daughter, Mrs.
Gladys S Maker.
Services will be held Wednesday
at 2 o’clock from the Gilbert C
Laite Funeral Home, with Rev Er
nest Smith officiating interment
will be in Mountain View cemeltrv.

TEL 1187-R,

ROCKL AND, ME.
33’lt

i” HAZEL BROOKS^

b

SAVINGS BONDS

Maiguecite

HAVE YOU SEEN KILROY’S?

-i.....
LATEST NEWS

WILLARD PARKER

50% WOOL, 50% COTTON

SOCKS
lRTT

DYNAMITE
IN HIS FISTS...

5 pair $1.00

UIIAMBRAY NAVY

T-SHIRTS

WORK SHIRTS

SPECIAL

SHEILA RYAN

IN HER HEART

HIP BOOTS

KHAKI GLOVES

$8.95

29c pair

PILLOW CASES

Second Hit

ItGMTM/M

Breathless
intrigue,
mystery,
violence
in the
Crime
out-post
of the East!

REPUBLIC PICTURE

1.U

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

NEWS

Sundays at

2.00, 6.25, 8.30

3.00 to 10.45

Daylight Saving Time

-UIMM
HATTON ,

STAAN
TEL. 892.

49c

SUNTAN PANTS

USED FIVE GALLON

$2.98 and $3.98

ROCKLAND

ARMY BLANKET

L

i'J

They’re going places, the young men who fly the planes
of the U. S. Air Force. They’re getting the best aviation
training in the world . . . training that is preparing them
for interesting and profitable careers in aviation.

finest and fastest planes. You draw $75 per month, plus
food, quarters, uniforms, medical and dental care.
After successfully completing the 52-week course, you
are commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force
Reserve and assigned to active flying duty. Your monthly
income jumps up to $336 (including flight pay) and yon
have a chance to apply for a Regular Air Force Commission.

WITH NOZZLE

$1.98

$3.95

KILROYS
rT^l

i

3 for $2.00

CAREERS tVITH A fUJURl

TARGET KITES
ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1360-M

U. S. Air Force

ROCKLAND, ME.

ARMY

WORK SHOES
$5.95

NAVY DUNGAREES
$2.49

EXTINGUISHERS

ARNY-NAVY STORE

RECRUITING SERVICE

U. S. Army and

282 MAIN STREET,

NAVY—FIRE

305 MAIN ST.,

Pilot training clattot ttarl July 1 and October 15, 1948. Mott Air
Batot ora equipped fo give complete qualifying txaminationt.

U. S. MMY AND U. 1 AIR FORCE

T

NAVY NYLON

$1.98

are single, between 20 and 26y2 years old, have had two
years of college (or can pass an equivalent Air Force
examination). Get all the details at any U. S, Army or
U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station. Or write to Head
quarters, U. S. Air Force, Attention: Aviation Cadet
branch, Washington 25, D. C.

**★★***★★***

106’; WOOL—Reconditioned

GAS TANK

DISNEY CARTOON

Weekdays at

I

TOWELS

$2.19
larceny:

“CAGED FURY”

Cannon Bath

COTTON

BED SHEETS

in

ARMY

3 for $2.00

$1.49

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
RICHARD DENNING

I

You can qualify for this unusual opportunity if you

THURSD’Y FRID’Y SATLRD V

ROCKLAND ■ > "

j

You can join them by becoming an Aviation Cadet.
Under skilled instruction, you learn to fly the nation’s

YOUNG

CHAPMAN

James AJexion and Willard V. Sweet t.ees,
flower smell ln the soft breeze.
Taylor, seaman aboard a mer Young lambs frisking ln the barn
yard.
chant vessel, were fined 814 each in
George ploughing and whist
court Saturday on charges of street Brother
ling hard.
fighting, to which both pleaded
guilty.
New-born bossies kicking up their
• • « •
heels.
Margie Broadwell of Anderson, Creaking sounds of manure-wagon
wheels.
S. C. was ordered held by the court Turkey-gobbler
strutting and gobbling
on a fugitive from justice warrant
plenty.
issued by South Carolina authori Old skunk hanging round, klndascenty.
ties. Tlie case is alleged to involve
j the abandonment of a minor child. Old mother hen singing in the sun.
She was ordered confined in the Under her wind brooding her young.
peeps of the silly chicks.
county jail to wait arrival of South Plaintive
Worrying mother-hen with their fool
Carolina police authorities.
ish tricks.
• • •, •
Old gander slssing, sassy as can be.
Ralph Hartford of Rockland was Sticking
out his long neck a-scoring
committed to the county jail for 30
me.
(days on an Intoxication charge.
Young colt cantering on his wobbly
long legs.
• • ♦ •
crowing over Easter
The case of Helen F. Morse of Old chanticleer
eggs.
St. George who was «»st week
charged by Coastal Wardens with Waim wind blowing with the taste of
rain.
digging clams without a license, Making
sweaty children cry and com
was continued once more. The ar
plain.
resting warden reports that an in Red buds showing on the young maple
trees.
vestigation of her activities was
grass growing on the hills and
made upon complaint of other clam Green leas.
diggers that she was not licensed.
A warning was given and a later Little boys playing marbles and other
tricks.
check revealed that she had not ob Grandpa
whittling whistles from wil
tained the license as requested and
low sticks,
the charges were brought by the Farmer's daughter. Anna, hanging on
the garden-gate.
warden. The case was entinued
from one week ago Saturday to last Hopinglate.wistfully—John won’t be too
Saturday at which time she failed
—Ida M. Thompson
to appear in the court.
• • • •
... early four out oi iu Canadians
' Monday, Charles E. Smith of are directly or indirectly rependent
I New County road, Rockland, plead upon export trade for their exist
ed not guilty to drunken driving ence.
charges brought by Rockland poi lice; was found guilty and fined
$100 and costs of court. He ap
pealed the case to the May term ot
LOANS
:
Superior Court. Tlie arrest was
made by Patrolman Duran who
To Pay Bills—Taxes—Repairs
reported a chase along Main
street from Park to Nelson’s Garto home—Finance a car—Ap- I
| age at a high rate of speed, at
plianees—or any other purpose. |
nearly midnight Saturday, before
Come in and see us today.
overhauling the car allegedly oper
ated by Smith.
1
NEW ENGLAND
|
• • • •
Merle A. Jackson of Washington
FINANCE CORP. ,
pleaded guilty to drunken driving
497 MAIN ST., TEL 1133
I
SECOND FLOOR OPPOSITE
|
charges brought by Trooper Harold
Mitchell of the State Police and ,
CAKKOI.L CUT RATE
paid a fine of $100 and costs of
court of $4 82.

Join up!

Secret Life of Walter Mitty
COMING SUN.-MON., MAY 2-3

SPRING ON “POUND” FARM

Pussy-willows bursting on the willow

Australia has Just Lssued two
new postage .stamps one depicting
a Hereford bull, the other an
aboriginal crocodile.

S. E. Eaton
3-tl

In Municipal Court

$8.95

BOAT OWNERS
THIS IS
MOORING STONE
TIME
We have mooring stones of every size, with staple
and chain. Buy your chain of us and have it at
tached to the stone at no additional cost.

WE DELIVER

JOHN MEEHAN & SON
ALFRED C. HOCKING, Supt.

TELS. 21-13 ROCKLAND; 56-13 TEN. HARBOR

I

Tuesday-Friday

Rackland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April
JUNIOR HIGH HONOR ROLL

;

To Visit Homeland
Four names which belong on the i
Junior High School Honor Roll and I
were not included, through abci- [
dent, with the list published last ( Mr. and Mrs. Emil Rivers Are
week, were—"Nothing below B"— '
In Passage For Finland
Judith Burns, Sally Cameron, Judith ,
Campbell and John Anderson : Mr and Mrs. Emil Rivers of Up
'These are in the Seventh Grade i per Park street sailed Friday from
New York aboard a vessel of the
Mrs. Almon N. Young (Helen
Miss Laura Tolman, who has beer, group).
Swedish-American line for Finland.
ltchell) is a surgical patient at guest of Mrs Fred Collamore. has
Harold Dondis ol Boston was the This will be the couple's first visit
jtnox Hospital Her baby daughter, returned to her home in Winches
week-end guest of his mother, Mrs, to their homeland in 33 years.
1 Louraine, is with her aunt, Mrs ter. Mass.
Joseph
Dondis, Beech street, timing
They v^ill go first to Mr Rivers’
aynard C. Ingraham. Jr., of
SjRockport,
Miss Mary Lou DufT was honor his visit to include the opening of home town on A aland Island off
the coast of Finland to visit his
guest at a bridal shower Wednesday the Meredith Furniture Co,
87-year-old father and several
Mrs. Margaret Ames, who has night at the home of Mrs. R. Mor
Mrs. Arthur W Doherty of Pleas brothers and sisters. Later, they will
jeen spending the Winter in Brock- ton Estes with Mrs. Charles R.
ant
street,
is
a
patfent
at
the
Knox
tour Finland and go to Mrs. Rivers'
on, Mass., and Scarsdale, N. Y„ Duff and Mrs. John Duff as assist
Sias arrived in Rockland for the ing hostesses. Miss Duff was pre Hospital where she is making satis former home at Turku, where
factory
recovery
from
an
attack
of
brothers and sisters still live.
Summer and is at the home of Mr sented an electric iron by the
The homecoming will be some
md Mrs. A. B Allen, Limerock group. A social evening with re pneumonia.
of an event for the native son,
Street.
freshments was enjoyed.
Christopher S. Roberts, attorney, what
who has gained international re
is improving after a severe attack nown
as an inventor of labor sav
The annual meeting of Lady
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Rich of Glen of pneumonia at his Lake avenue
ing machinery in the food packing
Knox Chapter, D.A.R , will be held Cove entertained friends Thursday home.
industry. His fish processing mast the Copper Kettle, next Mon- The ladies hooked on their rugs
Jj3V. preceded by a luncheon at during the afternoon and were
Mr and Mrs William Bicknell of i chines, made here in Rockland, are
“'30. Anyone desiring reservations joined for supper by their hus West Newtoi, Mass., were week-end even now in use in several foreign
please notify Mrs. French, tel. bands. The group included: Mr. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Putnam P. : countries and may well be in his
405-W by Mav 1st. Or, if unable. and Mrs. Knott C. Rankin. Mr. and Bicknell. Beech street. They were native land.
The couple will be above the Arc
Ito attend, cancel same in advance. Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Sr., Mr. and accompanied by Douglas Cooper
I'lMrs. Ralph L. Wiggin is to be Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mr. and who was the guest of his mother. tic Circle during June the month
'guest speaker and will talk about Mrs. Clarence Munsey The usual Mrs. Lenora Cooper, Limerock of the midnight sun. and for the
first time in more than a quarter
j her Bermuda expert ences.
evening of music, fun and social street
century will observe this pheno
chat was interrupted by the eager
mena
peculiar to tlie arctic regions.
Knox County Hospital Auxiliary ly awaited debut of the High Hook
MLss Annie Frost leaves Wednes
During their absence, the plant
j'meets Tuesday, May 4, at 2, in Bok ers' Trio. Messers Ladd, Rankin and day for Massachusetts for a visit
Home, for the last meeting of the ! Munsey. The men were especially with relatives and friends. She on Upper Park street, will be under
. the management of Simon Hamalai
'season
A large attendance is I effective in "The Song of the Volga will return June 2.
nen. son-in-law of Mr. Rivers, who
[ hoped for.
: Boatman" and will undoubtedly be
The meeting of the Senior Girl has been associated with him for
in great demand.
Scouts has been postponed from several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward O'B Gonia
intended the wedding of Mr.
Miss Pat Rit'hie, a student at tonight to Friday night, due to ill
BUSSELL-DUFF
aonia's grandson
Edward W. De> ring High S hoot is spending ness of the leaders.
Miss
Mary
Louise Duff, daughter
Peaslee. Jr.. April 18. in Augusta. the Spring reee s with her parents.
Lieut. Col and Mrs. Seward L.
Mi. and Mrs, Charles Ritchie. Grove Mains (Jessie Hall) who are com of Mr. and Mrs Raymond Duff, 25
' The Browne Club meeting which street.
street became the bride of
pleting a two- years’ assignment Masonic
was to ue held this week, has been
Dcnald L. Russell, son of Mr. and
in
Germany,
have
lately
returned
Mrs.
Lencra
Kcniston
observed
Mrs.
Lenroy
Russell of Mechanics
[[[postponed and will meet May 7.
a vacation trip to Venice and Falls, Saturday
her 88th birthday recently at the from
afternoon, at St.
Rome
In
the
Italian
capitol,
The Women., Association of the home of her daughter, Mrs Put
Bernards Rectory with Rev. Archie
through
the
influence
of
the
First Baptist Church meet: Wcd- nam It Bicknell.
D. Gillis performing the double ring
American Ambassador they were ceremony.
[ nesday at 2.30 in the vestry
granted
a
private
audience
with
the
Mis. Ruth Flye ol Thomason, who
The bride wore a blue suit witli
1 Mr. and Mrs. W W Gregory 1 aves this week for Prescott Ari- Pope Col ' and Mrs Mains may
brewn accessories and corsage of
Center street were in Bangor ■' >na. wi honor guest at a surprise nossibly return to the United orchids. Mrs. Donald Morang, ma
I I’hursday and on their return were arewell party Tuesday night at the States this Summer
tron of honor, wore a grey suit with
| accompanied by their gianddaugh home of Mrs. S. Eugene Iamb.
Mrs. Joseph Godfrey and Mrs. red accessories and corsage of red
L4T. Janie' Blethen who will be 1 ankai street. The hostesses were
Robert Philbrook were hostesses roses. John J Duff, bi other of the
Jneir guest for several days
'fr' William Grafton, Mrs Adriel Thursday night at Mrs. Gregory's bride was best man
Pales
and
Mrs.
Pr
“
ston
Perkins.
A reception was held at the home
home on North Main street to a
Mrs. Donald Porter of Brewer,
attending were: Mr Thel- miscellaneous wedding shower in of the bride frem 2.30 to 4 The
formerly of Ro: klund. was holier Other
■ a Jones. Miss Elizabeth Keating, honor of Mr. and Mrs Itiwrence luncheon table was beautiful with
[ ;uest Inst Tuesday at a surprise •frs. Fos'ei F.ile
William Philbrook. who were recently mar centerpiece of white snapdragons
stork shower at the hoqie of Mrs. f-tcha'ds. Miss LottieMrs.
Smith, Mrs.
A large May basket filled aud white iris flanked by tall white
□liver Counce. Present were Mrs. •'da Smith. Mrs James O’Neil. Mrs. ried
Clifford Bicod and daughter. Anne. ' mm: Have ., Mbs Fda Watts of with gifts was thp centerpiece of tapers in silver holders. Serving
Mrs. Everett Sncwdeal and Patricia "horn;.-ten, Mrs. ^dclir Pees Mrs tlie luncheon table. Those present at the reception were Miss Agnes
were Mr and Mrs Arthur Webber Brown Miss Lucy Ball. Mrs. Arthur
Seliger. all of Ro-kland, Mrs. Alice
Whitney of Rockport. Mrs. and son Donald. Mr and Mrs Ar Connolly. Mrs. Basil Stinson, Mrs
Reynolds and daughter. Joyce, and “imes
abert
Kalloch.
M
”
tessle
Sullinold Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Agnes Freeman. Mrs. Albert Hav
Mrs Lawrence Curit of Camden.
1 en Mrs Ft Wellman and Mrs Rackliff and son Kenneth. Mr. and ener, Mrs. Charles R. Duff and Miss
Frvin
C.
’
rtfs
o'
Rockland.
Miss
Crushed rock for driveways: also
Mrs. I avon B Godfrey and son Della Morrison. Miss Margaret
-and and gravel Clarence R. Dor Flye was presented with a lovely ’“haries. Richard Von Dohlen. Mrs. Huntley and Mrs. John Duff were
going
away
present
with
the
best
an. Phone 656-W or 1027, City.
Fugenie Godfrey Mrs Sulo Salo. in charge of the punch bowl. The
29-tf wishes of all present.
Mrs. Robert Philbrook and son bride’s cake was cut and served by
Billv. and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence her matron of honor. Mrs Donald
Philbrook
Morang. MLss Vina Delmonico had
charge of the guest book.
John B Moulaison who has been
The couple left on a wedding trip
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital to Portland and Boston and on
has returned home.
their return will make their heme
in Brunswick
Mrs
John
M.
Richardson
enter

FRIDAY, APRIL 30
Mrs. Russell graduated from
tained th" 'rH.E. Club last n'?ht
High School, class of
at her home on Granite street. High Rockland
1945, and has been employed as
Sponsored by tbe Rockland Lions Club
•ceres were won bv Mrs. E. C. an
operator in the telephone office.
Boody. Mr®. Fred T Veazie and
Mr. Russell graduated from Me
Mrs. Albert R Havener.
chanic Falls High School and
The Charles Carey Theatre Co. of New York
served two years in the Navy dur
ing World War II and is now em
presents
ployed by the New England Tele
HOUSEHOLD
phone and Telegraph Co. in Bruns
wick.
SERVICE
Out-of-town guests were Mr
and Mrs. Lenroy Russell and Mrs.
Effective now—I am operating
Linwood Russell of Mechanic Falls.
the household service business
Mrs. Agnes Freeman. Portland and
and good will, formerly conducted
Mr and Mrs. R. G. Manning. Cam
by Dorothy Feeney.
den.

27, 1948
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A Summer Wedding

“Year* Ago” Star

Ruth Gordon, Coming Here Inspiring Meeting
Baptist Church Thursday
Friday, Tells How She
Got That Way
Night

Social Matters

“YEARS AGO”

Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
ings, Hotels, Stores, etc., Cleaned
and Painted.

The New Comedy Hit by Ruth Gordon
with BROADWAY CAST

LOUIS BOSSE

"A Happy Comedy . . . Must Be Seen."—New York Times.

“A

Warming, ( harming and Chuckling Comedy."—N. Y. Sun.

TEL. 1423, ROCKLAND

29-tf

“The Carey Players presented a polished, well paced and capti

Mrs Fred M. Knight and Miss
Dorothy Gordon have returned
from a trip to Washington. D. C.
Enroute they toured New York,
Philadelphia, and Boston.
Mrs. Ray E. Eaton entertained
Mite Club Monday afternoon. High
honors were won by Mrs Ralph
Trimm and Mrs George St. Clair.
Mrs. Trimm was a special guest

Rumney Youth Rally I

SWffl

Missionary Work
Done By Local Churches Is

Described At a W.C. T.U.
Meeting

"When I wrote Years Ago,' I for
Members of the Mission Circles
got something," says Ruth Gordon.
of the local churches were special
“I forgot to write an epilogue.
guests of the W.C.T.U. at the
People keep writing in to find out
meeting Friday afternoon, with
what happened. Did I ever get to
Mrs Ethel Colburn, 27 guests and
be an actress?
members being present.
“Yes, I did become an actress.
Mrs Mae Gray conducted the
It 'was quite a tussle. I had left
worship service with Mrs. Bernard
home with a fine send-off to New
Kaler rendering several hymn se
York City to be an actress, but
lections on the piano accordion.
New York Citys welcome to me
Mrs. Kate Brawn presented a
was indiscernible. The train ar
program on Temperance and Mis
rived at Grand Central, and un
sions. Mrs. Minnie Cross, repre
recognized. I left the station unsenting the Universalist Circle,
recogn zed except by myself
No
"poke of the youth camps for boys
one knew that the young lady in
and girls, carried on in the name
peacock blue silk carrying a new
of Clara Barton, the great humani
straw suitcase was going to be an
tarian. Foreign work ls associated
actress
with a woman’s college in North
Incognito. I boarded the trolley
China.
which
rambled
fitfully
along
42d
Kuth McMahon
Miss Alma Young, representing
street, and. with a nice smell of
'he Congregational Mission Work,
Mr and Mrs. Charles F McMa hot grease and considerable clank
told the story of taking the Gospel
hon, 12 Stanley Avenue, Rockland ing. turned the corner onto
message to the Lsles of the Pacific,
Broadway.
At
first
glance
I
could
began in 1852 and carried on large
are announcing the engagement of see that Broadway was the best
ly by means of a mission boat. The
their daughter, Ruth, to Earl street in the world that is, the
Morning Star During the years five
Rev. Norman Townsend
Knapp, son. of Mr. and Mrs. Mer Times Square section of it. Up
Morning Stars” have been built
'hrough
the
Seventies
and
Eigh

ton E Knapp of Farmington.
A great Rumney Youth Rally for and used in this field, the money
ties
I
was
troubled
to
see
grass.
A
Mis McMahon is a graduate of
being contributed largely by the
Rockland High School, class of grass plot ran parallel to the trol the Rockland area will be held at Sunday School children.
1944. She is attending Farmington ley tracks This Was not what I the First Baptist Church, Thurs
The war interrupted the work,
State Teachers' College, where she had looked for I had left the land day night at 7 30 o’clock.
but now money Ls being raised to
will receive her BS degree in Home of grass plots forever and was go
Rev. Norman Townsend popular build the Morning Star No. 6,
ing in for grass mats.
Economics in Jun.
largely by the Sunday School chil
But if I Was disturbed by upper speaker at Rumney, professor at dren, at $1 a share. How effective
Mr. Knapp is a graduate of Farmton High School. He served three Broadway the Three Arts Club Providence Bible Institute, and pas- this work has been is attested to by
years In the Navy as A M.2c He more than made up for it. Un 'or of the Quidnesset Baptist many soldiers and sailors stopping
is now in the Farm Implement troubled by homesickness, I at Chureh of East Greenwich, R. I„ at the islands where they found
once made many splendid friends will be the principal speaker. He many tribles evangelized.
business with his father.
—an actual actress who r had will bring an inspiration and evan
A Summer wedding Ls planned.
Mrs. Kendrick Dorman, repre
toured with “A Pair of Sixes.” and gelistic message which will grip the senting the Littlefield Memorial
IIOWEI.L-WOOD
a real Zigfield chorus girl. New hearts of the young people and Mission Workers, said they did a
MLss Barbara Elizabeth Wood, York theatre managers took a long [ bring blessing to all who attend. Ev large amount of White Cross work
daughter of Mr and Mrs. George time to warm up All sent word 1 eryone will be welome. no matter for hospitals at Baptist Stations in
W Wood. Limerock street became thev were working on “Nothing at what their age or circumstances many fields
Thev had collected
(he bride of Maynard William Present.’ So for a brief season I may be.
and shipped nine large cartons of
Howell, son of Mrs. Laila Howell and turned drama student. After one : Hubert Swetnam will pay the clothing for European relief.
the late Edward Howell of Noble- term they dropped me for not piano and direct the service. Hubert
Mrs. Brawn, speaking for the
boro Saturday night, April 17, at having what it took. What alot of is leader of the Fellowship radio First Baptist Mission work, said
walking
it
takes
to
be
an
actress!
the Congregational parsonage. Rev.
program, director of music at the they were helping to send out the
Charle R Monteith, performing tire Up and down the streets and back [ First Baptist Church of Everett. Light and Truth into many fields.
i
again
over
and
over
the
same
Items of temperance news from
double ring cermony.
e
Mass., and a well-known personal
The bride wore a blue suit with route. Once someone offered me a ) ity at Rumney. Stanton Gavitt, di many countries were given by
I
dollar
to
buy
opera
tickets
for
[
navy blue accessories and a corsage
rector of music and assistant to the members present. Miss Charlotte
of yellow and pink roses. She was [ ticket scalper, and someone eLse pastor of the First Baptist Chureh ; Cook gave an interesting demon
asked
me
to
pose
naked
Not
too
attended by her sister. Mrs. AloLs
of Portland, will lead the singing. stration of telling a missionary
F. Kunesh as matron of honor and distressed, I took the ferry to Fort • Alan Johnsen, just out of the story to a Sunday School by means
she wore a beige suit with fuschia Lee. N. J., to work as an extra in service, fine youth leader from of the Flannelgraph Board.
Five dollars to kiss -nr'nzfield. Ma‘s, will tell of the
It was voted to make the Rock
accessories with a ccrsage of red the movies.
roses
George W Wood, Jr., William Farnum in The Littlest activities program for this coming land Union a Light Line Union,
brother of the bride, was best man. Rebel.' Five dollars to admire Summer at Rumney. Young Peo by paying $5 to the World s Work
The couple are now on a weddine Alice Brady in "The Ballet Girl ’ ple who have attended in past Sum and sending the Union Signal to
trip to the White Mountains and and $5 to sew on a sewing machine mers will testify as to the blessing some Missionary on the foreign
cn their return will make their in support of Clara Kimball they have received there and wi'l field A collection for this purpose
Young’s ’Camille.’
provide special music aLso It will was taken.
home in Ncbleborc.
“I was beginning to ge good and i be a great evening for all who at
Following the program, the hos
Mrs. Howell graduated from
tess was assisted in serving refresh
Rockland High School in 1943 and discouraged, and then one Decem tend.
day.
7
went
upstairs
to
the
ber
ments
by Mrs Hattie Bickmore and
has been employed in the office at
PEASLEE-HF.NGGI
Charles Froham office at the EmMrs. Frances Sherer.
Perry’s Main Street Market.
A marriage of local interest took
Mr. Hcwell graduated from Lin i Dire Theatre. There was the same
In common with a great m
coln Academy in 1943 and is em Mr. William (Nothing at present) [ place in Augusta April 18 when Miss jority
of da ly and weekly new
Sevmour. but this time he said Go Eileen Mcretta Henggi of Franksployed in Nobleboro.
se. Mr Homer Saint Gaudens in town Estates. Pittsburgh. Pa be papers. The Courier-Gazette o
erates
on a pay in advance bas
Edwin Libby Relief Corps was Miss Maude Adam’s office.’ Saint , came the bride of Edward W Peas
well attended Thursday night and Gaudens. wonderful, brilliant, gor lee, Jr., son of Dr and Mrs Edward Plea.se re-subscribe at once wh,
your notice arrives and avoid mis
the members listened to a program geous, handsome saint-like Saint W Peaslee. formerly of Rockland
19.
The ceremcny was performed at ing copies.
of musical numbers by Mrs. Nor Gaudens! He eave me my chance.
ma Morey at the piano: reading, Nibs, in ‘Peter Pan Maude Adam’s •he home of the bridegroom’s par
Mrs. Rose Sawyer: ' Woman in the comuany. 'So and So wasn’t very ents in the presence of the members
Harbor” Mrs. Millie Thomas: good as Wendy.’ wrote Alexander of the immediate family by Rev
D EA F E N E D?
reading Mrs. Velma Marsh: quo Wollcott in the New York Times, Douglas H Robbins, pastor cf the
street
Universalist
Ask Us Why More
tations. Mrs. Martha Sleener; jokes 'but Ruth Gordon was ever so gav Winthrop
Mrs. Ruby Makinen Sympathy as Nibs ' It was quite a number of Church the double ring ceremony
People Wear the IL
cards flowers and messages were years later that I got to be an being used.
Miss Emma Leu Peaslee. sister of
’•eoorted sent to members of the actress.’’
the bridegroom was maid of honor ;
Corps Refreshments were served
and Jack Cramer levy of Wes*
Edwin Libby Relief Corps still has
FRIENDSHIP
the largest membership in the
Than All Other
Baked Rean Simper, Thursday Pittston, Pa., and Patten was best
State. Mrs . Fannie Bickmore. April
29. at the K.P. Hall Friend man.
ONE-UNIT
~
Thomaston, is the Senior member, ship. Benefit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peaslee
have
been
joining in 1885. followed by Mrs. Wars Auxiliary.Veterans of Foreign
employed at the Institute of Living.
HEARING AIDS
34-lt
Irene Winslow. 1887 Tonight, a
Hartford, Conn. Mr. Peaslee gradu
Combined
committee meeting will be held at
ated from Rockland High School
Maine’s Popular Advisor
the home of Mrs Margaret Rack
and Kent’s Hill. He served in the
Get FREE booklet on Deafness
liff. general chairman to make
Army Air Corps during World War
II and received hLs discharge with
olans for the fair, to be held for
the purpose of repairing Grand
the rank of corporal.
Over 26 Years Helping Folks
After a short wedding trip thc GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Army Hall. Paint is badly needed Send 5 Questions, SI and Stamped
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.
as well as carpenter work if this Envelope. Full Page Reading In coiiDle will make their home at 1R
memorial to our Civil War Veter cluded.
Green street. Augusta.
MAIN AND PARK STS. TEL 446
ans is to remain the most attrac 12 Third Street,
Bangor, Me.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND. ME.
tive G.A.R. hall in the State.
70-T-tf

Jl \

Rev. Ruth Mathias

vating performance."—Bangor Daily News.

To be sure of your ticket to “Years Ago," call

Leon White,

telephone 629-R, or contact any member of the I.ions Club

Breakfast

Sets

SENTER#CRA1YE'S

31-34

Closed' Wednesday P M.s

ANNUAL
ROSE RUSH
SALE
New England Grown
TWO-YEAR PL ANTS—FI’LLY GUARANTEED

69c

STRAP

TEA ROSES
Betty

Upri chard,

Editor McFarland,

We are proud to introduce pleasing new Breakfast
Sets at Most Satisfying Prices
REG. PRICE

“Just think ... if it hadn't been for meeting at AL’S HAIR
DRESSING SALON AND BARBER SHOP, we wouldn't be here

now.

I’m glad we're both regular customers of their’s.”

PERMANENT WAVE COMPLETE $5.00 UP
It may be a Cold Wave or Remote Control Permanent, whatever

NOW

$59.00
50.00
70.00
50.00
45.00
60.00

Maple Set, Porcelain Top . . . . .$80.00
73.00
Wheat Set, Bakelite Top ... .
.
97.50
Mahogany Set, Leather Seats .
Bland Oak..................................... . 69.50
Bland Oak..................................... . 63.75
Bland Oak..................................... . 83.00

Others from $45.00 to $95.00

is best fitted to your type of hair.

ALS HAIRDRESSING SALON
BARBER SHOP
^026

284-286 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND,Wi.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

283 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1154

Etoile De Holland,
Frau Kari Drusehki.
K. A. Victoria,
General Jack,
Hadley,
Pink Dawn,
Pink Radiance,
President Hoover,
Poinsettia,

(pink)

Roslyn,

(pink)

Prince Camille

(red)
(white,
(white)
(red)
(red)
(pink)
(pink)
(red)
(red)

4.45
(yellow)

De

Rolian, (red'

(red)
Red Radiance,
Drusehki Rubra,
(pink)
ipink)
Greotendorst Pink,
Talisman,
(two tonei
(yellow)
Soeur Therese,
(red)
Excelsa,
(red)
Paul’s Scarlet,
Silver Moon,
(while)
Mine. Greg Staevhelin,
(pink)

CLIMBERS
Climbing American Beautvlredi
Climbing Ami Quinard,
(red)
Climbing Golden Charm,
(yellow)

SHRUBS
Sale Price,

Climbing Talisman, (two tone!
Climbing Dmvan F'leet (pinki
Climbing Dorothy Perkins,
(pink)

W
THC WASHABLE CASUALS

Cushion platform wedge heel and
sole helps fast-stepping fan for
parties, shopping, all day. In smart
fashion colors to go with
everything summery. Tops may
be freshened with soap and water.

U. S. “KEDETTES” AND “KEDS”
For Men, Women and Children

“ROPESTERS”
For Women

AA to C

$2.95 to $5.95

59c

Butterfly Bush, Flowering Quinre, Deutzia P. of R„
Philadelphus Coronarius, Spirea Forebell,
Spiera Van llouttef, Common Lilac Purple
Forsythhia. Int Speetabilis

X-RAY FITTING

}uufity. Shot Shop
310 MAIN ST.------- ROCKLAND

Page Elghl
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Seeks More Nurses

Past Master.’ Night

Army Wants 25.000 the Com- Aurora Lodge Will Confer
ing Year—Extended AcMaster Mason Degree
Wednesday
tive Duty
The Army Nurse Corps is seek
ing 25,000 nurses for appointment
in the Officers’ Reserve Corps this
year. An estimated 2000 vacancies
fcr extended active duty will occur
during the year to be filled by re
serve nurses who volunteer and who
are unmarried In addition, it is
hoped eventually to offer two-week
to three-month active duty tours
for training of reserve nurses.
The Army Nurse Corps is now in
the process simultaneously of build
ing up its regular strength tc 2558
and of creating a reserve of 29.000
nurses. The remaining 3042 nenregular nurses on active duty must
all be converted from AUS to re
serve status on May 1. although- the
deadline will be extended to May 31
in some special cases where official
notification that the conversion is
required is delayed.
The number of nurses required
cn duty will be Increased from the
present 5600 to about 7250 if the
Army and Air Force by 275,000 men
is approved by Congress and the
authorized six nurses are provided
for each additional thousand men
To enter the reserve prior mili
tary service i: not required, nor is
marital status a bar. except that
married nurses will not be ordered
to active duty except in emergency.
Complete infermo tion may be ob
tained at the office of the Senior
One Instructor for Maine. Build
ing 23. Fort Preble. Me.
During the quarter comprising
the months of January. February
and March. 23 new Subordinate
Grange Units were organized in the
country, distributed over 16 States,
with Oregon the leader.
In the
same period 49 new Juvenile
branches wcic instituted, with
Maine ahead, although Oregon was
second, and both Atlantic and Pa
cific Coast areas were included.
Several Subordinate and Juvenile
Granges were reorganized and al
together the Grange picture of the
country is one of steady progress.

Aurora Lodge F.A.M., will observe
Past Masters’ Night Wednesday.
Degree work starts at 5 p. m Sup
per will se served by the members
of Golden 'Rod Chapter O E.S., at
6 30, at $1 per plate. Work will be
resumed at 7.30.
The Master Mason degree will be
conferred on a class of candidates.
The officers for Past Masters'
night will be:
Worshipful Master, Wor. Horace
P. Maxey
Senior Warden. Wor. Ernest W.
Maxey.
Junior Warden. Wor. Frank A
Maxey.
Treasurer, Wor. William D. Tal
bot.

Secretary, Wor. James
Chaplain. Rt. Wor.
Richan.
Marshal. Wor. Harold
hill.
Senior Deacon, Wor.

E Stvens.
James A.

W. White
Martin S.

Graves.

Junior Deacon. Wor Laurence C.
Perry.
Senior Steward. Wor. George T.
Stewart.
Junior Steward. Wor. Clarence O.
Haraden.
Organist. Wor. Robert E. Pendle
ton.
Tyler, Wor William P. Seavey.
First Assistant. Wor. Leland W
Drinkwater.
Second Assistant. Wor. Roland O
Rcckliff.
1
Third Assistant. Wor. Ralph U.
Clark.
Speaking Fellowcraft. Wor. Cecil
E Murphy.
Second Fellowcraft. Wor. Lloyd E
Daniels.
Third Fellowcraft, Wor. Roy E.
Danielson.
Wayfaring Man, Wor. Edward
OB. Gonia.
Recapitulation. Wor. Roy E. Dcnielson
Emblems. Wor. Leroy A Chatto.
Charge. Rt. Wor. James A. Richan
Lights, Wor. Raymond L. W’atts.
Projectionist. Winfield L. Chatto

The chinchilla is a small, gray.
Kapok, used for insulation and
hopping member of the rodent life preservers, comes from the
family.
seed pods of a tropical tree.

Here's a trio of Clicquot Club beverages
you'll do well to keep on hand so every
one in the family will be satisfied. Honest
FULL QUARTS which contain over 10%
more than many so-called big bottles
which hold as little as 28 ounces.

pive Thousand Attended Opening
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Close Tragic Career
(Continued from Page One)

the genial host, punctuated at in
tervals by an expression of Relig
ious theories which were difficult
to follow.
I carried my camera but Mr.
Sandford would permit me to take
no pictures outdoors. Once inside
the Shiloh Temple, the ban was
withdrawn, and I made several pic
tures which were used in a feature
story In the Boston Sunday Globe.
The temple was lacking to con
siderable extent to interior finish.
One of its features was a sevenstory tower, in which, they told
me, there was always somebody at
prayer.
Mr. Sandford in the course of
our interview entertained me by
playing on a harp which had cost
$1000, and which had been present
ed to him by one of his admirers.
His children, meantime. were
gathered around his knees, and
their evidences of affection for
him. were in marked contrast with
the stories which were being cur
rently told.
Mr. Sandford had by this time
come to the parting of the ways.
His yacht, returning from its world
j cruise, had put into port, reportI fng that eight of its passengers had
died from scurvey.
Up and down the coast of Africa
the fleet had sailed, never putting
into port, and sometimes begging
food from passing ships. The barkentine Kingdom had been lost,
and all of the members of expe
dition were crowded aboard the
Coronet.
Mr. Sandford told me that the
An interior view of the Meredith Furniture Company’s splendid new store
policy of his cruise was directed by
answers to his prayers.
Nearly 5000 persons attended the el’Stone of Port Clyde; second prize, from dealers and individuals in adI was sitting at my desk one
three-day opening o' The Meredith a maple cocktail table, to Julia dlticn to over ICO floral greetings.
Monday morning when the tele
Furniture Company at 313-315 Main Mawltinney. 226 Main street, Rock
Arthur Talbut of Phileo Radio phone rang, and I found that Mr.
street i next door to the First Na land; third prize, a maple floor Corporation was on hand featuring Sandford was on the other end of
tional store). Rockland.
lamp, to Clara Roscoe. 49 Lime the different models of Phileo the wire. He was in Portland jail
At Saturday night’s drawing the street, city. W. L. Oxton of West products.
awaiting the arrival of his bonds
store was crowded:. L. J. Danrie- Rockport, wen fourth prize, a pair Meredith Dondis, proprietor, and men.
rteau called the winning names as of boudtoir hunps, and the last prize, Howard Crockett, manager, greeted
"If you want another interview
they were drawn from a rotating which was a Venetian mirror, went their guests and customers.
come up to Portland today,” said
machine by a lady picked from the to Mrs. Freeman Young, 163 Main The entire two floors were open Mr. Sandford.
Of course I went and the inter
spectators.
street, city.
for inspection and persons were
First prize of a table model Phileo
Many telegrams and letters of best amazed at the wonderful alterations view was still in progress when bail
arrived.
We went from the jail
Radio Phonograph went to Mrs Jew wishes and success were received made in the store.
to a dental establishment on Con
gress street, 'where the interroga
idea Into the minds of young tions continued while the dentist
It May Hit Maine
An Open Letter
Tlie interview was
people that fine wines and whis was working.
kies are an adjunct to ‘gracious completed on the railroad train,
and at Brunswick I stayed the re
Dutch Elm Disease Is Close Louis A. Walker Takes Ex- living.’’
mainder of the night at Hotel
To Our Borders—Preceptions To a Bangor
Chronic alcoholism is the result Eagle where I wrote my story for
in a large percentage of cases, the Associated Press.
ventive Measures
News Editorial
That was the last time I ever
through no fault of the drinkers
The Courier-Gazette Is indebted Editor Bangor Daily News;—
but because of inherited conditions saw Mr. Sandford, for his convic
to Harry A Ooodridge of the
For several weeks we have been which no one could certainly pre tion soort followed, and he served
Goodridge Tree Service. Rockport, receiving free copies of the Bangor dict. I see no reason why this Vice : the next seven years at Atlanta.
I received two letters from him
for a report of the Dutch Elm dis Daily News and let me record our should be glorified In spacious ad while he was incarcerated there.
vertising.
Your
editorial
is
a
ease survey made for the State of appreciation of its many excellent
specimen of the sort of thinking His sentence was shortened one
Massachusetts. As Maine's majestic features.
year because of his good behavior.
that revenues can influence.
pirns are threatened the matter
A few years ago I revisited Shi
Allow me, in the most friendly
Louis A Walker.
should be given careful attention. spirit,
loh, hoping to see Mr. Sandford’s
to file an exception to the
The Goodridge Tree Service has leading editorial in the issue of Turkey growers ' from coast to son John, who was in charge of
ent the following timely letter to April 22. The assumption that coast estimate that there will be the religious colony. He was busy
tree owners.
liquor selling is entitled to the about 6.000,000 fewer birds this' with services at the time and sent
At the present writing, no same legal rights as the merchan year
than last. The outlook is for word that if I would wait he
Dutch elm disease has been found dising of any other product is a about 28 500 000 turkeys this year, would be glad to see me. I was un
n Maine, but authorities are agreed fallacy.
which will be the smallest crop in able to remain, however.
that it will soon attack here. There
I talked with some of the fol
The manufacture and sale of 10 years, and 36 percent below the
fore. we have an excellent oppor— intoxicants is not an inherent record of 44.200,000 gobblers in lowers, and when I convinced them
’unity for administering preventa right but Is permited by law to 1946. During 1945 and 1946 mote I had been on intimate terms with
tive measures against it, the only meet demands.
turkeys were produced than the Mr. Sandford they informed me
approved method cf combatting this
This statement is sustained»by people wanted to eat. Cold storage that he was still livtng, well and
sure death to our most beautiful decision of the U. S. Supreme facilities of packing houses, whole happy but preferring to remain >n
and distinguished tree. There is no Court. Except for our special per salers, and retailers were jammed strict seclusion.
known cure once this disease strikes. missive legislation liquor retailing to capacity, which discouraged pro
I have often wondered as to the
Mist straying is a revolutionary could be prosecuted and suppressed duction On such a large scale. Then whereabouts of Mrs. Sandford, a
orocess in pest control, which, as tinder the police power of the last Fall came poultryless Thurs very refined lady, and greatly de
the name indicates, means the State or the community wherever day. which helped to knock the voted to her husband.
breaking up of the liquid spray and public sentiment might demand props from under the turkey
Anri thus ends the span of years
diffusing it with air through the such action.
market. With the prices of corn, between Mr. Sandford's appear
use of fans. Controlled velocities
From this premise it follows that wheat and barley, chief turkey ance herp as a Rockland ballplay
up to 150 miles per hour may be ' there is no inherent right in the feeds, soaring to new heights, many er and the closing of a career
obtained and used solely with our | liquor business to advertise. Such turkey growers simply said ‘‘What’s which has had the whole country
new machine.
I speculating.
advertising subtly insinuates the the use?” bnd quit the business.
We can now reach the tops of
any trees, and with the use of DDT
can give almost 100% pest control
Not only does it control pests that
attack vegetation, but now’ it can
control mosquitoes, flies, ants, silver
bugs, centipedes, roaches and wood
ticks. Now you can be assured of
comfort indoors or out. because mist
spraying can be done in almost any
building, as well as around your fa
vorite picnic area, or outdoor fire
place.
Best of all, costs will be 25% to
50% less than the conventional
types of hydraulic spraying.
DDT. combined with an oil emul
sion. is Invisible. This means no
more unsightly residue on trees,
hrttbs. cars cr buildings. It is not
harmful to tree, animal or bird life.
In fact, the tolerance for DDT is
greater than standard arsenical
sprays.

High School Notes
The Sophomore Washington Club
held a social in the High School
Friday night, April 23.
A very
funny and hilarious program was
presented by the following mem
bers: Evelyn Pendleton. Joanne
Champlin, Eunice Pettis. Joanne
Oardner, Jane Mullen, Bernard
Kaier, Brad Sleeper, Dick Tom
kins, Don Joseph, Kermit St.
Peter, John Blackman, Lloyd Fer
nald. Lloyd Wingate, Joe Seavey,
Phyllis Springer, Billy Paul and
Roland Ware. Edmund Barnard
did a specialty number with his
puppets. Mrs. Ivy Hart, Miss
Eloise Law, Miss Clara Leeman
and Edmund Barnard chaperoned.
Refreshments were sold after the
program and dancing was enjoyed
in the gymnasium to the' TeenAgers Orchestra. John Blackman
was general chairman assisted bv
Deno Gallano and Jeanette Sulides; Betty Gamble, door; Joanne
Gardner, refreshments
Jeanette
Sulides, entertainment;
Robert
Ware and Richard Jones, publicity;
Deno Galiano. clean-up: Edwin
Hustus,
music; and Margaret
Eagan, decorations.
• * * *
Greta Nelson and Maureen
Hamalainen will represent Rock
land High School at the University
of Maine State Speaking Contest,
Friday.
• » * •
The Bowdoin Scholarship exam
inations were given Monday mornig in Rockland High School library
by a Bowdoin professor. Peter Su
lides w’as the only Rockland Sen
ior competing Three other stu
dents from the Rockland area
competed.
•• ••
Alice Crie. 8-1. was the winner
in a recent “History Bee’ conduct
ed in Room 8.
• • • • ■
The Sophomore prize speakers
are now engaged ln preparation
for the semi-finals conte'st which
will take place May 5 for the boys
and May 6 for the girls.
• • • •
The students in the second year
typewriting class have achieved
the following record of words per
minute: Victoria Wiggin 53: Hele
na Huntley, 52; Ruth 'DeLaite. 50.
The students in Mrs. Coughlin’s
beginners class 'have acquired the
following speed record words per
minute: Bertha Dondis, 51; Clif-

Built In Friendship
Boat Yards There Turning
Out Some Very Fine
Products
The Simmons & Lane boatshops
of Friendship have sold a 23-foot
cruiser to W. T. Kneiser of Worces
ter, Mass , who will use it at his
Martin's Point estate this Summer.
This is the fifth craft sold from the
madel brought out last March.
Launching day for the Bilmar, as
she will be christened, has been set
for May 22. The little craft ls de
signed with an open cockpit and
protection of an ample windshield
for the occupants. Power ls sup
plied by a Universal gas engine of
25 horsepower.
• • • •
The Frank Wlnchenbaugh boat
shops at Friendship have launched
a 35-foot sport fisherman for John
Rau of Long Island. N. Y. She is
powered with a 150 horsepower
Packard engine, has a beam of 10
foot 6 inches and a draft of 3 feet.
The same shop is building a 40foot party boat for Captain Albert
Winslow of Boothbay. She will also
have a 150 horsepower Packard ma
rine engine for power. Drawing 3
foot 6 inches of water, she has a
beam of 13 feet.
A second boat still ln the shops
is a 25-footer for Matt Jones of
Boston which will be Gray engine
powered, an 8-foot beam and draft
of 2 feet 2 inches
ford Harper. 38; Marilyn Dudley,
33; Janice Koster, 36; Reta Ham
mond, 36! Patricia Valenta, 36;
Donald Marsh. 35; and Tony Gus
tin, 36.
• • • •
The following have been chosen
as the Highlite staff for next
years: Co-editors Dorothy Curtis
and Elizabeth Crozier; Sports,
Betty Pendleton and James Conellan; Music. Richard Jones; Feature
ads. Barbara Ooldsmith; Business.
Lois Tootill and Ruth Roberts;
Exchange, Dea' tPerry and Circu
lation, Grace Thompson and Lu
cille Koster.

Cash savings of the American
people during 1947 totaled $8900.000,000. 'according to the Securities
and Exchange Commission—a sub
stantial decrease from the abnorm
ally high wartime level.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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A Scott representative will be here on Saturday, May 1

It has been estimated that at
any given time one in every four
Americans needs some kind of
medical attention.

MARINE MOTORS

Clicquot Club
I

BEVERAGES

We Are Now Showing

The experts

PACKARD

MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH

go overboard

FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

58-tf

is time iis

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE
—ON—

PLUMBING, HEATING, AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an

nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND, 205 or 206

H. H. CRIE COMPANY
328 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

COMPLETE
TIRE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
26-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

-ffudson
the only car you step down into!"

♦ I’’

n auto-wise Detroit editor writes,

encircles you, even outside the rear wheels,'
“Hudson . . . will still be in a sellers’
with a rugged, box-steel foundation frame
market after the buyers’ market returns!’’ — and this brings you a new measure of
A Cleveland molor-car writer, “The public
added safety.
4
is in for a thrill!” From a San Francisco
You ride within this frame—cradled between
auto editor’s column, “Hudson has really
axles—not on top of a frame as in the past.
hit the jackpot!”
Hydson's new, lower center of gravity and]

A

And so it goes — right around the nation!
Men who have “seen everything” in auto
mobiles go for the New Hudson.
It it tha only American-built motor car you
step down into when entering, not up on!
This new development brings you sensa
tional advantages — among them, newly
streamlined beauty that would otherwise
be impractical.

rugged basic structure give this car delight—
fui roadability — a hug-the-road way of
going, especially on curves, that is so safe,
so serene, so smooth, it is unlike anything
you’ve known before!
Sec the new motor car the experts cheer.
The nearest Hudson dealer will show it
to you now! Hudson Motor Car Company,
Detroit It.
-Trodo-nwrti and patent, pnndinp

This new kind of motor car is only five feet
frotn grottpd to top, yet by stepping down,
you get more head room and roomier scats
than in any other mass-produced car built
today—and there’s good road clearance, too!
Because you step down, Hudson’s new, all
sLccl Monobilt body-and-frame* completely

SEE THIS AUTOMOTIVE TRIUMPH AT THE HUDSON DEALER NEAREST YOUI

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES
60 NEW COUNTY ROAD. ROOKLAND. MAINE
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On The Honor Roll

Work Has Begun

Use Federal Funds

On Orient Alleys

Page Nine
He Endorses Payne

New Boiler at Holmes Packing Company

A Goodly Lot Of High School On Stanley’s New One-Story And Give School Children Annual Sweepstakes Pro
Equal Opportunities,
Pupils Made the Grade
Garage and Service
duced Good Strings and
Station
Said
Wixson
Lots Of Excitement
Following is the Rockland High

School Honor Roll:

Seniors

All As—Betty Staples, Peter Sulldes,
Jean Young, Kathleen Paul, Earleen
Perry, Dorothy Pettee, Richard
Giles, William Harriman; Four As—
Warren Martin; Three A’s—Donald
Marsh, Christine Hurd, Francis
Hedrick, Marilyn Cates, Diane
Cameron; Nothing below B—Rich
ard Senter, Henriella Stiles, Lynne
Rogers, Gayle Rogers, Harding
Cold.
Juniors

All As—Lois Tootill. Elizabeth Cro
zier, Richard Pease; Four As—Chas.
Foote; Three As—Grace Thompson,
Victoria Wiggin, James Connellan,
Carolyn Chisholm, Alice Fuller,
Ronald Shafter, Evelyn Perry;
nothing below B—Beverly Brewer,
Richard McIntosh, Lucille Koster,
Edgar Kent. Jean Weir.
Sophomores

All As—Bruce Stratton, Bertha
Dcndis. Barbara Clark. Maureen
Hamalalnen; Five As—.Janice Kos
ter; Four As—Roland Ware, Eunice
Pi ttis, Alberta Sprague John Black
man, Jean Merrill. Three As—
Jeanette Sulldes. Wesley Hoch.
Ralph MacLaughlin, Joan Chis
holm. Cynthia Barbour. Beatrice
Chapman, Claire Brickley, Edwin
Hustus, Elizabeth Herrick. Robert
Van Fleet; Nothing below B—Jean
ette Escorsio, Rita Hammond, Alice
Kinney.
Freshmen

All As—Carol Huntley, Edward
kosher; Four As—Paul Sulides;
Three As—Jacqueline Snow, Russell
Tyler, Betty Griffith, Douglas Makinen, Richard Robarts, Coramalia
Rowling; Nothing below B—Ber
nard Staples, Barbara Daniels, John
Burns. Ramona Dow, Neva Cuthbertson, Richard Baum, Donald
Stein. Carrie Venezia, Patricia Weir.
Beulah Powell, Elizabeth Knowlton
Audrey Hooper, Louise Priest. Bar
nard Raynes, Patricia Seliger Gloria
Stwall, Virginia Economy.
The following Seventh Grade
pupils are added to the Junior
High School honor roll for the third
term: Nothing below B—John An
derson, Judith Burns. Sally Cam
eron, Judith Campbell.
,

The funded debt of thhe Federal
Government is about one hundred
times as much as that of the 48
States combined. Roughly speak
ing the Federal debt is now $255,000,000,000. while that of the States
is $2,500 000 000. Nevertheless, the
States keep clamoring for Federal
aid

Alden Stanley of Stanley's Gar
"Federal Aid to Education will be
The Orient Bowling Alleys of
age has started construction of a the same to States as our own State Thomaston staged their annual
one-story garage and service sta of Maine Aid is to towns,” Eldwin sweepstakes and alley champion
tion building on the site of the A. Wixson of Winslow informed ship contest last week. Twentyformer Angell Restaurant at the members and guests of North Haven one bowlers Were on hand Monday
head of the Public Landing road Grange recently. Wixson. Repub night to start things off
lican aspirant for Representative
on Main street.
Shessler's 511 won high total
Congress from the Second District
The structure, which will be to
was guest speaker at the Anniver prize, and Beattie had 120 for high
built of concrete blocks, will be 45x sary program and mortgage burning single prize. Qualifiers for the
47 feet and will have 14x-2 foot ceremony at North Haven Grange Alley championship were Shessler.
doors to accommodate even the Hall. He discussed the school system
Strout, Bickford, Robbins, Stewart,
largest trucks and buses for service
Greece with its unequal oppor
and repair. The work is being done in
tunities and explained why a Fed Lynch, Eugley, and Elliot.
by contractor Ervin Curtis.
First round winners were Elliot.
equalization law is desirable in
Mr. Stanley states that he will eral United
Eugley, Bickford. Robbins Shes
States.
continue to operate the garage on the‘ Most
of us are in favor of equal sler.
the southern end of the same lot opportunities for school children
Semi-final round narrowed it
as in the past and that the new within our own State." Wixson said. down to Robbins of Thomaston and
building is intended to give ad “For example, contrast the re Eugley of Waldoboro.
ditional service to his customers.
Wednesday night’s 10 string final
of $710 of valuation per
The building will include offices sources
pupil in school in the Plantation of drew a capacity audience and
and rest rooms and will be modern Wallagrass
turned out to be a clhsc and ex
with
the
$5406
per
pupil
in every respect as to construction
the Town of Harpswell. We find citing match between two first
and automotive servicing equip in
it necessary and highly desirable class bowlers The winner was
ment.
the State to contribute $46.59 'Eugley, With 1101. Robbins hitting
Opening of the new establish for
per pupil per year to.the IPlantation 1045. Eugley had a 65 pin lead
ment is expected to take place in of
Wallagrass to provide a mini- going into the fourth string, but
June.
I mum standard of education there. A Robbins kept cutting down the
RflllMn PflMn
similar inequality of income per ; margin and finally went out in
nUUlVU lUiiU
pupil exists between States. And front of Eugley, to lead by 11 pins
Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Swett of only by the use of Fedral funds can i going into the ninth string. Eugley
i then pulled two 128 strings out of
Everett, Mass , and Mr. and Mis.' the situation be corrected.
Clarence Goodridge of Milton.1 “Those of us who believe in edu- the hat to win the match. The
Mass.. are at their cottage here for cation for all American youth, and scores:
Eugley—102, 110, 134. 86 100. 127.
a week's vacation.
: I am one who does.” Wixson conHorace Thacker, Mr', and Mrs , tinued, “believe in equalizaion, be- 96. 90. 128. 128: total, 1101.
Robbins- 93. 99. 89. 122. 118 99
Lewis Doering and son Paul of cause only through equalization can
Needliam, Mass., were here over the all American children have a mini ' 138 98. 90. 99; total, 1045.
week-end.
! mum of educational opportunity.
Some Sidelights
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ethridge of Figures on draft rejections for ill!
Earl Porter and Bobby Shields
Portland were at their cottage over eracy alone, during World War Two, I kept things running smoothly all
the week-end.
indicate clearly the need for a i three nights.
Mrs. Henry Wilson was a Port minimum standard of education
Eugley, who bowls on the Waldo
which will be assured by Federal boro town team, rolled 1030 Tuesland visitor recently.
Mrs. Blakemore, who spent the Aid.''
i day and 1107 Wednesday, for a 20Wixson is a graduate of the Uni string total of 2131. He hit 100 or
Winter in Portland, has returned
versity of Maine with a Master's better in 15 of the 20 strings. Not
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Verna Leland of Degree from the same school too bad for a youngster in his
While
a member of the Winslow early 20’s.
Portland are at their cottage on the
school board he insistently advo
North Shore.
Rabbins was top man in the Ce
Charles Swett who was in Bos cated increased senool funds to pro ment Plant League this season,
vide
the
best
possible
facilities
in
ton for a few days, has returned
with a season average of 101
Winslow schools.
league record total of 373 and
home
“Our children of today are the single of 152. He hit an even 100
future citizens of our country and Tuesday night and 1045 Wednesday
VINALHAVEN
to insure the high place the United
j The Latter Day Saints Circle met States holds in World Affairs we . night for a 20 string total of 2045.
Strout’s explanation of how he
t at the church Wednesday witn all should give to all our citizens equal I won
the sweepstakes, even though
: members present. Quilts were tied educational opportunity,” Wixson Shessler also won it. had manaand a pleasant day enjoyed.
concluded.
I ger Porter slightly dazed He said
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Robinson
j it reminded him of the time he
' enterrained friends recently, hon
A recent survey conducted by heard Joe Cook explain about the
oring the birthdays of their the National Retail Grocers’ Asso i four Hawaiians.
! son. Freeman. Jr., and Mrs. Isabel ciation shows that 78 8 percent of
This was the sixth year for this
I Calderwood which fall on the same the Independent retail stores in this event,
Guy Robbins has been
. date. Refreshments of ice cream field are entirely on a self-service in the and
finals in five of them
i and two birthday cakes were basis today, compared with 53 per
I served.
cent four years ago.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazct'p

Introducing to Rockland
Amazing New Bread Idea

Correspondent Tells Of His
Work In Obtaining New
Industries

Manager Kermit St. Peter of Holmes Packing Co. stands beside the new steam boiler installed last week
to give added capacity to the plant. Built bv the Po Hand Co. of Portland, the unit is approximately 21 feet
in lenglh and 84 inches in diameter and will generate 135 poundsof steam for use in the plant. Looking to
the future, the owner had the unit designed for either coal or oil as a fuel, with coal being intended for use
for the present. The unit, which weighs 20 tons, was moved over the road and placed in position by the
C. E. Bradbury Co. of Bangor.

On Twenty Thousand

That Number Will Receive No. 2 Organization Has Re
National Grange Degree
union In Portland—Nellie
In Portland
Noyes New President
The Naticnal Grange degree will
be conferred on 20.003 at the Na
tional Grange ccnventicn in Port
land opening Nov. 10, E. Carrell
Bean, master of the Maine State
Grange said.
Bean also said the Maine Grange'.'
diamond jubilee convention would
be held in Augusta Dec. 7, 8 and 9
as the resutt of an invitation ac
cepted at a board meeting in Augus
ta Wednesday.
Bean said 22 special meetings are
being planned in varicus parts of
Maine for conferring the Sixth, or
State Degree, on Maine Grangers
wishing to take the Seventh, cr
National Degree.
Committees for Seventh Degree
■work met at Stroudwater Grange
April 25 to plan for the event.
Delegates from 37 States wfll at
tend the 10-day November conven
tion.

Last season Nets Anderson, a
squash grower of Sherwood Ore
gon. grew a Mammoth Marblehead
squash that weighed 178 pounds,
which was more than the weight
of the manager of the Safeway
store to which the squash was sold

Read The Ccurler-Gazette
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Fish Hawks Met

The reunion of Vinalhaven Fish
Hawks No. 2 was held at the Fal
mouth Hotel. Portland. Saturday,
with 62 present. The tables were
decorated with small sailboats
made from clam shells, sent by
Mrs. Nell Thomas of Vinalhaven
BUI
Bissett
was toastmaster.
Speeches and group singing were
enjoyed A business meeting was
held and the following officers for
the 1949 Reunion were elected:
President. Nellie Noyes; vice
presidents Mrs. C R Preble and
Mrs. William Stevens: secretarytreasurer. Maynard A Young.
The evening was spent in danc
ing and renewing old acquaintances.
WARREN

FARMERS

MUTUAL

FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANV
Warren. Maine
ASSETS, DEC 81. 1947
Cash in office and bank.

Notes or securities (except
prem. notes),

$3,150.00

3.000 00

Gross cash assets,
$6,150.50
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947
Net cash assets,
$6 150.50
Premium notes subject to as
sessment.
$18,406.50
Deduct all assessments and
payments.
1,840 65
Balance due on premium
notes.
$16,565 85
GEO W STARRETT, Secretary.
32-T-35

The following Pish Hawks attend
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett, W.
H Ingerson, Mrs. Hestor Coffin,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Corliss, Mr.
and Mrs. William Davis. Mr and
and Mrs. O. V. Drew. Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Gibson, Mr. and Mrs Har
old Hutchins. Gladys B Marr,
Fannie B. McManus. Mrs Fred
Morong. Mrs. Nellie Noyes. Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Preble Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
iam A. Smith, Natalie Smith. Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Soule, Mrs Wil
liam Ste/ens, Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Williams. Mrs. Lucinda Y. Huntley,
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus A. Young,
Patricia Young. Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard A. Young. John Young,

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Of the five candidates seeking
the nomination for Governor It is
most gratifying to know of one pos
sessing an excellent knowledge of
accounting He is Frederick G.
Payne, former State Finance Com
missioner, and for five years Mayor
cf Augusta.
Mr. Payne is a trained account
ant and auditor, having graduated
from the Bentley School of Finance
and Accounting.
For many years he worked as dis
bursing auditor employed by one of
the large theatre corporators of- the
country, having under his control
expenditures upwards to $10,000,000
a year.
While Mayor, of Augusta, he was
extolled as having been responsible
for bringing In and locating 10 new
industries in Maine. Among such
industries have been wood products
mills, large tanneries and garment
concerns.
Approximately 4000 citizens of
his State are new working in these
industries established in Maine
through efforts contributed by Fred
Payne.
Mr. Payne can point with pardon
able pride to what he already has
accomplished working quietly to re
habilitate Maine industry as evi
denced by the number of idle fac
tories and new plants he has suc
ceeded in putting on a productive
basis
Because of his record as Mayor
of Augusta, where he, in his last
term cf office was unopposed for reelertion by either party, together
with his ability as a business execu
tive I feel that as Governor of
Maine he would give us an admin
istration by the people and for the
people instead of by a few and for
a few.
E. t)
Mr. and Mrs. W. Black, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Morong. Mr. and
Mrs Thomas Walsh. Colin Winslow.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Smith. Phyl
lis Black, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Bradstreet, Gladys Hopkins of
Worcester. Ruth Hopkins
of
Worcester. Mr and Mrs Earl
Calder, Mr. and Mrs
Everett
Morong, Allee Lane. Mr. and Mrs
Robert Hanson, Ethlyn Strickland
Charles Hopkins. Mrs. Norman
Hjort Mrs. E. Vaughn. Caddie Col
son Vaughn.

Citizens Insurance Company
of New Jersey

Hartford Fire Insurance Co
Hartford, Connecticut

Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1947
Kcal Estate
....
0
Mortgage Loans .
.
.
0
Collateral Loans . . .
0
Stocks and Bonds
$3,755.240. (X)
( ash in Office and Bank .
649,404.07
Agents’ Balances .
.
.
144,095.0*)
0
.
.
I terest and Rents
. .
9,125.31
All < >t her Assets .
• •
0

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1947
Real Estate
.... $3,294
Mortgage Loans .
.
.
454
Collateral Loans .
IOO
Stocks and Bonds
165.894
Cash in Office and Bank
23.770
Agents' Balances .
12,051
Bills Receivable .
291
Interest and Rents
286
All Other Assets .
3,750

Gross Assets .
.
.
I )educt items not admitted

$4,557,864.47
10,030.60

Gross Assets .
.
.$209,894,800.62
Deduct items not admitted
1.019,089.41

Admitted ....

$4,547,833.87

Admitted.

.

564 41
386 64
(XX) 00
970 (X)
750 30
369 64
731 26
,690 52
,337 ,85

.$208,875,711.21

.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses
$203,224.91
1 u auii'd Premiums .
851,969.38
All Other Liabilities .
91.2P. 5J
Cash Capital ....
1 ,000,000. (X)
Surplus over all Liabilities
2.401.423.05

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses
.
. $23,250,037 33
Unearned Premiums .
.
82,707.889
All Other Liabilities .
.
6,298,744
Cash Capital .... 12.OOO.(XX) 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 84,619,039 52

Total Liabilities and Surplus $4.547,833.87

Total Liabilities andSurpIus $208,875.711.21
30-T-34
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FRESH
-yOUR MERRy 'OLDSMOBILE

*

FOR SPRING j

... .2

separately

sealed

IN ONE LOAF!

halves
The FUTURAMIC
way to go!

half remains completely wrapped,

oven fresh and delicious, for later

IMAGINE! Finger-tip opening ... a
pull on the tab . . . the Nissen
TWIN-PACK wrapper divides and
you have two separately wrapped

half loaves inside the outer wrap
per. What a simple idea—and what
an amazing convenience! You open
one half and serve now—the other

use.
Goodbye, goodbye to stale
bread waste! It's fresh forever for

you—thanks to the exclusive Nis
sen TWIN-PACK featuri^ Deliv
ered daily—oven fresh—to

your

grocer. For an exciting treat, try
one or more loaves of the new,
thrifty, double-wrapped Enriched
Nissen TWIN-PACK Bread today!

Our Seasonal Check-up
Will Make Your Car "Sing”
Spring is the time for "going places” . . . and you’ll want your car to be in tune with the
season. That’s where we can help you. As authorized Oldsmobile dealers, we have the
modem equipment... the genuine Oldsmobile parts ... the factory-trained mechanics ... to
give you a Spring Tune-Up that really means something. Look over this list of essential
services. Then bring us your "Merry” Oldsmobile!
ENGINE—a thorough-going tune-up to bring back that "song” of power. LUBRICATION
—change oil to the correct grade—lubricate chassis thoroughly. COOLING SYSTEM—
drain and flush out the radiator—check all connections. BRAKES—adjust and reline if
necessary—check all safety features. FRONT END—check wheel alignment and correct if
necessary. APPEARANCE—wash and polish car—touch up paint where needed.
Tune fit

HENRY J. TA YLOR, Mutual Network, Monday* and Friday*

villi
You never push a clutch—never shift
gears. And if you need extra pick-un, just
step ’way down on the gas and.. .WHIRLAWAY! It’s tomorrow’s wav of driving
with Oldsmobile’s Hydra-Matic Drive*.
•Optional at extra eoat

YOUR
BAKEt) BY the BAKERS of
OLD HOME BREAD
winter street

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
Turn in your SCRAP ... To turn Into STEEL ... To help turn out your OLDSMOBILE!-----

telephonk“9

Page Ten

_____________________

What Barter Saw

“A Museum Piece”

Read What This Fool English A Rockland Man. Floridaman Says About the State
Bound, Tells Of His
Of Maine
Bus Trip
St Johnsbury, Vt.. April 20.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have recently read the abridged
edition of a six-volume work by the
noted English historian, A. J. Toyn
bee, a book that is having a wide
reading in our country and Ls con
sidered by literary authorities as of
great importance. I wonder how
your readers like this statement
from page 147.
“Maine in contrast to Massachu
setts has always been unimportant
and survives today as a kind of
museum piece, a relic of 17th cen
tury New England inhabited by
woodsmen and watermen and hunt
ers. These children of a hard
country now eke out their scanty
livelihood by serving as guides fcr
pleasure seekers who come from the
North American cities to spend their
holidays in this Arcadian State
just because Maine is still Just what
she was when many of these cities
had not yet begun to arise out of
the wilderness. Maine today is at
once one of the longest settled re
gions of the American Union and
one of the least urbanized and so
phisticated "
Allison M. Watts.

Declining Catches
Fisheries Catch In February
Were Million Pounds
In Arrears
Maine commercial fish and shell
fish landings during February
amounted to 3.643.000 pounds and
brought fishermen $481,000. Sea and
Shore Fisheries statistician Louis
R. Cates announced yesterday.
Although the total catch was
down more than one million pounds
in comparison with the correspond
ing month last year. Cates pointed
out that prices were generally high
er this year and the total income
was $10,000. above that of February
1947
The declining catch thus far in
1948. Cates attributed to prolonged
bad weather which has seriously
curtailed fishing operations.

NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss of
Union were visitors Sunday at Aus
tin Kalloch's.
Harry Mank and family and
friends of Rotkland called recently
on Mr. Mank's father, Clifford
Mank.
The first thunder storm of the
season disrupted the electrical fix
tures at the Nurme home and put
out of commission the telephone
box at the Niemi home.
Mrs. Alice Moody who resided at
Mr and Mrs Charles Webb s dur-

ALBERT E.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 27, 1948

v

Rockland, April 23.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
These are my observations from
a bus concerning my trip from
Rockland Feb. 4. to West Palm
Beach. Fla. On our way to Port
land we looked at frozen lakes and
three feet of snow thrown out by
the snow plow. Out of Worcester,
the bus was noisy, sounding as if
the muffler was gone, and banging
so badly that no one could sleep.
Finally the driver came in and or
dered us to change to another bus.
so we took our pillows and bags
nd changed over, but at the loss
of two hours' time.
In Washington I enjoyed an
hour or two of sightseeing. I
noted one thing In particular was
that on all buildings the window
sashes, doors and door frames were
kept bright as if they were not of
oak or cypress. They were grained
to make them appear new or of
bright wood.
Crossing a bridge over the Poto
mac river. I noticed a tugboat hav
ing a tough time with two barges
trying to push through the ice.
At Fredericksburg and Vicksburg
the grounds are graded in mounds
like steps, a formation which was
attractively done. In Richmond
I saw an old fashioned building
marked “Booker T. Washington
School ” On the route out of
Raleigh were pine trees free from
limbs for 25 feet up. making them
appear as ff they had been trimmed
but not so—they grow that way.
Fayetteville Is In the land of
corn raising and vegetable garden
ing. Hogs in the fields were of all
colors but looked small and more
or less stunted.
Bales of cotton
were on the platform at the sta
tion and there I noticed a black
man with a white tamoshanta!
The things we saw in this section
were mules Rosemary pines, oats,
black gunwood and tobacco.
Louisbtrg had flocks of wild
pidseons. old rambling farms and
modern homes. From here we
went on a roadbed built through
swampland with water on each side
of the road. Cypress trees covered
with hanging moss and underbrush
of every description grew out of
the water.
Palm trees began to make their
appearance near Charleston. S C..
and I noticed warships alongside
the wharfs. Next came Savannah
where trees are tapped for turpen
tine and several other products.
On arrival in West Palm Beach,
we contacted our old friend and
neighbor. Mrs. Charles Rich, who
resided many years on Isle au

BRIDE OF ROCKLAND MAN

GLEN COVE
Capt. R. F. Eaton arrived here
Sunday, called by the death of Wil
liam H Burns, and returned Friday
to Pert Washington, N. Y.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rexford Anderson were Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Meeker and children
of Peabody, Mass., and Miss Lillian
Spear of East Union.
Diana Anderson returned Sunday
from Loudville where she spent the
school vacation with her grand
mother, Mrs. Lettie Prior.
Mrs. Jessie Richardson and
granddaughtr, Eileen Gaines ot
Rockland, were visitors Friday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs E. B.
Hall.

PROBATE COURT NEWS
[This Is Not A Legal Notice]

Mrs. Donald C. Marriner (Miss Anne IaiMton), who was married on April
16 at the Congregational Church in Fairhaven, Mass.

Haut
Her brother is Charlie
Hamilton. After scouting around,
I located a room in a private fam
ily and ip oceeded to enjoy the cli
mate which was then about like
our July or August. Through the
kindness and hospitality of Mr
and Mrs. Hamilton I visited many
places of interest and also enjoyed
real New England dinners.
A motor t' ip took us to Miami
and a score of other cities. Mr.
and Mrs. Colby, also of Maine, were
in the party. The hotels in Miami
are magnificent and the money
spent in building them Is beyond
imagination.
Another wonderful
sight ls a ship, which was cast up
over the coral reefs during a hur
ricane so that her bowsprit ex
tends over the street. It has been
.node into an aquariam and lunch
room, never to be on the ocean
again.
At the north end of the city,
ships come In from Cuba bringing
fruits and vegetables, and here I
saw the emigrant ship in which
the Scandinavians came across and
landed at the mouth of Lake
Worth. I learned that they were
taken to Ellis Island and Interned.
The boat in which they came is
ing the Winter, is now employed in similar in type to our pinkeys.
built very full and pointed at both
Rockland.
ends, very roughly done but strong
and able as a sea boat. The rud
der hung outside.
It was rigged
with one mast and bowsprit, jib
and lug mainsail; a wheel house on
MacPHAlL
aft and rigged with rope to tiller
and tackle to sides and back around
wheel hub: one cylinder gas engine;
one large hatch midship for carry
ing freight.
I found West Palm Beach a clean
place in which to live and enjoy a
vacation.
Herbert B. Barter

PLUMBING AND HEATING

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W
19-tf

Tuesday-Friday

CUSHING

Book R eview
K S F.
“A Star Shone."

By Robie Trent

The Westminster Press. Philadel
phia.
These are stories from the beau
tiful literature of the Bible and
precious tales of truth and beauty.
It would be time well spent to
read and study this serious articles
to prompt ycur mind as to the
values in the Book of Books.
This writer has the touch of
beauty in her language that tells
with children and gmwn-ups alike
in its appeal
“
All the Bible stories will bear ex
plaining in the manner of less his
torical personalized form and that
is what has been done in these
stories that have been sent out by
the Westminster Press of Philadel
phia.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

The Rice Tree

Michigan Man Wants Infor
mation Concerning Former
Knox County Family

Wills Allowed: James H. Heal, by George D. Hall, Administrator,
Plymouth, Mich., April 21.
late cf Camden, deceased Bertha by Alan L. Bird, admr., estate
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
L. Heal of Camden executrix; Wil George D. Hall, late of Marlborough,
Mrs. Mabel Heald, clerk of the
son A. Moon, late of Rockport, de deceased; Harry P. Hosmer, late cf
First Baptist Church in West
cayed, Mildred Estell Mccn of Rock Camden, deceased, first and final
port, executrix; Nat F. Andrews, account presented by Mabel E.
Rockport, suggested that I contact
late of Thomaston, deceased, Grace Howe, administratrix; Waltei’ C.
you, as she felt you may be able to
M. Andrews of Thomaston, execu Larrabee, late of Rockland, de
help me in rcunding cut some facts
trix; Jennie A. Putnam, late of ceased. first and final account pre
lacking in the Rice tree.
*
So Thomaston, deceased. Malcolm sented by Jessie E. Larrabee, execu
First, it Is definitely known that
P. Jackson of South Thomaston, trix; Ada C. Burpee, late of Rock
my grandfather’s brother, Rev
executor; Lee R. Dunn, late of land, deceased, First and Final ac
Shuthelah M. Rice preached in
Rockland, deceased. Annie Louise count presented by Frank F. Hard
Dunn of New’ York, N. Y„ execu-. ing, Trustee; David Ames Boynton,
America’s rural road problems West Rockport Church. He was
trix; Alfred P. Gray, late of War late of Camden, deceased, first and will have a high degree of priority an evangelist and teamed up some
ren, deceased. George E. Gray of final account presented by Olive A. at the forthcoming Second High with a Rev. Mr. Baker. He was
Warren and Neil S. Gray of Water Coates, administratrix.
way
Transportation
Congress, married to Elmira Potter, around,
in Camden, and I would like
ville, executors; Lizzie Frances Ma
Petition For Distribution Grant W’hich will be held under the or
loney, late of Cushing, deceased, Ed ed: Estate David Ames Boynton, auspices of the National Highway very much to locate some of the
I
Petter
family.
ward K Maloney of Cushing, execu late of Camden, deceased, filed by Users" Conference at the Hotel
Also, he and a brother Hannibal,
tor; Elizabeth G Gould, late of Olive A Coates of Camden, admini Mayflower, Washington D. C„ May
Camden, deceased. Walter A Gould stratrix.
6 and 7. Alfred P. Sloan. Jr., owned a flfet of ships running to
and William G. Williams, both of | Petitions Per Probate of Will chairman of the National Highway Europe. He sold his interest ln 1846
Camden, executors; Charles H. Presented For Notice: Carrie A. Users’ Conference, will be one of and came to Michigan where he
Morey, late of Rockland, deceased, Prescott, late of Camden, deceased, the principal speakers. The Con died. He had six children.
There must be quite a few famiSusie S. Morey of Rockland, execu George
W. Prescott cf Camden gress will seek to develop policies j lies of Rices around that vicinity
trix: Lizzie M. Robinson, late of named executor;
beneficial to all highway user
Alvin
W.
Foss,
Warren, deceased, Ruth B. McLain late of Rcckland, deceased. Pearl V groups, of which farmers are one of and I am interested in the descend
ants cf Rev. Jacob Rice, who
of Thomaston executrix; John I.
the most important.
I preached In Henniker, N. H as
Snow, late of Rockland, deceased, Fess of Rockiand named execurix;
Edna
G.
Tibbetts,
late
of
Camden,
Sara H Snow of Rockland, execu deceased, Frank M. Tibbetts of
Tribal custom decrees that all early as 1767. then moved to Brown
trix; Sue E. Loomis, late of Boston,
Navajo Indian hogans (houses) field, Me., where he died and is
Camden
named
executor;
Anna
H
buried. He was Shuthelah’s grand
Mass., deceased. Samuel W. Cowling Eaten, late of Rockland, deceased. must face east.
father.
cf Newport News, Virginia, execu
Thomas J. Rice.
tor. Gilbert Harmon of Camden, Frankie M. Webster of Port Ches B. Currie, late cf Camden, deceased
ter. N Y. and Rcse H. Gardner of
P. O. Box 86.
agent in Maine
first
and
final
account
filed
by
Helen
Rockland, named executors; Jessie
Petitions
For Administration R. Kelley, late c>f Rockland, de H. Jordan, administratrix.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Granted: Estates Elsie M Copeland, ceased, Helena A. Ramsdell of
late of Warren, deceased, Albert V Rockland named executrix; Lindlev
McIntyre of Warren, administrator; E. Merrifield, late of Hope, deceased.
SPRING TIME IS
Bessie A. Kellar, late of St. George, Peary L. Merrifield of Hope named
deceased. Arthur E. Kellar adminis executor.
YOUR TIME
trator;
Petition Fcr Administration Pre
For
a Lovely
Petition For License To Sell Real sented For Notice: Estate Hanson
I
Estate Granted: Estates, Linda E B. Joyce late of North Haven, de
I
GILBERT
Brooks of Thomaston, filed by Leah ceased. Lucy C. Hopkins of Vinai
!
F. Brooks. Guardian; Robert J. Da haven named administratrix.
I
vis of Thomaston, filed by Leah F
I
Petitions For License To Sell Real
Brooks, Guardian.
Estate Granted; Estates, Robert
Petition For License To Exchange Clark of Thomaston, filed by Abbie
All Prices
Real- Estate Granted: Estate Louise B. Clark of Thomaston, guardian;
Collins of Appleton, filed by Eliza Herbert WilliSns. late of South
frora $5 (JO up
beth Jacobs. Guardian
Thomaston, deceased, filed by Rob
Petition For License To Sell Per ert W Carey of South Thomaston,
sonal Property Granted: Estate administrator;
Castera Neilson
Cold Waves $7.50, $10.00
Flora D. Rokes, of Camden, filed by Cushman, late of Rockville, de
Clarence S. Rifiley, Gbardian
ceased. filed by Jerome C Burrows
FINGER WAVE
Petition For Allowance Granted: of Rockland, executor.
$1.00
Estate Lawrence I. Esancy, late of
WITH. SH AMPOO
Accounts Presented For Notice:
Rockland, deceased, filed by Lucille Estates. Katherine Smith, late of
R. Esancy, widow.
Rcckland. deceased, fifth account
Petition For Guaedian Granted; filed by Alan L. Bird. Trustee; El- |
Estate Robert Clark of Thomaston, mus Roger Morse, of Thomaston, I
Abbie B Clark of Thomaston ap third and final account filed by
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT, Prop.
pointed guardian.
Carrie E. Morse, Guardian; Walter)
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Addie F. Bisbee, late of Camden, de
375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND. ME. PHONE 142
Hall Winchenbach late of Rockland, ceased, first account, filed by
22-T-tf
first and final account presented Charles F. Dwinal. Trustee; Thomas |

PERMANENT

BEAUTY GILBERT’S SAL0N

------------- »----

“Bishop Brent." Author Alexan
der C Zabriskie. The Westminster
Press. Philadelphia.
A book written as a Crusade for
Christian unity. "Everybody's Bish
op " This is what he was called,
affectionately, by his many friends. I
He left the Catholic Church to be
come a Protestant.
The Bock tells the story of his at
titude toward life and his findings
on the way through the eventful
life he lived.
The substance of Bishop Brent’s
religious faitlr was so perfect it was
a fine example for others, and from
whose work and thought we can
gain much strength
The author has a most distinct
style and pride in his wording that
gives to his work great polish and
distinction and shows his ability
and natural bent to do books of
biography. A book you will enjoy
reading
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

Mr and Mrs. Arthur Woodbury
of Walmouth. N. Y.. who bought
the W. A. River property were re
cent guests of Mrs. Woodbury’s sis
ter. Mrs. Ralph Rand, and her
brother. C. H. Wales.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wood
A total of 41,000,000 fans saw(Patty Olson) are occupying the minor league baseball games in
northern apartment in the A A. 1947 as compared with about 20.Woodbury house.
000,000 who saw- the majors
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis who
have been residing in Pleasant
Point, have bought a trailer from
Raymond Wood and moved it to
their farm for occupancy, as the
house on the property is rented to
Dry Cleaning, Pressing and
Hugo Laurilla.
Altering
Miss Fannie Crute is vacationing
at home from her teaching duties
All Work Guaranteed
in Winsted, Conn.
We Sell
Mrs. Chester Wotton is improv
ing from effects of a fall in which
Second Hand Clothing
she suffered a strained arm.
Mrs. Jennie Simmons of Friend
359 MAIN STREET
ship was lecent guest of her sister,
(One Flight Up)
Mrs. Lana Killeran.
Across From Newberry’s
I9*lt F-tf
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Boston Tailoring Co.

Turn the key in the lock—press
down the gas treadle —and set this
mighty Fireball straight-eight pur
ring. Now:

FIVE DAY SERVICE

Flick the selector lever till the
pointer indicates “D” —that’s for
driving. Feed a little gas—and see
w hat happens.

F

OW'S YOUR WATCH?

Custom-Designed to Your Own
Kitchen’s Measurements!
This is the big free kitchen plan offer
you’ve read about in your favorite maga
zines ... the great offer that can start
YOU on your way to making your
“dream” kitchen a reality . . . without a
penny's cost to you! If you are a homeowner, or prospective buyer or builder,
just bring us the dimensions of your
kitchen and we will show you—on the
wonderful American Kitchens Plan-AKit—just how it will look when it’s trans
formed into a beautiful, modern
AMERICAN KITCHEN . .. how it can
cut your working time in half . . . how
you can have a PERFECT kitchen for
just a few dollars a month!

You Can Start Your American
Kitchen for

Smoothly, you slip away from the
curb. Silkily you build up momen
tum. Effortlessly you cruise at what
ever pace your treadle toe selects.

Look! you say. A stop light! What
do / do?

Nothing special. Let up on the gas.
Apply tl^foot brake as you need it.

en. Begin with a beautiful Ameri
can Kitchens cabinet sink. Later . . .

That all? Won’t the engine stall?
Don't I shift ?

We're famous f*r ett
•apart watch repalriag
service I All work done bp
Craftsmen and — gnaraw*
teed I Estimates at ae -|
charge
vJ
6

COME

That’s all. Your engine won’t stall.
You don’t shift. Just sit there till
the coast is clear. Then step on it.
Step hard and you’re oft like a rab
bit. Step lightly, and you ease
smoothly away.
Wa at’s happening? you want to

know. What’s doing the shifting?
Some mechanical hand under the floor
boards?

Not in this car, sir. Oil does it allspinning oil. Oil whirling to give
you starting surge—power build-up
—efficient cruising—engine braking
effect on hills.

Oil that does everything the usual
low, second and high gears do —
without any gearshifting on your
part —and without the slightest
break in your stride except when
you want it.

5

★ ROAD-RITE BALANCE

★ FLEX-FIT OIL KINGS
if RIGID TORQUE TUBE

★ SAFETY-RIDE RIMS

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, BuUgri, i.a,a.->iu<
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers
ROCKLAND

What’s Different About
DYNAFLOW DRIVE*?
To an efficient new pump (left below), Buick engi
neers have added a true turbine (right) and an in
genious new supercharging assembly (inland) which
produce a torque-boosting action in starting and
accelerating. The result is the first device on any
American passenger car which employs liquid to fill
the function of both the clutch and the usual law,
second and high gears. The clutch pedal is eliminated
and a simple control gives you manual, selection of
power ranges and direction.

★Optional al extra cost on Roadmaster models only.

★ HI-POISED FIREBALL POWER
★ OUADKUFLEX COIL SPRINGING

★ Ot/OMAI/C SPARK ADVANCE

★ TEN SMART MODELS

★ BODY BY FISHER

Tune in HENRY J TAYLOR, Mutual Network, Mondays and Fridays

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.
$76 MAIN STREET

There’s only one place. Only Buick
has Dynaflow Drive, and no other
American car has anything like it.
With or without a car to trade, bet
ter see your Buick dealer first
minute you can.

★ TAPER-THRU STYUNG

★ DVNAHOW DRIVE

★ VIBRA-SHIELDED RIDE

iriOUND-SORBER TOP LINING

For just a few dollars monthly, you
can add base and wall cabinets
until your American “Dream”
Kitchen is complete!

Say no more! I’m sold! Where do I
sign up?

BUICK alone has allthese features

IN

TODAY

"NAKE a clear day—a Dynaflow*
Buick—and a mind open to new
experiences.

HELP AMERICA PRODUCE FOR PEACE — TURN IN YOUR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL —

TFL 120’

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating
32-T-tI

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

•

C. W. HOPKINS
BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

